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ABSTRACT
It is estimated that 15,000 to 25,000 sites across the United States are impacted by
dense nonaqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) contamination. The difficulties in
cleaning up and closing out these sites have prompted many to consider the
potential benefits of partial removal of the source mass. Mathematical models
developed to assess these benefits often employ metrics of the spatial distribution
of DNAPL mass within the source.

This spatial distribution is termed the

DNAPL architecture. Interestingly, there are currently no field methods available
for characterization of the DNAPL architecture. Thus, the overall objective of
this research was to develop a framework for assessing the local-scale DNAPL
architecture using partitioning tracers in push-pull tests. The central hypothesis of
the research is that differences in the mass transfer kinetics between high and low
saturation areas will permit estimation the mass fraction of DNAPL present in
pools (i.e., pool fraction).

This hypothesis was tested using laboratory

experiments and mathematical modeling. Liquid-liquid-equilibrium experiments
and subsequent thermodynamic modeling were employed to assess the phase
behavior of partitioning of three representative alcohol tracers (1-pentanol, 1hexanol, and 2-octanol) with a model DNAPL (trichloroethene), and determine
the range of concentrations over which partitioning may be assumed linear.
Results from 1-D column experiments and 2-D aquifer cell experiments indicate
that tracer transport in systems comprised of TCE-DNAPL can be described with
linear driving force models that employ mass transfer coefficients developed for
the dissolution of pure-component DNAPLs.
ix

Push-pull tests conducted in

heterogeneous source zones created within 2-D aquifer cells indicate that
partitioning tracers can describe DNAPL architecture, but not the pool fraction
metric. Tests in these heterogeneous source zones also indicate that differences in
push-pull test breakthrough curves are not dominated by mass transfer kinetics
between high and low saturation areas. Instead, simulations conducted in several,
simplified source zones suggest push-pull tracer tests are strongly affected by the
amount of the vertical domain that contains DNAPL and the distance from the
well to the DNAPL mass. Results of this research indicate that push-pull tests
may be useful within a larger characterization framework to help resolve localscale architecture, thereby improving predictions of contaminant plume response
to various level of treatment within the source. It is recommended that future
work focus on 3-D simulations to explore the influence of radially distributed
DNAPL on the ability of the push-pull test to estimate the vertical extent of the
DNAPL and distance from the well to the DNAPL mass.
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m
Caq
– mobile aqueous concentration

F – fraction of tracer/NAPL interactions
occurring at equilibrium [-]

[M·L-3]
Cn – DNAPL phase concentration
[M·L-3]

Gex – excess Gibbs Energy
[M·L2·T-2·Mol-1]

Cint – aqueous/DNAPL interfacial
concentration [M·L-3]

h1 – hydraulic head on left-hand side of
the 2-D box [L]

Cs – aqueous solubility concentration
[M·L-3]

h2 – hydraulic head on right-hand side of
the 2-D box [L]

dM – medium grain diameter [L]

H – packed height of 2-D box [L]

d50 – median grain diameter [L]

Iz – variation of NAPL mass about the
center [M]

Daq – aqueous phase diffusion
coefficient
[L2·T-1]

k̂ - lumped mass transfer coefficient
[T-1]

Dfront - distance between the
injection/extraction well and the
DNAPL front [L]

kf – mass transfer coefficient [L·T-1]
k* - local mass transfer coefficient
[L·T-1]

DN – DNAPL phase diffusion
coefficient [L2·T-1]

krw- relative permeability [L2]
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K – hydraulic conductivity [L·T-1]

q – darcy velocity [L·T-1]
q̂ i – UNIQUAC surface area parameter
for species i [-]

K pci - concentration dependant tracer
partition coefficient [Laq· L-1 DNAPL]

r̂i – UNIQUAC/UNIFAC volume

L – characteristic length [L]

parameter for species i [-]

Lbox – length of the 2-D box [L]

rpool – radius of NAPL pool [L]

lx – length of NAPL pool in x direction
[L]

rspread – spread of NAPL mass [-]
R – retardation factor [-]

ly – length of NAPL pool in y direction
[L]

Re – Reynold’s Number [-]

M – total NAPL mass of system [M]

Rr - domain defined by the rectangular
NAPL-water interfacial area [L2]

MN – Nth temporal moment [-]

Re - domain defined by the elliptical
NAPL-water interfacial area [L2]

Mn – Nth temporal moment normalized
by 0th moment [-]

S – area of control plane [L2]

Mijk – spatial moment [-]

m - mass discharge [M·T-1]

Saq – average aqueous phase saturation
[-]

n – porosity [-]

Sn – average NAPL saturation [-]

- vector normal to the control plane
[-]

~
S n - point NAPL saturation [-]

nvg – Van Genuchten parameter [-]

along a streamtube [-]

Ni – total number of moles [Mol]

Sn,c – average NAPL saturation in
contaminated domain [-]

Ŝ n - trajectory average NAPL saturation

Pcb - the capillary pressure at the
base of the pool [M·L-1·T-2]

S nrmax - maximum residual saturation [-]

Pct - is the capillary pressure at the
top of the pool [M·L-1·T-2]

Ss – specific storage [L-1]

Pe – Peclet Number [-]

t – time [T]

Q – volumetric flow rate [L3]

t0 – pulse injection time [T]

Qk - UNIFAC surface parameter for
functional group “k” [-]

Ui – uniformity index [-]

Sh – Sherwood Number [-]
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γm - mass transfer coefficient between
the mobile and immobile domains [T-1]

umn - measure of interaction energy
between groups m and n
[M·L2·T-2·mol-1]

Γ – surface concentration [mol·L-2]

Vext – extraction volume in push-pull test
[L3]

Γ0 – tracer equilibrium surface
concentration [mol·L-2]

Vinj – injection volume in push-pull test
[L3]

Γ∞ - maximum tracer surface
concentration [mol·L-2]

(Vext/Vinj)* - is the Vext/Vinj value at
which normalized concentration drops
from 1.0 [-]

k - activity coefficient of group “k” in
the mixture [-]

xi – mole fraction of component i [-]

k(i ) - residual contribution to the
activity coefficient of group “k” in a
pure fluid of species “i” molecules [-]

xiaq - mole fraction of component i in
the aqueous phase [-]

θn – volume fraction of DNAPL [-]

xiaq ,sol - aqueous solubility mole fraction
[-] of component i

θn,0 – initial volume fraction of DNAPL
[-]

xiNAPL is the mole fraction of component
i in the NAPL phase [-]

θaq – volume fraction of aqueous phase
[-]

xcm – horizontal center of mass [-]
x̂ - horizontal distance from center of
mass [L]

 am - volume of mobile aqueous phase
by volume of the entire domain [-]
µaq – dynamic viscosity of the aqueous
-1 -1
phase [M·L ·T ]

%Z - percent of the vertical domain
containing DNAPL [-]

φ – hydraulic head [L]

z – coordination number [-]

ρb - soil bulk density [M·L-3]

z - depth to center of mass [L]

ρn – NAPL density [M·L-3]

αL – longitudinal dispersivity [L]
τij – UNIQUAC binary interaction
parameter [-]

αT – transverse dispersivity [L]
αV – vertical dispersivity [L]

τjk – UNIQUAC binary interaction
parameter [-]

αij – 2-D dispersivity for [L]
γ – interfacial tension [M·T-2]

τji – UNIQUAC binary interaction
parameter [-]

ˆi - activity coefficient of component i

υ – pore water velocity [L·T-1]

[-]
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 k(i ) - the number of k groups present in
species “i” [-]

 am - fraction of aqueous phase in the
mobile domain [-]

ˆi - volume fraction of species i [-]
ω – dimensionless mass transfer
coefficient [-]
Ω – extent of domain [L3]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Sites across the United States, both privately and government owned are
contaminated with solvents due to historical use in dry cleaning or degreasing
operations. In 2003, the EPA estimated that anywhere from 15,000 to 25,000
sites in the United States are impacted by dense nonaqueous phase liquid
(DNAPL) contamination (U.S. EPA, 2003). Additionally, though there have been
significant advances in remediation technologies, there is disagreement as to
whether these technologies are capable of remediating DNAPL sites within a
reasonable time frame and at a reasonable cost (U.S. EPA, 2003). The physical
and chemical properties of DNAPLs result in complex source zone architectures,
which, due to low DNAPL solubility, can take decades or even centuries to
dissolve.

The use of Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL) as the cleanup

standard makes the remediation of DNAPL sites even more difficult, as this level
of cleanup is an unrealistic expectation for many sites.
The difficulty of reaching site closure in the MCL framework has shifted
focus toward understanding the relationship between DNAPL source zone
architecture and downstream dissolved phase concentrations. This plume is often
more hazardous than the source zone because of its mobility, making it the
primary exposure pathway at most sites. Therefore, future remediation objectives
may focus increasingly on reducing dissolved phase plume concentrations or
plume mass discharge.
Since available treatments are unlikely to remove 100% of the source zone
DNAPL mass, current focus is placed on understanding the benefits of partial
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source zone cleanup. Available models can predict the effectiveness of partial
source zone remediation using metrics that describe source zone architecture.
However, currently no field methods exist for characterizing these metrics at
specific sites. The work presented in this dissertation focuses on using push-pull
partitioning tracer tests to characterize pool fraction, a metric that relates the
amount of pooled DNAPL mass to the total DNAPL mass of a source zone.
Push-pull tracer tests are conducted by injecting a pulse of partitioning and
non-partitioning tracers through a NAPL source zone, and then reversing the flow
to pump the pulse back out of the same well. Tracers are selected that partition
into the NAPL to different extents, and comparison of tracer breakthrough curves
(BTCs) permits estimation of an overall NAPL saturation along the flow path of
the tracer. To date, partitioning tracer tests have been used to determine overall
NAPL saturation, but have not been used to estimate source zone architecture
metrics.
The overall objective of this work is to explore the influence of nonlinear
partitioning, non-equilibrium mass exchange and non-uniformity in DNAPL
spatial distribution when employing alcohol tracer tests to characterize local-scale
source zone architecture. The knowledge gained about these processes will then
be used in an attempt to design a push-pull test for estimating pool fraction. To
attain this overall objective, six specific objectives have been identified: 1) fully
characterize, the liquid-liquid-equilibrium in a TCE-water system for three
representative partitioning tracers (1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol); 2) assess
ability of the UNIFAC thermodynamic model to predict the equilibrium behavior
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of these systems; 3) determine the processes controlling partitioning tracer mass
transport in systems comprising uniform saturations of entrapped TCE-DNAPL;
4) Characterize partitioning tracer transport in a 2-D domain containing a single,
large TCE pool; 5) Examine the influence of injection and extraction flow rate
during a push-pull tests conducted in heterogeneous source zones; 6) Explore the
influence of DNAPL architectural features on push-pull test breakthrough curves.
Though linear partitioning is an assumption commonly employed to
analyze partitioning tracer test results, the liquid-liquid-equilibrium studies
conducted in this work demonstrate that equilibrium partitioning is nonlinear for
all three alcohol tracers.

Results however elucidate a range of dilute

concentrations over which tracer partitioning may be approximated as linear.
However, this linear range is different for all tracers and needs to be thoroughly
understood before linear partitioning can be safely assumed.
UNIFAC is group contribution method that has been employed to estimate
liquid-liquid equilibrium behavior in systems similar to the ternary systems
examined herein; therefore the UNIFAC model was used to predict alcohol-waterTCE equilibrium behavior for each tracer.

Results demonstrate that the

thermodynamic model is able to predict the overall behavior.

However,

estimations of partition coefficients in the dilute range - range where the
partitioning may be approximated as linear - are not accurate. Results of the
thermodynamic modeling therefore suggest that these models may have utility
when screening potential tracers, but experiment-based characterization is
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necessary for accurate quantification of the partitioning behavior, particularly
within the dilute/linear region where most tracers will be applied.
Upon complete characterization of the equilibrium system, efforts
explored physical-chemical effects which may influence tracer transport in real
systems. Here a series of 1-D column experiments were conducted to examine
the dominant resistances to tracer mass transport in uniform saturations of TCEDNAPL ganglia. Three resistances were interrogated using a numerical model
appropriate to each resistance. The resistances were: resistance in an aqueous
phase boundary layer surrounding the TCE-DNAPL droplet; resistance at the
interface between the aqueous and DNAPL phases; resistance within the TCEDNAPL droplet due to diffusion within the DNAPL. Comparison of model
predictions and experimental BTCs demonstrates that diffusion through the
hypothetical aqueous phase boundary layer controls the kinetics of tracer
exchange between the aqueous phase and TCE-DNAPL. Additionally, tracer
transport in these column experiments can be adequately described using a linear
driving force model that incorporates an aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient
correlation developed for NAPL ganglia dissolution.
Column experiments conducted herein represent one end member of
source architecture - uniformly distributed TCE-DNAPL ganglia. The other end
member is a source containing a single pool.

Thus the kinetics of alcohol

exchange between the aqueous phase and a single pool of TCE-DNAPL were
examined in a series of 2-D aquifer cell experiments. Tracer BTCs were assessed
at sampling ports within the domain and in the flux-averaged effluent. The intent
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of these experiments was to test the ability of NAPL pool dissolution correlations
to describe tracer transport in pool dominated systems.

Results of these

experiments determined that a linear driving force model using a mass transfer
coefficient correlation developed for NAPL pool dissolution can predict both
local scale and over all partitioning tracer transport.
The final laboratory experiments examined partitioning tracer transport in
heterogeneous TCE-DNAPL source zones. Three push-pull tests were conducted
in three source zones of low, mid and high pool fraction. Each of the three pushpull tests employed different flow rate combinations for both the injection and
extraction. The purpose of these experiments was to determine if differences in
transport time scales between pools and ganglia can be used to distinguish
between pool dominated and ganglia dominated source zones. Results indicate
that all three flow rate combination result in similar tracer BTCs; this implies that
practitioners can use the economically advantageous fast flow rates in the field
without loss of information. Additionally, while push-pull BTCs appear to be
influenced by source zone architecture, they do not appear to be directly related to
pool fraction. Modeling efforts determined that partitioning tracer transport in
heterogeneous source zones can be predicted using a linear driving force model
employing a mass transfer coefficient correlation developed from NAPL pool
dissolution.
Lastly, the model developed to describe partitioning tracer transport in
heterogeneous source zones was used to determine whether push-pull tests are
able to distinguish between source zones of different vertical and horizontal
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distributions. Push-pull tests were simulated in forty simplified source zones
contrived to have distinct different vertical and/or horizontal distributions.
Results indicate that push-pull tests may be able to distinguish differences in
vertical DNAPL distribution. Additionally push-pull test BTCs may be useful for
estimating the distance between the injection/extraction well and the DNAPL
front.

However, the tests appear to be unable to distinguish differences in

horizontal DNAPL distribution.
The work presented in this dissertation has been able to characterize
partitioning tracer behavior in a number of systems. LLE experiments were used
to measure the non-linear partitioning behavior of three representative alcohol
tracers, including linear partition coefficients and the concentration range for
which these partition coefficients are valid. 1-D column experiments and 2-D box
experiments were used to validate linear driving force models describing
partitioning tracer transport in ganglia DNAPL, pooled DNAPL and
heterogeneous DNAPL source zones. These models showed that mass transfer
correlations developed from NAPL dissolution are useful for describing tracer
transport through DNAPL source zones. Validation of these models allowed for
the simulation of additional push-pull tests in source zones of different vertical
and horizontal distributions. Simulations indicate that push-pull tests conducted
in these simplified source zones are able to distinguish certain DNAPL
architectural features and that further investigations is warranted in more complex
systems.
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Assessment of Partitioning Tracers for Estimation of
DNAPL Source Zone Architecture

CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND
1.1 Chlorinated Solvents
1.1.1- Chemical Properties
Nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) are hazardous organic liquids that are
slightly soluble in water and form a visible separate phase in the subsurface
(Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005). There are two categories of NAPLs, light
(LNAPL) and dense (DNAPL). LNAPLs (e.g. gasoline, benzene and toluene) are
less dense than the resident groundwater and therefore tend to reside near the
water table; DNAPLs (e.g. chlorinated solvents such as PCE, TCE and TCA) are
more dense than the resident groundwater and typically migrate downward
through the saturated zone. A NAPL can be one pure chemical or can be a
mixture of compounds with varying physical and chemical properties. The term
NAPL refers to the phase comprising a contaminant or mixture of contaminants;
the term is not interchangeable with the contaminant of concern.
Shown in Table 1 are some of the relevant physical and chemical
properties of a set of chloroethenes - on group of chlorinated solvents. Of these
TCE and PCE are common solvents used in dry cleaning operations in many
industries. The solubility of these compounds is generally low (on the order of
mg/L), which one key factor in why remediation of this TCE and PCE is difficult.
Although these chlorinated ethenes have low solubilities, it should be recognized
1

that their solubilities are orders of magnitude higher than drinking water limits.
TCE and PCE have solubilities of approximately 982 mg/L and 212 mg/L (at 20
°C) but both currently have an EPA maximum contaminant level of 5 ug/L. Note
that in September of 2011, the EPA released its Final Health Assessment for TCE,
characterizing it as a carcinogenic chemical due to its non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma
and liver cancer risks.

Consequently, if not remediated, NAPLs comprising

chlorinated ethenes can exist in the subsurface for decades and contaminate large
volumes of groundwater (Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005).
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Table 1.1. Physical and Chemical properties of a selection of representative
chlorinated ethenes.

Chlorinated
Solvent

Molecular
Weight
Abbreviation (g/mol)

Density
(g/mL)

Dynamic
Viscosity
(cP)

Aqueous
Solubility
(wt%)

Water
Solubility in
Organic
(wt%)

Perchloroethene

PCE

165.8

1.61c,d

0.798c,d

0.0212a,e

0.0105b,d

Trichloroethene

TCE

131.4

1.45c,d

0.532b,d

0.0984a,e

0.032b,d

1,1Dichloroethene

1,1-DCE

97.0

1.17b,d

0.358a,d

0.255a,e

0.035b,d

cis-1,2Dichloroethene

cis-DCE

97.0

1.28a,f

0.411a,g

0.667 a,e

0.055 b,e

tans-1,2trans-DCE
97.0
1.26 a,f
0.411a,g 0.472 a,e
0.055 b,e
Dichloroethene
a
b
c
d
e
at 20 °C; at 25 °C; at 30 °C; Riddick and Bunger (1970); Horvath et al. (1999); fMorrison
(2007); gNOAA (2012)
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1.1.2 - Uses: Past and Present
Chlorinated ethenes were extensively used in multiple industries. As a
result of accidental spills, improper handling and improper disposal, these
solvents are found in their DNAPL form at many industrial sites, waste disposal
sites, and other locations of unknown use (Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005). All
throughout the United States, sites both privately and government owned are
contaminated with solvents previously used in dry cleaning or degreasing
operations (Pankow and Cherry, 1996; EPA SCRD, 2001; Kavanaugh, 2003;
NRC, 2005). Accurate characterization remains a substantial challenge to the
effective remediation of DNAPL source zones (US EPA, 1993, 2004; NRC, 2005;
Abriola et al., in press).
Chlorinated solvent production started in Germany in the 1800’s and
reached the United States around 1906. Their use in manufacturing became
widespread during World War II and continued to increase for the next 30 years.
Use of these solvents included, but was not limited to, electronics, instrument
manufacturing, aerospace, dry cleaning, metal degreasing, photo processing,
printing and paint removal. Because of their widespread use, chlorinated solvent
disposal took many forms which resulted in both accidental and purposeful
introduction into the subsurface from leaking tanks, leaking chemical distribution
pipelines, spillage during transportation, landfill disposal, settling ponds, and
storm drains (Pankow and Cherry, 1996).
Dry cleaning is one of the industries from which chlorinated solvent
contamination is widespread. In urban areas and it has been estimated that 75%
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of all dry cleaning facilities are contaminated (Schmidt et. al., 1999). Starting in
the 1940’s chlorinated solvents, primarily perchloroethene (PCE), became the
predominant solvent used in dry cleaning operations (EPA SCRD, 2001). Dry
cleaning facilities routinely generate small quantities of hazardous waste. Before
hazardous waste regulations were implemented, this waste was often disposed of
in dumpsters or discharged into the sanitary sewer system via storm drains.
Environmental legislation in the 1960s and 1970s led to the investigation of the
hazards posed by drycleaner operations.

The Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA) forced drycleaners to dispose of PCE as hazardous waste
in the 1980s.

However, in 1999, a State Coalition for the Remediation of

Drycleaners (SCRD) report currently estimates that of the approximately 22,300
active drycleaner facilities in the nation, 75% contain some level of contamination
(Schmidt et al., 1999).
Due to environmental regulations and the development of alternate
solvents, the use of solvents such as PCE and TCE has decreased over the past
thirty years. For example, in 2006, the California Air Resources Board voted to
phase out the use of PCE in drycleaning by 2023 (California EPA). However,
these solvents are still used to some extent. According to the University of
Massachusetts, Lowell, as of 2005 TCE is still being used in electronics
connectors, metal working, adhesives, sealants, paints, textiles, and other
industrial chemicals in Massachusetts. However, the use has decreased by 77%
since 1990 (Toxics Use Reduction Institute, 2010).
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1.1.3 - Infiltration and Entrapment
In the subsurface, DNAPLs may exist as a separate liquid phase, dissolved
in the groundwater, volatilized in the vapor phase of the vadose zone and/or
associated with the porous media solid phase (Figure 1.1). Thus, there are many
pathways for the contaminant to move through the subsurface.
Upon release, dense organic liquids generally migrate downward through
the vadose zone, often reaching the groundwater table. The density and viscosity
of the DNAPL will primarily determine if the compound moves directly
downward, or spreads horizontally (Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005).

If the

DNAPL mass exceeds the displacement pressure at the water table, the DNAPL
will penetrate into the groundwater and continue to move downward. As the
DNAPL moves downward, capillary forces cause a trail of residual DNAPL to be
left in its path (Pankow and Cherry, 1996).

This downward migration will

continue until the DNAPL is unable to overcome the capillary pressure; often this
occurs on top of a layer lower permeability media. The capillary forces in the
lower permeability media are higher than those in the surrounding media, which
causes the DNAPL to spread out and pool on top of these layers. As the pool
height increases, it may reach a point where the DNAPL pressure overcomes the
capillary forces of the low permeability lens.

6

Figure 1.1 Depiction of DNAPL release into the subsurface, modified from
Keuper and Frind (1991).
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The pool height at which this occurs can be estimated from a 1-D force balance:

Pcb  Pct
H
g

(1.1)

Here H is the pool height (L), Pcb is the capillary pressure at the base of the pool
(M·L-1·T-2), Pct is the capillary pressure at the top of the pool (M·L-1·T-2), Δρ is the
density difference between the DNAPL and water (M·L-3), and g is the
gravitational constant (L·T-2) (Kueper et al., 1993). In addition to increasing pool
height, the DNAPL may also spread to the edge of the low permeability lens,
reach higher permeability media and continue its migration downward. This
pattern will continue, often resulting in pools of DNAPL connected by “fingers”
of residual saturation (Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005).
While the physical properties of the DNAPLs largely control their
subsurface transport, the geology at the spill location also plays an important role.
The subsurface in most locations is heterogeneous do to many factors such as the
layering of lenses or the tightness of the media packing (Mayer and Hassanizadeh,
2005).

A large amount of laboratory and field research has shown that the

heterogeneity of the subsurface can impact DNAPL entrapment on a scale ranging
from millimeters to meters (e.g. Poulsen and Kueper, 1992). The impact of this
geological heterogeneity then is that one cannot integrate residual saturations over
the whole volume to calculate the amount of DNAPL mass present (Mayer and
Hassanizadeh, 2005).
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1.2 Influence of Source Zone Architecture on Contaminant Mass Flux
The region that contains the DNAPL phase, including the solid phase that
is associated with that DNAPL is termed the source zone. The spatial distribution
of the DNAPL within the source zone (i.e. locations of low and high saturation
zones) is referred to as the source zone architecture. As will be discussed in the
following sections, this architecture has important implications on site cleanup.
As groundwater flows through the source zone, it slowly dissolves away
components of the DNAPL and moves downstream, creating a plume of
contamination. The groundwater plume is frequently the most hazardous aspect
of a contamination event because it carries the contaminants from the source zone
to possible receptors such as human water supply or sensitive environmental
areas. Assessments of over thirty chlorinated solvent plumes at Superfund sites
show that large plumes can be several kilometers long and contain anywhere from
0.5 to 70 drums of dissolved liquid solvent (Mackay and Cherry, 1989; Pankow
and Cherry, 1996). One principal exposure pathway occurs when the plume
reaches drinking water wells, often with dissolved concentrations well above the
drinking water MCLs (e.g. Pankow and Cherry, 1996; U.S. EPA Clu-In, 2012)
Another common exposure pathway is vapor intrusion (e.g. Little et al., 1992;
U.S. EPA, 2002; Johnston and Gibson, 2011). Here, the groundwater migrates
near or under a building and, because of contaminant volatility, vapors are emitted
into the overlying buildings. The exposure pathway is then inhalation of the
contaminant vapor. The plumes have also affected sensitive environmental areas
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by discharging into surface water bodies, possibly exposing aquatic life (Pankow
and Cherry, 1996; Lorah and Olsen, 1999; Conant et al., 2004).
Just as the source zone is made up of regions of varying saturation, the
dissolved plume also has regions of high and low concentration. The variations in
concentration are due to both the spatial distribution of the dissolving DNAPL
phase and to non-uniform flow caused by heterogeneous porous media. This can
be due to dilution effects, mass transfer limitations and/or mixed DNAPL effects
(Mayer and Hassanizadeh, 2005). Reduction of dissolved concentrations below a
certain level is a common remediation objective. However, the spatial variability
of dissolved concentrations, potential of preferential flow paths and fluctuations
in rate and direction of groundwater flow makes dissolved concentration a
difficult metric to quantify (U.S. EPA, 2003). Therefore, it has been suggest that
contaminant mass flux in the dissolved plume is a more appropriate measure for
cleanup performance than total contaminant mass reduction or dissolved phase
concentration (e.g. Rao et al., 2001; Rao and Jawitz, 2003).
There are multiple methods for measuring and defining mass flux, all of
which involve measurement across a downstream plane. One common metric
used to describe the amount of mass dissolving off a source zone is the source
strength (Rao et al., 2002; US EPA, 2003; Stroo et al., 2003; IRTC, 2004; Falta et
al., 2005; Goltz et al., 2007). The source strength is the mass discharge or the
normalized mass discharge (normalized by cross sectional area of the plane of
measurement) crossing a downstream transect and is useful for comparing
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different sites.

When calculated from measurements of dissolved phase

concentration, mass discharge, m [M·T-1] is:
m   qC aq  ndS

(1.2)

where q is the Darcy velocity [L·T-1], Caq is the contaminant concentration
[M·L-3], n is the vector normal to the plane and S is the area of a control plane
[L2]. Normalizing the mass discharge by the cross sectional area of the control
plane gives a spatially averaged mass flux. The size of this control plane over
which the normalization is carried out is important. If the control plane is too
large, the signal from an area of high flux may be greatly diluted by the large
amount of low flux area surrounding it. This will cause the flux across the plane
to appear to be low, and the hot spot will be missed. However, using too small of
an averaging plane will require many measurements, which may be impractical.
A number of different techniques are used to measure the mass flux or
mass discharge, including integral pump tests, multi-level samplers and passive
flux meters (Borden et al., 1997; Schwartz et al., 1998; King et al., 1999;
Bockelman et al., 2001; Einarson and Mackay, 2001; Hatfield et al., 2002, 2004;
Annable et al., 2005). All of these methods incur uncertainty due to interpolation
between sample points and averaging of sample points. Though water velocity
varies spatially in many locations, it is frequently assumed to be uniform
throughout a transect and the contaminant concentration is usually the only
variable that is interpolated (Semprini et al., 1995; Borden et al., 1997; King et al.,
1999; Kao and Wang, 2001). Table 1.2 provides a brief summary of these
techniques, while further details are provided below.
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Table 1.2 Principal advantages and disadvantages of integral pump tests, multilevel sampler, and passive flux meter.
Measurement
Principal Advantages
Principal Disadvantages
Technique
- Provides a direct measure
- The need for signal inversion
of contaminant discharge
may result in non-unique
estimates of flux
- Allows for an overall
estimate of concentrations
Integral Pump that are not as strongly
Test
influenced by areas of high
concentration

- Alters the flow field, which
may results in inaccurate
estimations of flux under
natural gradient conditions
- Produces large quantities of
contaminated water

Multi-Level
Sampler

Passive Flux
Meter

- Provides a direct measure
of concentration in spatially
discrete intervals

- Needs to be combined with
flow field information to
estimate mass flux

- Can be nested in plume
transects for long term
sampling

- A sampling density of 6-7%
of the transect area is
necessary to produce an
accurate estimate of the spatial
distribution of the
concentration

- Provides a direct measure
of total mass and total flow
to which the meter has been
exposed over a given period
of time

- A sampling density of 6-7%
of the transect area is
necessary to produce and
accurate estimate of the spatial
distribution of concentration

- Can provide effective preand post- treatment
assessments when sampling
duration is kept constant

- Measurements are temporal
averages
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- Longer deployments maybe
influenced by microbial
growth.

1.2.1 - Integral Pump Test
Integral pump tests are conducted with one or more fully screened
pumping wells that cross a plane in a plume. The wells are pumped at a constant
rate for a short period of time while the change in contaminant concentration over
is recorded.

Mass discharge is then calculated from the contaminant

concentrations and the pumping rate.
quantification

of

contaminant

This method allows the simultaneous

mass

fluxes

and

average

contaminant

concentrations at control planes (Bockelman et al., 2001). However, the estimate
of mass flux requires the changing concentration signals be inverted with
numerical or analytical solutions (Schwartz et al., 1998; Bayer-Raich et al.,
2003a, 2003b and 2004). Results of these inversions are not always unique,
meaning that, often, a set of possible mass flux spatial distributions in the plume
is produced (Bauer et al., 2004). The integral pump test also allows for the
determination of contaminant mass flux that is spatially averaged across the cross
sectional area of the plume. Large amounts of water are removed from the
subsurface and analyzed for contaminant concentrations. Therefore, that average
mass flux calculations from integral pump tests are not dominated by one area
with a large concentration signal (Jarsjo et al., 2005). However, it is expensive to
treat the large amount water produced by the integral pump test.
1.2.2 - Multi-Level Sampler
Multi-level samplers are another method that is used to estimate
contaminant mass flux (Borden et al., 1997; King et al., 1999; Einarson and
Mackay, 2001; Kavanaugh et al., 2011). These samplers tend to be smaller-scale
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than integral pump tests and are nested in a plume transect for long term
sampling.

They give discrete spatial measurements of concentration.

The

concentration measurements can then be multiplied by flow measurements,
usually spatially averaged flow, to estimate mass flux at specific locations. The
flux estimates at each point are interpolated and integrated over the transect to
estimate mass discharge and spatially-averaged mass flux. Results are highly
dependent on the spatial scale, especially the vertical scale, of sampling
(Guilbeault et al., 2005). Li et al. (2007) developed a method for estimating mass
flux and quantifying the uncertainty in the measurements. They found that in
control planes with disconnected hot spots, a minimum sampling density of 6-7%
(using regular sampling patterns) is necessary to have an accurate model of
uncertainty. Most sampling densities range between 1 and 4 % (Li et al., 2007).
This is because high sampling density is often expensive due to installation and
monitoring costs. Li and Abriola (2009) developed an algorithm to predict the
best multi-level sampling locations and the minimum sample density necessary to
predict mass discharge and uncertainty. This algorithm was numerically tested
and produced a 50% reduction in necessary sampling density compared to regular
sampling patterns (Li and Abriola, 2009).

In a recent study at Ft. Lewis,

Washington, multi-level samplers were used to help design a bioremediation
strategy by giving information about the presence of vertical gradients and
preferential flow paths. During bioremediation multi-level samplers provided
critical information on the distribution of amendments, redox parameters and
biological activity indicators (Kavanaugh et al., 2011).
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1.2.3 - Passive Flux Meter
The passive flux meter method employs a novel device within existing
boreholes to estimate mass flux (Hatfield et al., 2002, 2004; Annable et al., 2005).
These differ from the integral pump test and multi-level samplers in that they give
a more direct measurement of smaller scale, time averaged mass flux. A passive
flux meter consists of a sorbent, permeable medium that is emplaced in either a
borehole or a sampling well. As contaminated water flows through the medium,
tracers are released from the flux meter and the contaminant compounds sorb to
the meter.

After a certain period of time, the meter is removed from the

subsurface. The average flow rate is calculated from the amount of tracer lost,
and the contaminant mass flux from the amount of contamination adsorbed
(Annable et al., 2005). This method of measuring flux gives a time-averaged
mass flux at specific vertical and horizontal locations. To obtain a spatially
averaged mass flux, there must be interpolation and integration between points.
Again, a nonuniform flow field may make these estimates somewhat inaccurate.
The advantage over multilevel samplers is that the passive flux meters also
measure volumetric flow at the point of concentration measurements. This allows
the flow at each measurement point to be known without needing to estimate the
spatial variability of permeability and hydraulic conductivity. The passive flux
meters installed at Ft. Lewis were able to capture the highly variable groundwater
velocities, which allowed for better predictions of mass flux than technologies
that used that assumed constant groundwater velocities (Kavanaugh et al., 2011).
As with the multi-level sampler, Li et al. (2007) determined that a minimum
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sampling density of 6-7% is necessary to have an accurate estimation of
uncertainty. Brooks et al. (2008) compared the flux meter and the integral pump
test, and determined that both methods had similar performance. The passive flux
meter gave flux measurements as a function of depth, but covered a small
horizontal distance. On the other hand, the integral pump test was able to cover a
much larger volume, but did not give discrete measurements. Overall, Brooks et
al. (2008) concluded that both methods provide critical site characterization data.

1.2.4 - Flow Bypassing
The geological heterogeneity of the subsurface, at both the pore scale and
the macro-scale (layering and soil texture contrasts), cause preferential flow paths
to exist (Schwille, 1988; Illangasakare et al., 1995; Kueper and Frind, 1991).
When DNAPL is distributed as homogeneous ganglia, the large amount of contact
between the DNAPL and the groundwater allows for more dissolution, and
consequently, dissolved concentrations coming off these areas are often near
aqueous solubility. Contrastingly, DNAPL pooled on top of lower permeability
zones has less surface area contact with the flowing groundwater, and therefore,
less dissolution (Johnson and Pankow, 1992). Some water will flow through the
lower permeability region (due to both porous media type and DNAPL presence),
but most of it will flow through areas of higher permeability, bypassing the lower
permeability zone. This is why “older” source zones tend to be dominated by
pooled DNAPL and low dissolved concentration signals with small areas of high
concentration hot spots that correspond to these pool locations.
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1.2.5 - Partial Mass Removal
Because no one technology can remove 100% of the DNAPL mass, focus
has shifted to evaluating synergies among remediation technologies and the
benefits of partial DNAPL mass removal (Saenton and Illangasakare, 2007; Stroo
et al., 2003; Christ et al., 2005). Potential benefits of removing a fraction of
DNAPL mass in the source zone include decreasing risk by reducing dissolved
concentrations reaching receptors, reducing the mobility of the DNAPL itself,
shortening source lifetime, and enhancing natural attenuation (Sale and
McWorter, 2001; Rao et al., 2002). Stroo et al. (2003) discuss the influence of
source zone architecture on the reduction of down gradient mass flux. When the
DNAPL is primarily distributed homogeneously, it may be necessary to remove
up to 95% of the mass to start to see any reduction in dissolved concentrations.
On the other hand, if the DNAPL is distributed heterogeneously with most of the
mass in high permeability areas, much less mass needs to be removed to see a
benefit in dissolved mass flux.
Even combining remediation strategies, no treatment has yet been found
that can provide complete contaminant removal. Holzmer et al. (2000) treated a
TCE-DNAPL source zone with surfactant flushing at Camp Lejeune, NC and
found that up to 10% of the mass still remained in the low permeability layers.
Jawitz et al. (2000) used co-solvent flushing at a PCE-DNAPL site in
Jacksonville, FL, removing 35-38% of the DNAPL mass.

Even though the

amount of DNAPL mass removed was not large, dissolved phase contaminant
concentrations were reduced by 92%. A number of remediation technologies
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were employed at the Ft. Lewis Site in Washington State.

In one location,

Electrical Resistive Heating was able to achieve an 87% reduction in dissolved
TCE concentrations (Beyke and Flemming, 2005). At two other locations on the
Ft. Lewis Site, bioremediation was implemented. After two bioaugmentation
injections in each location, total contaminant mass reduction was estimated as 2649% in one location and 10-78% in the other (Kavanaugh et al., 2011). Typically
however, achieving greater than a 2-log reduction in dissolved phase
concentrations is needed to reach drinking water standards. Thus, a number of
researchers agree that reducing plume concentrations below drinking water
standards is unlikely (Sale and McWhorter, 2001; Soga et al., 2004; McGuire et
al., 2006).
Since no current technology, or combination of technologies, can remove
all of the DNAPL mass from the subsurface, it is necessary to quantify the
benefits of partial mass removal (Stroo et al., 2003; Abriola, 2005; Christ et al.,
2006). Stroo et al., (2003) demonstrate, using the chart shown in Figure 1.2, that
mass removal typically removes the mass in high permeability areas. If the
source zone is highly heterogeneous with most of the DNAPL in high
permeability areas (upper left) a 75% reduction in source zone mass can decrease
downgradient mass flux by about 90%; however, if the source zone is mostly
homogeneous (lower right), a 75% reduction in source zone mass has hardly any
impact on downgradient mass flux. Generally, most real sites have a more linear
relationship (middle, red line in Figure 1.2) between mass flux reduction and
source zone mass reduction than the two extremes presented in Figure 1.2 (Stroo
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et al., 2003; Jawitz et al., 2005). However, it is still important to understand the
site specific source zone architecture in order to evaluate the benefit of removing
source zone mass.
What is not represented in Figure 1.2 is the time required for a given
percent mass removal. Consider for example the case of the homogeneous source
(green line in the lower right of Figure 1.2). This line may represent a uniform
saturation of ganglia or a uniform distribution of pools having similar size, which
would clean up much faster than the pooled source (blue line in the upper left of
Figure 1.2) (Jawitz et al., 2005). Jawitz et al. (2005) concluded that as the
heterogeneity in aquifer properties increases, less mass reduction is necessary to
achieve a certain level of flux reduction; however, overall source longevity
increases.
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Figure 1.2 Percent reduction in mass discharge due to Percent reduction in
source zone mass for three different scenarios: a theoretical relationship in
a highly heterogeneous aquifer with most of the DNAPL located in the
higher permeability zones (upper left, blue); a theoretical relationship in a
homogeneous aquifer (lower right, green); a field demonstration at Dover
Air Force Base in Dover, Del. (middle, red). Figure taken from Stroo et
al., 2003.
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1.3 Source Zone Architecture Metrics
Lemke et al. (2004b) state that the ability to predict risk reduction, when
defined as reduction of dissolved contaminant concentrations or as reduction of
contaminant mass flux across a downgradient plane, depends on the initial and
evolving configurations of pools and entrapped DNAPL in the source zones. For
aggressive source zone treatments to be effective, some knowledge of the amount
and distribution of the DNAPL in the source zone is necessary (Christ et. al.
2005).

To characterize the exact architecture of a source zone requires an

unreasonably high density of sampling points, which is difficult and expensive to
carry out. In lieu of attempting to determine the exact spatial distribution, many
research teams are considering metrics to describe important aspects of the source
zone architecture. The most common metrics being considered are: temporal
moments, spatial moments, reactive travel times and ganglia-to-pool ratio. The
idea here is these metrics may be evaluated with less sampling than would
otherwise be need to assess the spatial distribution of the DNAPL. However, it
should be recognized that use of the source zone architecture metrics represents a
compromise between the value of the information and the cost of obtaining the
information.
1.3.1 - Temporal Moments
Temporal moments have been used by multiple researchers as a metric for
describing source zone architecture (e.g. Jin et al., 1995; Saripalli et al., 1997;
Annable et al. 1998b; Jawitz et al., 2003). This metric uses the moments of
partitioning and nonpartitioning tracer breakthrough curves collected from
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multiple extraction wells to describe the amount of mass in the source zone. The
Nth temporal moment is calculated as


M N   t N C aq (t )dt

(1.3)

0

where Caq(t) is the concentration distribution over time or the breakthrough curve.
Normalized moments, Mn are the Nth absolute moment normalized by the zeroth
moment. By comparing the first normalized moments of the partitioning and
nonpartitioning tracer, the retardation factor, R, can be calculated as

R

t0
2
t0

2

M 1p 
M

np
1

(1.4)

where t0 (pulse injection time) is used to correct each moment. This retardation
value can then be used in the method of Jin et al. (1995) to calculate the average
DNAPL saturation in the system.
Jawtiz et al. (2003) use an extended method of temporal moments (e.g.
Valocchi, 1985) of partitioning tracers to characterize spatial distribution of
DNAPLs using only one well location. This model uses and equilibrium stream
tube approach where the subsurface is divided into two domains, one without
DNAPL and one with a homogeneous NAPL saturation or a distribution of
saturations described by the fraction f. This allows for the calculation of four

~
spatial descriptions of DNAPL saturation: 1) Point saturation, S n ; 2) Average
saturation of the whole spatial domain, S n ; 3) Average saturation for the
contaminated fraction of the domain, S n ,c  S n / f ; 4) Trajectory-averaged
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saturation along a stream tube, Ŝ n . Sn can be estimated with the first temporal
moment of partitioning tracer data (e.g., Jin et al., 1995). The homogeneous
binary model can extend partitioning tracer analysis to second moments, which
allows for the calculation of S n and f (Jawitz et al., 1998). The addition of the
third temporal moment allows for the calculation of the mean and variance of the
trajectory-averaged stream tube saturation.
1.3.2 - Spatial Moments
Spatial moments can be employed to quantify the amount of DNAPL in a
volume of subsurface when a high frequency sampling of an array containing a
high density of spatially discrete samples can be obtained (e.g. Dekker and
Abriola, 2000; Lemke et al. 2004a; Saenton and Illangasekare, 2007). A spatial
moment Mijk as defined by Kueper and Frind (1991a) and Essad and Hess (1993)
is
  

M ijk 

   n

n

sn ( x, y, z ) x i y j z k dxdydz

(1.5)



where n is the porosity, ρn is the DNAPL density [M·L-3] , x,y, and z represent the
Catesian coordinates and i, j and k are the respective moment orders.

The

horizontal center of mass is calculated
x cm 

1
M

 xdm

(1.6)



where M is the total mass of the system, Ω is the extent of the domain [L3], x is
the horizontal coordinate [-] and dm is the increment of mass in the domain [-].
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The variation of the mass about the center of mass is given by the second moment
around the z-axis

I z   xˆ 2 dm

(1.7)



where x̂ is the distance from the horizontal center of mass [L]. The spread of the
DNAPL mass is then calculated as

Iz
M

rspread 

(1.8)

The depth of the center of mass is also important and is calculated as the
first moment about the x-axis,
z

1
M

 zdm

(1.9)



The estimation of spatial moments in the field is difficult because it
requires many sample points and has therefore rarely been used in field situations
(Jawitz et al., 1998, 2000).

1.3.3 - Reactive Travel Times
Jawitz et al. (2005) further expanded upon the concept of temporal
moments to introduce the reactive travel time metric. As in Jawitz et al. (2003),
the field is divided into a Lagrangian framework of non-interacting, stream tubes.
Each stream tube may contain a different amount of DNAPL, which results in a
spatial distribution of DNAPL saturations. Each stream tube is characterized by a
single travel time which results as a combination of the flow field and the DNAPL
saturation in each stream tube.

The aquifer flow heterogeneities are then
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characterized by a distribution of nonreactive travel times and the DNAPL spatial
distribution heterogeneity is described by a distribution of reactive travel times.
With this approach, the nonreactive and reactive travel times are calculated from
nonreactive and reactive tracer tests, respectively (Jawitz et al., 2005).

As in

Jawitz et al. (2003) the reactive tracer partitioning is assumed to occur at
equilibrium.
1.3.4 - Ganglia-to-Pool Ratio
The ganglia-to-pool ratio (GTP) is a ratio of the amount of DNAPL mass
in the source zone that is distributed as ganglia to that distributed as pools (Christ
et al. 2005). The idea behind this metric is that ganglia and pools have different
dissolution behavior and time scales of dissolution (Lemke et al., 2004b).
Therefore the contaminant mass flux downgradient of the source zone will evolve
differently as the source zone mass dissolves depending on the amount of ganglia
and of pools in the source zone (Lemke et al., 2004b; Lemke and Abriola, 2006).
The mathematical description of GTP is:


GTP 


n

S nxyzS n  S nrmax

n

S nxyzS n  S nrmax

(1.10)

Here, pools are defined as regions of the source zone where the DNAPL
saturation is above the maximum residual DNAPL saturation S nrmax [-], often
chosen to be 15% (Lemke et al., 2004b). The maximum residual saturation
depends on both the DNAPL and the medium (Parker and Lenhard, 1987).
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1.3.5 - Pool Fraction
Pool fraction (PF) is similar to GTP in that it describes the source zone as
a distribution of pools and ganglia. However, since pool fraction is normalized by
total DNAPL mass, it is bounded between 0 and 1. In contrast, GTP is
unbounded. For example, as the amount of ganglia increases and the amount of
pooled DNAPL decreases (as is seen at the end of the life of any DNAPL source
zone), GTP goes to infinity. PF in this case goes to zero. Pool fraction is defined
as the amount of DNAPL mass distributed as pools, normalized by the total
DNAPL mass. Mathematically, pool fraction is:

PF 

  S xyzS  S
  S xyzS
n

n

n

n

n

max
nr

n

(1.11)

1.4 Source Zone Characterization

To incorporate any of the source zone architecture metrics discussed
above into a model to predict downstream mass flux, they need to be estimated at
the sight of interest.

DNAPL source zone mass is most commonly assessed by

either taking soil cores at discrete locations and interpolating values between
these measurements or by using partitioning tracer tests to get an estimation of
overall source zone saturation. The advantages and drawbacks to each of these
methods are discussed below.
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1.4.1 - Soil Coring
The most common method used to asses DNAPL architecture in the
source zone is soil coring (Meinardus et. al., 2002). However, this method is
expensive and only interrogates a set of small volumes. Many properties used to
describe subsurface hydrology (e.g. hydraulic conductivity) have correlation
lengths on the order of ten meters in the aerial extent and one meter or less in the
vertical (DeGroot, 1996). DNAPL architecture is controlled by even smaller
scale heterogeneities and depends heavily on release volume, rate and location
(Kueper et. al., 1993; Dekker and Abriola, 2000). Mass discharge resulting from
nonlinear DNAPL distributions has been found to vary by orders of magnitude
over a vertical spacing of only 15-30 cm (Guilbeault et. al., 2005). Therefore, the
number of soil cores necessary to characterize the precise distribution of DNAPL
saturations within a source zone may be unreasonable (eg. Rao et al., 1997; Jawitz
et al., 1998 (ES&T), 2000; Meinardus et al., 2002).
1.4.2 - Partitioning Interwell Tracer Test
Partitioning interwell tracer tests (PITTs) offer an alternative to soil coring
(Jin et al., 1995; Annable et al., 1998a, 1998b). PITTs are conducted by passing a
pulse of partitioning and non-partitioning tracers through a DNAPL source zone.
Tracers are mixed with water and injected as a pulse into the ground through
extraction wells. Once the pulse has been injected, clean water is pumped into the
injection wells. The tracers flow through the contaminated zone and are pumped
out of the extraction wells. Tracer concentration measurements over time are
measured from the extracted water to create breakthrough curves (BTC).
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Multiple hydraulic patterns can be used to conduct a PITT such as the line drive
flow pattern (e.g. Annable et al., 1998b) and the five-spot pattern (Brooks et al.,
2002). The tracers are chemicals that can be added to water and used to trace the
flow path of the water without changing its physical properties (Jin et al., 1995).
Non-partitioning tracers do not interact with the NAPL phase, while partitioning
tracers interact with the NAPL, causing the partitioning pulse to lag behind the
non-partitioning pulse. Partitioning tracers are selected that partition into the
NAPL to different extents, and the comparison of tracer BTCs (e.g. partitioning
and non-partitioning) permits estimation of an overall NAPL saturation along the
flow path of the tracer. The overall NAPL saturation is estimated as:
M 1p  M 1np
Sn 
( K PCi  1) M 1np  M 1p

(1.12)

where M 1p and M 1np are the first moments of the partitioning and nonC
partitioning tracer, respectively, and K P i is the concentration dependant partition

3
] of the partitioning tracer (Jin et al., 1995).
coefficient [ L3aq  LNAPL

The

assumptions implicit in the PITT method include: the tracer partition coefficient is
independent of tracer concentration; local equilibrium partitioning of the tracer
exists between the two phases; all of the NAPL is hydraulically accessible to the
tracers; tracer interaction with the porous media is insignificant compared to
NAPL/tracer interactions; tracer lost due to biodegradation or volatilization in the
time frame of the PITT is insignificant.
The PITT has been used in the field to quantify the amount of NAPL in
source zones (Annable et. al., 1998a; Annable et. al., 1998b; Jawitz et. al., 1998;
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Rao et. al., 2000; Londergan et. al., 2001; Brooks et. al., 2002; Meindardus et. al.,
2002; Ramsburg et. al., 2005). In one field test PITT results estimated an overall
NAPL saturation between 4.6% and 5.4% while soil coring gave a saturation of
6.7% (Annable et. al., 1998a; Annable et. al., 1998b). The variation in PITT
estimation occurs because a saturation estimate is made at each extraction well.
Since the NAPL is not homogeneous throughout the swept zone, different
saturations are calculated from tracers that take different flow paths.

This

information can be used to gain a qualitative understanding of which portion of
the swept zone may have more contaminant, characterized by later tracer arrival
times and more tracer tailing. Brooks et al. (2002) discuss that in addition to
multiple extraction well locations, multiple tracers can give different estimates of
NAPL saturation. For example, in their field test, 2-octanol gave an estimate of
22 L of NAPL while n-hexanol gave an estimate of 71 L.
Additionally, PITTs may also underestimate NAPL saturations from 3060% when the NAPL is distributed as both ganglia and pools (Rao et al., 2000).
One reason this occurs is that the tracers may not interact with all of the NAPL
mass due to flow bypassing (Rao et al., 2000; Moreno-Babero and Illangasekare,
2006). When tracers are unable to access all of the NAPL phase, they will not be
retarded to the same extent as they would if complete interaction occurred. This
reduction in retardation results in the tracer tests determining that less NAPL is
present than actually is. Additionally, underestimation of NAPL saturation may
be due to nonequilibrium interactions of the tracer and the NAPL (Jin et al., 1997;
Rao et al., 2000; Dai et al., 2001). When nonequilibrium mass transfer occurs,
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there is resistance to tracer partitioning in the NAPL phase. This leads to less
tracer mass partitioning into the NAPL phase than would occur under equilibrium
conditions. As with flow bypassing, nonequilibrium mass transfer reduces the
retardation, resulting in underestimation of NAPL saturation. Lastly, a BTC with
an extensive tail can result in incomplete measurement of tracer mass. This may
occur either because the partitioning tracer test is not conducted for enough time
to collect the entire BTC or because tracer concentrations fall below detection
limits. Because this tracer mass is not accounted for, the retardation coefficient is
again underestimated, leading to NAPL mass underestimation. However, this
problem can be corrected for by first extrapolating the BTC tail and then
performing moment analysis (Skopp, 1984; Pope et al., 1994; Cain et al., 2000;
Rao et al., 2000; Brooks et al., 2002).
PITTs are advantageous because they directly detect NAPL, but can be
expensive due to the production of contaminated water during the test (Istok et.
al., 2002; NRC, 2005).

While PITTs are more effective than soil cores at

determining the NAPL saturation of a large area, they determine NAPL
architecture from estimates of NAPL saturation averaged over the entire volume
swept by the tracers (Rao et. al., 2000; Ramsburg et. al., 2005). Thus, the method
cannot identify if the overall saturation produced during PITT data analysis
results from homogeneously distributed ganglia, heterogeneously scattered pools,
or mixture of both. To produce estimates of the spatial distribution of NAPL
saturation on the scale necessary to quantify source zone architecture, a high
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density of tracer sample locations would be necessary, which is costly to conduct
(James et. al., 1997; Jawitz et al., 1998).
1.4.3 - Push-Pull Test
A hydraulic alternative to the PITT is to inject and extract the partitioning
tracers from a single well. This method is called a push-pull test. The push-pull
test has been examined through numerical simulations (Schroth et. al., 2001;
Davis et. al., 2005) and through laboratory and field tests (Istok et. al., 2002). The
same partitioning and non-partitioning tracers typically employed for PITTs are
pumped into the subsurface during the “push” phase. The flow is then reversed
and the tracers are pumped back out through the same well during the “pull”
phase.
As in PITT data analysis, BTCs from push-pull tracer tests are also
analyzed to estimate NAPL saturation. However, because the tracers are inserted
and removed from the same well, a NAPL volume cannot typically be calculated
from retardation of the different tracer BTCs (Istok et. al., 2002). Instead, the
NAPL saturation of the swept area is calculated from the apparent dispersion of
the tracer data obtained during the pull portion of the test (Schroth et. al., 2001).
Apparent dispersion is a function of retardation and actual hydrodynamic
dispersion. Interpretation of both PITT and push-pull tracer data assumes linear
equilibrium partitioning between the tracers and NAPL, though it has been
acknowledged that the partitioning may be nonlinear (Wise, 1999; Wise et. al.,
1999). Additionally, mass transfer of the tracers may be limited by diffusion
within the NAPL (Willson et. al., 2000; Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare,
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2006). If designed correctly, push-pull tests may produce better estimates of local
NAPL saturation than PITTs. Since a push-pull test does not cover as large a
volume as a PITT, the saturation value is averaged over a smaller distance and
provides a higher resolution description of the area studied.

1.5 Tracer DNAPL Interactions

Given that the quantification of many source zone architecture metrics
relies on partitioning tracer evaluation of the source zone, it is important to
understand how these tracers partition between the aqueous and DNAPL phases.
It is necessary to first understand the equilibrium behavior of the tracer-DNAPLaqueous system because it is the thermodynamic driving force behind the
chemical interactions that occur during transport. Interactions in this ternary
system become increasingly complex when moving through a porous media due
to complicated flow patterns and nonequilibrium partitioning.

Therefore, a

thorough understanding of the processes controlling partitioning tracer transport is
necessary before the results of partitioning tracer tests can be used to estimate
source zone architecture metrics.

1.5.1 - Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium
Many liquid compounds are not completely miscible due to difference in
chemical properties such as polarity. When these compounds are combined, they
will not form a homogeneous mixture, but will equilibrate into two separate
phases.

Each phase will contain all components, but will have different
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component compositions. A dilute solution has a lower Gibbs energy than its
pure components, which is why a mixture of two unlike components equilibrates
as two separate, dilute mixtures as opposed to two separate, pure phases.
It is, however, difficult to measure Gibbs free energy; therefore,
thermodynamic equations have been manipulated so that more measurable terms
are used to describe liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE).

At equilibrium, the

fugacities (f) of each component in each phase must be equal (Sandler, 2006):
I

II

f i (T , P )  f i (T , P )

(1.13)

The fugacity can be thought of as the tendency of a substance to prefer one phase
over another. The value a components fugacity in a mixture is different than that
in the pure phase and is defined as:

f i  f i xi i

(1.14)

In equations 1.13 and 1.14, f i is the fugacity of component i in the mixture [-],

f i is the fugacity of component i [-] at its reference state (usually the pure
component), xi is the mole fraction of component i [-], and ˆi is the activity
coefficient of component i [-].

The activity coefficient accounts for the

component deviations from ideal behavior due to being in a mixture. The activity
coefficient of component i is a function of both component i and the other
components in the mixture. An activity coefficient of 1 means that the mixture is
ideal and the fugacity of that component in the mixture is equal to the mole
fraction of the component in the mixture multiplied by the fugacity of the pure
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component. When equation 1.13 is substituted into equation 1.14, the resulting
equation is:
xiI  iI (T , P )  xiII  iII (T , P )

i = 1,2,…,c

(1.15)

Additionally the mole fractions of each component in each phase must sum to 1.
c

 xiI  1 and
i 1

c

x
i 1

II
i

1

(1.16)

Equation 1.15 demonstrates that the liquid-liquid phase separation is a due to the
nonidealities of the solution. If the solution were ideal in both phases, all activity
coefficients would equal 1 making xiI = xiII, for all i species which would lead to a
single phase of one composition.

In environmental systems, a less rigorous

approach employs an analogy to Raoult’s Law to describe the partitioning of
contaminants between aqueous and DNAPL phases of dilute solutions (Ramsburg
et al., 2010).
xiaq  xiaq ,sol xiNAPL

(1.17)

In equation 1.17, xiaq is the mole fraction of component i in the aqueous phase
[-], xiaq ,sol is the aqueous solubility mole fraction [-] of component i, and xiNAPL is
the mole fraction of component i in the DNAPL phase [-].
However, if the solution is not dilute (i.e. activity coefficient ≠ 1), activity
coefficients become important and need to be estimated for the system. Most
often, this is done using thermodymaic models that estimate the excess Gibbs free
energy. One model that is useful for predicting activity coefficients of organic
compounds is the Universal Quasi Chemical Theory (UNIQUAC) (Abrams and
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Prausnitz, 1975).

This model is based on statistical mechanical theory that

calculates excess Gibbs energy [M·L2·T-2·Mol-1] as:
G ex G ex (combinatorial ) G ex (residual )


RT
RT
RT

(1.18)

where the combinatorial piece accounts for nonidealities due to molecular size
and shape and the residual piece accounts for energy differences between the
molecules in the mixture. The activity coefficients of each species are calculated
as:

ln  i  ln  i (combinatorial)  ln  i (residual)
ln  i (combinatorial )  ln

(1.19)
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li 

rˆi  qˆ i z
2  rˆi  1

(1.22)

ˆi 

xi qˆ i
= area fraction of species i
 x j qˆ j

(1.23)

xi rˆi
= volume fraction of species i
 x j rˆj

(1.24)

j

ˆi 

j

r̂i and q̂ i are surface area and volume size parameters [-], respectively, that are
evaluated from molecular structure information, z is the coordination number
(usually assumed to be ten) and τij, τji, and τkj

are the binary interaction

parameters [-]. Two binary interaction parameters exist for each component, one
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for each phase. The UNIQUAC interaction parameters are typically regressed
from experimentally determined vapor-liquid or liquid-liquid equilibrium data.
Another thermodynamic model that is used to estimate activity
coefficients is the UNIversal Functional-group Activity Coefficient (UNIFAC)
model (Fredenslund et al., 1975).

The UNIFAC model is based on the

UNIQUAC and also has a combinatorial term depending on volume and surface
area and a residual term resulting from interaction energies between the
molecules.

In UNIQUAC, the combinatorial piece is calculated from group

contribution parameters and the residual term has adjustable binary interaction
parameters. In the UNIFAC model, both the combinatorial and residual pieces
are calculated from group contribution methods. To use the UNIFAC model,
functional subgroups in each molecule must first be identified. Then

ln  i (combinatorial )  ln

i'
xi

1

i'

  
z 
 qˆ i 1  ln i  i 
xi 2 
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xi rˆi3 / 4
 
 x j rˆj3 / 4
'
i

(1.25)
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(1.30)

In these equations k is the activity coefficient of group k in the mixture [-],  k(i ) is
the number of k groups present in species i [-], and k( i ) is the residual
contribution to the activity coefficient of group k in a pure fluid of species i
molecules [-], umn is a measure of interaction energy between groups m and n
[M·L2·T-2·Mol-1], and Qk is the surface parameter for functional group k [-].
Once activity coefficients are estimated (using UNIQUAC, UNIFAC or
another of many methods), equation 1.25 can be used for any number of
components i. However, the addition of any new component will change the
activity coefficients for each species in the mixture.

When the mixture is

comprised of three or more components, a mole balance, equation (1.16) must
also be solved (Sandler, 2006).
N i  N iI  N iII

(1.31)

Often the equilibrium compositions of three component mixtures are of
interest. These LLE data are frequently displayed in a ternary phase diagram
(Figure 1.3). The most common type of ternary diagram, type one, is formed
when two of the three binary pairs are completely miscible and the third binary
pair is only partially miscible. Also common are type two diagrams where two of
the three binary pairs are partially miscible and only one pair is fully miscible
(Sorensen, 1979).
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Figure 1.3 Type one and Type two ternary phase diagrams. Reproduced from
Sorensen, 1979.
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Each apex represents a pure component species and the mole fraction of
that species decreases linearly with the distance along the perpendicular bisector
for that axis that represents the species. Therefore, each side of the triangle is a
binary mixture that does not contain the species at the opposite apex.

The

bimodal curve, or curves (solid line), in each diagram separate the single phase
regions (outside the curves) from the two phase region (inside the curves). Tie
lines (dashed line) connect two points corresponding to the equilibrium
compositions of the two phases. Any initial composition in the two phase region
will separate into two phases, each having a composition lying on the bimodal
curve that is connected by the tie line (Sorensen, 1979).
Alcohol partitioning tracers at equilibrium with DNAPL show type two
interactions. Water forms partially miscible pairs with both the alcohol tracer and
the DNAPL, while the alcohol tracer and the DNAPL are fully miscible.
Therefore, type two interactions will be the focus of the equilibrium experiments
in this study.
Another way to examine the LLE system is to compare the amount of
tracer in the DNAPL phase the amount in the aqueous phase. This can be done on
either a mole fraction basis where,
K pmi 

NAPL
xtracer
aq
xtracer

(1.32)

or on a concentration basis where,
K pci 

NAPL
C tracer
aq
C tracer

(1.33)
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m
c
1
]. Though one partition coefficient is
Both K p i and K pi have units of [ Laq  LNAPL

often used to describe the partitioning of a single tracer between the aqueous and
DNAPL phases, literature suggests that partitioning is concentration dependant
(Wise, 1999; Wise et al., 1999). In the dilute region, a linear partition coefficient
approximation is a safe assumption; however, as concentration increases to form
less ideal solutions, this approximation is no longer valid. Therefore, care must
be taken to understand how the partition coefficient was measured and under what
conditions the measurement is valid.

1.5.2 - Surface Interactions
In systems comprised of two liquid phases, chemical interactions at the
interface of the two phases can be important. Of particular importance in this
study are compounds that both adsorb at the interface and partition between
phases. In systems of interest, the compound is dissolved in one liquid phase,
then adsorbs to the surface of the second liquid phase and then partitions into that
second liquid phase. This is controlled by the equilibrium partition coefficient,
the diffusion coefficients of the solute in both phases and the volume ratio of the
two phases (Ferrari et al., 1997).
The adsorption process can be quantified through interfacial tension
measurements, and, according to Ferrari et al. (1997), can be best described by a
Langmuir isotherm (eqs. 1.34 and 1.35).
0  

C aq

(1.34)

a L  C aq
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   0   RT ln1 


C aq 

a L 

(1.35)

Γ0 is the tracer equilibrium surface concentration [Mol·L-2],  is the maximum
tracer surface concentration [Mol·L-2], and a L is the bulk tracer concentration at
which 50% of  has been reached [M·L-3], γ is the interfacial tension measured at
Caq [M·T-2] and γ0 is the interfacial tension of the two pure liquid phases [M·T-2].
Both of these equations assume an equilibrium system. Laboratory measurements
of concentration and surface tension are fit to equation 1.35 to determine  and

a L . The surface adsorption isotherm can then be produced from equation 1.34.
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Figure 1.4 A diagram of the conceptual model used by Liggieri et al. (1997) to
discuss surface interactions.
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This Langmuir isotherm can then be used in equations describing the
dynamic process of solute partitioning from one liquid phase into another with a
resistance at the liquid-liquid interface. The conceptual model of this process
proposed by Liggieri et al. (1997) relates well to the systems of interest in this
work.
This conceptual model is as follows. There exists a spherical drop of
liquid 1 with radius R1 (Figure 1.4). This drop is surrounded by a shell of the
second liquid phase, with radius R2. The solute adsorption, Γ [Mol·L-2], varies
due to incoming and outgoing diffusive fluxes at the interface
d
C
  D1
dt
r

r  R1

 D2

C
r

(1.36)
r  R1

where C(r,t) is the solute concentration [M·L-3] at time t and distance r from the
origin, and D1 and D2 are the solute diffusion coefficients [L2·T-1] in phases 1 and
2 respectively. Equation 1.36 is used as the boundary condition at the interface
(r=R1) for Ficks equation written for both bulk phases (equations 1.37 and 1.38).
  2 C 2 C 
C

 D1  2 
t
r dr 
 r

for 0 < r < R1

(1.37)

  2 C 2 C 
C

 D2  2 
t
r dr 
 r

for R1 < r < R2

(1.38)

The initial conditions are as follows:

C (r ,0)  C 0
C (r ,0)  0

for 0 < r < R1
for R1 < r < R2

(1.39)
(1.40)

The other boundary conditions are:
C
r

(1.41)

0
r R2
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C
0
r r 0
Additionally, local equilibrium is assumed at the interface so that

(1.42)

(1.43)

C ( R1 , t )  K pci C ( R1 , t )

Lastly, an equilibrium relationship exists between the boundary concentration,
C(R-1, t), and the solute adsorption, Γ. In this case, the relationship is represented
by the Langmuir isotherm shown in equation 1.34.

1.5.3 - Tracer Mass Transport in Porous Media
As discussed in Chapter 1 - Infiltration and Entrapment, DNAPL is
distributed in the subsurface both as small ganglia droplets and larger, high
saturation pools. Tracer interactions with each type of distribution differ due to
larger diffusion time scales for pooled regions and the greater accessibility of
DNAPL surface area of the ganglia droplets. Generally research tends to focus on
transport mechanisms important in tracer/ganglia interactions and tracer/pool
interactions separately and then combine knowledge of these two types of
interactions to study heterogeneous source zones. The models most appropriate
for each type of interaction are described below.

1.5.3.1 - Mass Transport Models in Regions of Entrapped DNAPL Saturation
Brusseau et al., (1989) provide a review of multiple modeling approaches
used to predict tracer mass transport in regions comprised of DNAPL ganglia. In
all of these approaches, the DNAPL phase is assumed to be immobile and the
aqueous phase mobile.

The simplest modeling approach is to assume that
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transport occurs under equilibrium conditions and that a linear sorption isotherm
can be used to describe tracer partitioning between the DNAPL and aqueous
phases. This 1-D transport model is then a simplified version of the advectivedispersive transport equation:

R

 Aq
t

 DH

 2 C Aq
x

2



C Aq

(1.44)

x

where DH is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [L2·T-1] , ν is the pore water
velocity [L·T-1], and R is the retardation coefficient, defined as:

 S n K pci 

R  1 
 (1  S n ) 



(1.45)

ρb is the soil bulk density [M·L-3], n is the soil porosity [-], and Sn is the DNAPL
phase saturation [-].
In order for the local equilibrium assumption to be valid, the rate of tracer
adsorption into the DNAPL must be fast relative to the rate of advection of the
tracer in the aqueous phase. Often this is not the case and a kinetic limitation
needs to be added to the model to improve its performance. One such model is
the linear driving force model, again described by Brusseau et al. (1989), which
incorporates a first order mass transfer resistance through an immobile aqueous
boundary layer surrounding the DNAPL.

n.S aq

C aq
t

q

C aq
x

 n.S aq .DH

 2 C aq
x 2

 kˆ(C aq  Cint )

(1.46)

where k̂ is the lumped mass transfer coefficient [T-1] and Cint is the aqueous
concentration [M·L-3] at the interface between the two phases and is assumed to
be in equilibrium with the DNAPL concentration (Cn):
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C int 

Cn
K Cpi

(1.47)

The tracer inside the DNAPL is assumed to be well mixed and is described as:
n.S n

C n ˆ
 k (C aq  C int )
t

(1.48)

Resistance to tracer transport can also occur within the DNAPL itself. In
this case a dual diffusion model which incorporates both the resistance to mass
transport in the immobile aqueous boundary layer and diffusional resistance
inside the DNAPL droplet. The aqueous phase transport is still described by
equation 1.46, but the DNAPL phase equation is no longer well mixed. Diffusion
within the DNAPL is assumed to be Fickian and the radial tracer distribution
within the DNAPL ganglia is formulated as (Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1980):

Cn,r
t
Dn

 Dn (

C n ,r b
r

C n ,r 0
r

 2Cn,r
r 2



2 Cn,r
)
r r

(1.49)

 k f (C aq  C int )

(1.50)

0

(1.51)

where Cn,r is the component concentration [M·L-3] within the DNAPL at radial
position, r, Dn is the tracer diffusion coefficient in the DNAPL [L2·T-1], b is radius
of the DNAPL droplet [L], and kf is mass transfer coefficient [L·T-1]. The radius
of the spherical, singlet DNAPL droplet is estimated from the grain size of the
porous media. Previous studies have measured the average droplet radius of
entrapped DNAPL at various sand fractions (Powers et al. 1992; Schnaar and
Brusseau, 2005).

Schnaar and Brusseau (2005) and Ramsburg et al. (2011)
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developed regressions to relate an effective DNAPL drop radius to the mean
diameter of granular medium.

1.5.3.2 - Mass Transport Models in Pool Dominated or Heterogeneous DNAPL
Saturations
Partitioning tracer test saturation estimates are further complicated in regions
with highly heterogeneous or pooled source zones (Jin et al., 1997; Rao et al.,
2000; Brooks et al., 2002; Jalbert et al., 2003; Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare,
2005, 2007). Jin et al. (1997) simulated partitioning tracer tests in a source zone
with a large pooled region and reported that the PITTs DNAPL mass estimation
errors as high as 50%. Therefore different modeling approaches have been tried
to better examine tracer interactions in pooled and heterogeneous systems. These
approaches include using a either a mass transfer coefficient (e.g. Imhoff and
Pirestani, 2004; Jalbert et al., 2003) or a modified equilibrium partition coefficient
(Moreno-Barbero et al., 2007) to account for resistance to tracer mass transfer in
highly saturated DNAPL zones.
One conceptual model suggested for modeling tracer mass transport in
heterogeneous regions is to visualize multiple high saturation pools as one large
immobile DNAPL domain located between two aqueous domains as shown in
Figure 1.5 (Imhoff and Pirestani, 2004).
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Figure 1.5 Adapted from Imhoff and Pirestani (2004). The top picture (a)
represents a more “real” system where the DNAPL is distributed in many regions
of high saturation. This scenario can be modeled as shown in (b) using a tworegion model, where the DNAPL is distributed as a single large pool. The large
pool is immobile and is surrounded by a mobile aqueous phase.
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Tracer mass transfer is assumed to occur between the mobile and immobile
domains due to a mass transfer coefficient and a linear concentration driving
force. Mathematically this model is described:
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(1.53)

where,

 am
 
a

(1.54)

L
 a a

(1.55)

m
a



In the proceeding equations am is the fraction of aqueous phase in the mobile
domain [-], C am and C aim are the aqueous tracer concentrations in the mobile and
immobile domains [M·L-3], respectively, ω is a dimensionless mass transfer
coefficient, θa is the volume fraction of aqueous phase in the entire domain [-],

 am is the volume of aqueous phase in the mobile domain normalized by the
volume of the entire domain [-], γm is the first order mass transfer coefficient for
transport between the mobile and immobile domains [T-1]. T is dimensionless
time and X is dimensionless length.
Here, the mass transfer coefficient accounts for two resistances; the resistance
between mobile aqueous phase and the immobile aqueous phase (assumed to be
the dominant resistance) and that between the immobile aqueous phase and the
immobile DNAPL phase. This model was tested by running partitioning tracer
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tests in a 30 cm column filled with fine sand, surrounding a course sand block
filled with TCE-DNAPL. Conservative tracer data was used to calibrate flow
parameters and the partitioning tracer data along with the known saturation was
used to fit the mass transfer coefficient.

Using this procedure, the

mobile/immobile model was able to reproduce the partitioning data, including the
tails.

However, this technique is not useful in field situations without an

independent method to evaluate the mass transfer coefficient evaluation.
Another method for modeling tracer transport in heterogeneous flow fields
is to use a two site partitioning model (Brusseau, 1992; Hatfield et al., 1993;
Nkeddi-Kizza et al., 1984; Cussler, 1984; van Genuchten and Wagenet, 1989;
Sardin et al., 1991). Jalbert et al. (2003) use a model similar to that of Selim et al.
(1976) that assumes some fraction of the tracer-DNAPL interactions (F) occur at
equilibrium and that the rest (1-F) exhibit rate limited, first order partitioning.
The hypothesis is that the ganglia within the source zone will have equilibrium
interactions with the partitioning tracers, while the higher saturation areas will
provide mass transfer resistance.

C aq

 2 C aq
C aq
C n1
C n 2
 Sn
 Sn
 (1  S n ) DH


S
(1  S n )
(
1
)

n
t
t
t
x
x 2

Cn1  FK pci Ca



C n 2 ˆ
 k 1  F K pci Caq  Cn 2
t

(1.56)
(1.57)



(1.58)

where Cn1 is the DNAPL tracer concentration associated with equilibrium
sorption [M·L-3], Cn2 is the DNAPL tracer concentration associated with the ratelimited partitioning [M·L-3], and F is the fraction of DNAPL undergoing
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equilibrium interactions [-]. This model was tested using a heterogeneous PCE
spill in a 2-D box. Tracer test BTCs were measured in sampling points along the
side of the tank and in an extraction well further downgradient. Flow parameters
were fit to the conservative tracer data and then the mass transfer coefficient,
saturation and F are fit to the partitioning BTC. Jalbert et al. (2003) found that
their two site model gives more accurate predictions of saturation than the method
of moments. However, the saturation values necessary to obtain good BTC fits
still under predict the actual saturation measured with gamma radiation. The
authors hypothesize that this under prediction occurs because the tracers do not
interrogate the entire DNAPL volume due to the low permeability of the high
saturation areas. Additionally, this model needs both an independent method for
calculating the mass transfer coefficient and an independent method for
estimating F to be able to estimate saturations from PITTs.
Moreno-Barbero et al. (2007) took a different approach to understanding
tracer mass transport in heterogeneous regions of the subsurface. Instead of using
a mass transfer coefficient to describe the rate limited partitioning, MorenoBarbero et al. (2007) focused on modifying the equilibrium driving force behind
the mass transport (the equilibrium partition coefficient). This was done in an
intermediate-scale tank (4.87 x 1.21 x 0.05 m) with a heterogeneous PCE source
zone. Partitioning tracers were then run through the box and concentration
measurements were collected at 29 sample ports. Saturation was then estimated
using the method of moments on the port data. As discussed previously, the
method of moments assumes equilibrium partitioning.
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When equilibrium

conditions are not met, saturation is under predicted, especially in areas of high
saturation.

In order to make more accurate saturation predictions, Moreno-

Barbero et al. (2007) employed effective partition coefficients in the method of
moments. These effective partition coefficients were determined using batch
experiments in which samples were taken at 15 min, and 1, 2, 6, 12 and 24 hours,
generating a possible range of partition coefficients. No relationship between
partition coefficient and time was assumed, the measurements were simply used
to give a range of possible effective partition coefficient values. The lowest
effective partition coefficient (measured at 15 min) and the highest partition
coefficient (the actual equilibrium value) can then be used in the method of
moments to create a range of possible saturations. By applying this procedure to
the tank Moreno-Barbero et al. (2007) were able to more effectively predict local
saturations within the tank.
The effective partition coefficient proposed by Moreno-Barbero et al.
(2007) may be able to provide good estimates of saturation in the 2-D box studies
when there is some knowledge about the location of high and low saturation
areas, as well as tracer contact time with the DNAPL. However, in the field, we
are not likely to have this type of knowledge. As concluded by Moreno-Barbero
et al. (2007), this approach may be able to bracket the saturation range of the test,
but this range may turn out to be too large to draw any conclusions about the
source zone architecture.
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1.5.4 - Mass Transfer Coefficient Correlations
Most of the mass transport models described above require estimation of a
mass transfer coefficient. These mass transfer coefficients can be fit to BTC data
if the saturation is known; however, to be useful for saturation estimation, an
independent method for calculating the mass transfer coefficient is necessary.
There are many correlations related to dissolution of pure component DNAPLs.
When considering partitioning tracers, one approach is to employ a correlation
developed for dissolution. The assumption here is that a tracer partitioning into
and out of the DNAPL behaves similar to pure component dissolution. To be
clear, there are two assumption here: (i) the kinetics of mass exchange are the
same irrespective of whether the tracer is partitioning into or out of the DNAPL;
and (ii) exchange kinetics for tracers (multi-component scenario) are similar to
those experienced during pure component dissolution. Dissolution correlations
are available for both gangia and pools. What follows below is an overview of
the most applicable mass transfer coefficient correlations for ganglia and pools.

1.5.4.1 - Ganglia Dissolution Correlations
Several mass transfer coefficient correlations have been developed for
NAPL ganglia dissolution (e.g., Powers et al., 1992; Powers et al., 1994; Imhoff
et al., 1994). Powers et al. (1992) measured the effects of porous media grain size
and uniformity, NAPL type and aqueous phase velocity on the dissolution of
styrene and TCE ganglia in 1-D column experiments. These correlations were
developed by measuring dissolution of the NAPL from various size sand
fractions. A linear regression was performed on all measured parameters to
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develop the most appropriate Sherwood number correlation for determination of
the mass transfer coefficient.
The lumped mass transfer coefficient k̂ describes tracer mass transport in
an immobile aqueous phase boundary layer surrounding each TCE-DNAPL
droplet.

The mass transfer coefficient is calculated using the empirical

relationship developed by Powers et al. (1992):

kˆd 502
Sh' 
 57.7(Re) 0.61 (d 50 ) 0.64 (U i ) 0.41
Daq

(1.59)

where Sh’ is the Sherwood number [-], d50 is the mean particle diameter [L], Daq
is the aqueous phase diffusion coefficient [L2·T-1], Re is the Reynolds number [-],
and Ui is the uniformity index [-]. In these experiments, the NAPL droplets were
assumed to be spherical and their radius dependant on grain diameter.

The

lumped mass transfer coefficient incorporates specific interfacial area of the
spherical ganglia droplets. Though this empirical relationship was developed for
the dissolution of pure-component NAPLs, it has been shown to be capable of
describing mass exchange in ganglia systems comprising multiple components
(Ramsburg et al., 2011).
In 1994, Powers and coauthors expanded their work to include the affect
of NAPL blob geometry and the changing NAPL surface area as dissolution
occurs. Experiments similar to those of Powers et al. (1992) were conducted and
the following regression was developed:
Sh  4.13(Re)
'

0.589

 d 50

 dM
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(U i )

0.369
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d
  0.518  0.114 50
 dM


  0.10U i


(1.61)

where dM is the diameter of a “medium” sand grain (0.05 cm), θn is the volume
fraction of NAPL in the system [-], and θn0 is the initial volume fraction of NAPL
in the system [-]. The addition of the NAPL volume fraction terms allow for the
mass transfer coefficient to change as the NAPL dissolves and the B coefficient
allows for the blob shape to depend on porous medium characteristics.
In their 2003 paper, Nambi and Powers discuss the reworking of the
Powers et al. (1994) model to produce a correlation that explicitly contains
saturation.

In this process, it was shown that Reynolds number and NAPL

saturation were the only two statistically significant parameters, which allowed
the reworked correlation to be written as:
Sh '  44.7(Re) 0.526 ( S n ) 0.937

(1.62)

Imhoff et al. (1994) also developed a mass transfer coefficient correlation
by measuring the dissolution of residual TCE-DNAPL in a column experiment.
In this case, the DNAPL saturation was measured directly, using gamma
attenuation.
Sh  340( n )

0.87

(Re)

0.71

 x

 d 50





0.31

(1.63)

where x/d50 is the dimensionless distance into the region of residual TCEDNAPL. This model is valid for: 0 ≤ θn ≤ 0.04, 0.0012 ≤ Re ≤ 0.021, and 1.4 ≤
x/d50 ≤ 180.

With these independent means of calculating mass transfer

coefficients, the transport models described above can be fit to tracer BTCs to
estimate an average saturation of NAPL ganglia in the region swept by the tracers.
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1.5.4.2 - Pool Dissolution Correlations
Because the kinetics of NAPL pool dissolution may be different than those
for NAPL ganglia dissolution, mass transfer correlations have also been
developed from pool dissolution studies. Again, the use of existing correlations
allows independent calculation of the mass transfer correlation (i.e., model
predictions not fits); therefore it is important to determine whether any pool
dissolution correlations can also describe partitioning tracer transport in systems
of high DNAPL saturation.

Much of the experimental work in the pool

dissolution literature examines single component NAPL dissolution from a single
pool (Lee and Chrysikopoulos, 2002; Seagren et al., 1999a). Some researchers
have added complexity to their experiments by either examining dissolution of
one component from a two component pool (Seagren et al., 2003) or by
developing mass transfer correlations for applicable over a wider range of
saturations (Nambi and Powers, 2003). Numerical modeling approaches have
also been used to generate dissolution data that are then employed to develop
mass transfer correlations (Kim and Chrysikopoulos, 1999; Chrysikopoulos and
Kim, 2000).
Seagren et al. (1999a; 1999b) examined the dissolution from a toluene
pool (i.e., a single component NAPL) using both the equilibrium assumption and
the mass transfer correlation of Pfannkuch (1984). The Pfannkuch correlation
was developed using dissolution data of an LNAPL trapped as a pool on a
capillary fringe (Hoffman, 1969 as referenced in Pfannkuch, 1984).

Results

showed dissolution flux to be independent of pore water velocity for velocities
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less than 2 m/day; above 2 m/day the flux was found to generally increase with
velocity. The correlation developed from Hoffman’s data is:

Sh 

Pe 

k f lx
Dz

 0.55  0.025( Pe)1.5

(1.64)

d 50

(1.65)

Daq

where Pe is the Peclet number [-], lx [L] is the NAPL pool length in the xdirection, and Dz [L2T-1] is vertical transverse hydrodynamic dispersion
coefficient. This correlation was then tested with the experimental data (flux vs.
velocity) of Seagren et al. (1999b) which used a Pe range (56-792) outside of that
range supported by the data employed to develop the correlation (0.65-41.7).
Seagren et al. (1999b) found that for pore water velocities of less than 18
m/day, predictions of mass flux with the nonequilibrium model using the
Pfannkuch correlation did not appreciably differ from those of the local
equilibrium model. Above 18 m/day, the two models deviate, indicating a nonequilibrium response, but the Pfannkuch correlation does not capture the
dissolution flux data. The Pfannukuch correlation predicts that dissolution will
continually increase with increasing velocity, while, Seagren et al. (1999b)
observed that the dependence of the flux on velocity appeared to diminish at
velocities > 20 m/day. It appears that since the correlation was developed at
lower Pe numbers where flux does increase with increasing velocity, the
correlation is not able to capture the leveling out of the flux data at higher Pe
numbers. Seagren et al. (1999b) fit a mass transfer coefficient to those dissolution
flux data that were < 95% of the local equilibrium flux prediction. This process
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produced a single mass transfer coefficient of 4.76 m/d, which, when used in the
nonequilibrium model, was able to satisfactorily reproduce the steady state
dissolution flux for the velocities used in the laboratory experiments.
Lee and Chrysikopoulos (2002) also developed a correlation for
dissolution of a single component pool under multiple velocities.

The

experimental setup consisted of a 3-D sand aquifer cell (150 cm x 40 cm x 17 cm)
containing a cylindrical TCE-DNAPL pool in glass beads (7.6 cm diameter and
0.5 cm deep). Water was flowed through the cell at pore water velocities (again
determined as Q/nSAqA, with Saq = 1) of 0.51, 1.21, 1.50 and 3.35 cm/hr and
concentration measurements were taken at ports downstream sampling ports. The
mass transfer coefficient at each velocity was estimated from the concentration
measurements using an analytical solution for circular pool dissolution from
(Chrysikopoulos, 1995) assuming that

kˆ 

1
A pool

 k * (t , x, y)d

2

A pool

(1.66)

where k* is the local mass transfer coefficient [L·T-1].

These mass transfer

coefficients were then fit to a Sherwood correlation to give

Sh 

kˆ 1 / 2 rpool

Pe x ,r 
Pe y , r 

De
 x rpool

 1.30( Pe x ) 0.12 ( Pe y ) 0.44

(1.67)
(1.68)

Dx
 x rpool

(1.69)

Dy

where rpool [L] is the pool radius, De = Daq/τ is the effective molecular diffusion
coefficient [L2T-1], Dx= αLvx + De and Dy=αTvx + De are the longitudinal and
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transverse hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients [L2T-1], respectively, and αL and

αT [L] are the longitudinal and transverse aquifer dispersivities, respectively. The
correlation represented by equations 1.67-1.69 was not validated against
independent experimental data sets.
Seagren and Moore (2003) performed dissolution experiments examining
the dissolution of naphthalene from a two component NAPL compound
(naphthalene and nonane). The addition of a second component created the
potential for resistance to mass transfer in both the aqueous and NAPL phases –
making this work more akin to partitioning tracer transporting out of a NAPL
phase. The experiments were conducted in a rectangular column filled with glass
beads, containing a LNAPL pool sitting on top of water. Seagren and Moore
(2003) conducted 15 experiments, quantifying the dissolution of naphthalene at
pore water velocities between 0.1 – 60 m/day by measuring concentrations from
an effluent sampling valve.
Mass transfer coefficients were fit to the flux data measured at each
velocity. Predictions from the nonequilibrium model using this mass transfer
coefficient and from the local equilibrium model were compared. The local
equilibrium model was able to give reasonable estimates of naphthalene flux up to
pore water velocities of 10 m/d; therefore, nonequilibrium mass transfer analysis
focused on velocities of 10 m/d – 60 m/d. It was determined that there was no
statistically significant dependence of mass transfer coefficient on velocity and
that the average mass transfer coefficient of 0.407 m/day used in the
nonequilibrium model was able to predict dissolution flux data.
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Seagren and Moore (2003) proposed the following conceptual model as to
why the mass transfer coefficient was not a function of velocity. The overall
mass transfer coefficient can be thought of as dependent on both the mass transfer
coefficient in the aqueous phase and the mass transfer coefficient in the NAPL
phase, each of which is inversely proportional to an aqueous phase boundary layer
and a NAPL phase boundary layer respectively. At low velocities, the mass
transfer coefficient is small because the thickness of the aqueous boundary layer
is relatively thick. As the velocity increases, the thickness of the aqueous phase
boundary layer decreases, causing the mass transfer coefficient to increase. For a
multi-component NAPL, at a certain velocity, the aqueous boundary layer
becomes small enough that resistance in the NAPL phase starts to dominate mass
transfer. Mass transfer in the NAPL phase does not depend on aqueous phase
velocity, causing the overall mass transfer coefficient to no longer depend on
velocity.
All of the studies summarized to this point have examined pool dissolution
from pools at early times, meaning that dissolution is not studied as pools age and
decrease in saturation.

Nambi and Powers (2003) however, examined pool

dissolution from high initial saturations, until the aqueous NAPL concentration
resulting from dissolution falls below analytical detection limits (3 orders of
magnitude reduction in concentration). Their objective was to develop a mass
transfer correlation that can be used to estimate dissolution rates for a range of
NAPL saturations that were initially entrapped at high saturations.

The

experiment was conducted in a 2-D box with either one or two 5 cm long course
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lenses (varying width 1.5 – 3 cm) surrounded by a finer sand. A pure o-toluidine
NAPL at initial saturations from 0.3-0.8 was emplaced in the course lens(es),
water was flowed through the box at different rates and the dissolved phase
concentrations were measured at both the local port and at the effluent. During
the experiment, they were able to visually determine that the NAPL dissolved in a
relatively uniform manner, and not preferentially around the pool edges, perhaps
suggesting water flow through the pool. Pore water velocities used are estimated
in the course lens, assuming flow lines remain parallel through the fine and course
lens.
Concentrations measured at the local port were used to generate the mass
transfer coefficient relationship.

They found that at initial, high saturations

(defined by Nambi and Powers as greater than 0.3), dissolution occurs under
approximately equilibrium conditions and mass transfer coefficients cannot be
quantified. For lower saturations, 90 data sets from 9 experiments were used to
develop the following mass transfer coefficient:

kˆL2
Sh 
 37.2( S n )1.24 (Re) 0.61
Daq

(1.70)

where L is the characteristic length [L]. The correlation is valid for 0.01 < Sn <
0.35 and 0.018 < Re < 0.134. Parameters representing sand grain size, intrinsic
permeability and pool width were also included in the regression process, but
none of these parameters were found to be statistically significant ( p <0.05). This
mass transfer correlation differs from others because it was developed from
experiments with high initial saturations and were dissolved to saturations around
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1% - that is the inclusion of the saturation history (via experimental design) is
important.
Pool dissolution correlations have also been developed by producing data
with 3-D transport models and fitting power law correlations of the Sherwood
number to the 3-D results (Kim and Chrysikopoulos, 1999; Chrysikopoulos and
Kim, 2000). Both studies use the 3-D advection-dispersion-reaction equation to
simulate dissolution from single component pools of both rectangular and
elliptical geometries. It is assumed that a concentration boundary layer exists
with solubility concentrations at the NAPL-water interface and a bulk
concentration above this concentration boundary layer of zero. The principal
difference between the two studies is that Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999)
develop mass transfer correlations for overall mass transfer coefficients from the
entire pool and Chrysikopoulos and Kim (2000) develop correlations for local
mass transfer coefficients that correspond to distinct locations above the pool.
Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) numerically simulated 121 rectangular
pools (with lx x ly ranging from 5 x 5 m to 10 x 10 m) and 121 elliptical pools
(with semiaxes a x b ranging from 2.5 x 2.5 m to 5 x 5 m) at velocities of 0.3, 0.5,
0.7 and 1 m/day. A form of the advective-dispersive equation:

R

C aq
t

 Dx

 2 C aq
x

2

 Dy

 2 C aq
y

2

 Dz

 2 C aq
z

2

x

C aq
x

(1.71)

The source of dissolution concentration is found in the boundary conditions:
C (0, x, y , z )  0

(1.72)

C (t , , y , z )  0

(1.73)
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C (t , x,, z )  0

(1.74)

C (t , x, y,0)  Cs

x, y  Rr

(1.75)

C (t , x, y,0)
0
z

x, y  Rr

(1.76)

C (t , x, y ,  )  0

(1.77)

where Cs is the solubility concentration [M·L-3] and Rr is the domain defined by
the rectangular NAPL-water interfacial area [L2]. Equation 1.75 implies that the
NAPL and aqueous phase are in equilibrium at z = 0, with the concentration along
z = 0 equal to the NAPL solubility. For an elliptical pool, equations 1.74 and 1.75
are replaced with equations 1.76 and 1.77, respectively.

C (t , x, y,0)  Cs

x, y  Re

(1.78)

C (t , x, y,0)
0
z

x, y  Re

(1.79)

where Re is the domain defined by the elliptic NAPL pool.
The mass transfer coefficients generated by these simulations were then
used to develop two overall Sherwood correlations, one for each geometry. The
correlation developed for rectangular pools is:
Sh 

kˆL
 1.58( Pe x ) 0.34 ( Pe y ) 0.43
De

Pe x 

Pe y 

 xL

(1.80)

(1.81)

Dx

 xL

(1.82)

Dy
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In these equations the characteristic length, L, is the square root of pool area.
For elliptical pools, the Sherwood correlation is:
kˆL
 1.74( Pe x ) 0.33 ( Pe y ) 0.40
De
 aˆ
Pe x  x
Dx
 bˆ
Pe y  x
Dy

Sh 

(1.83)
(1.84)
(1.85)

where â and b̂ are the length of the major and minor semiaxes [L] of the pool,
respectively. Both correlations are valid for pore water velocities from 0.1 – 1.0
m/d and Dx, Dy, and Dz, from 2.5-8.3 x 10-2 m2/hr, 2.5-8.3 x 10-3 m2/hr, and 2.58.3 x 10-3 m2/hr, respectively (αL/10=αT=αV).
The elliptical correlation was tested by comparing it to data developed by
Lee et al. (1998) using a fully saturated bench scale aquifer with a circular TCEDNAPL pool at pore water velocities from 0.1 – 0.4 m/day. The authors state that
the overall correlation performs well, but note that it slightly over predicts the
experimental mass transfer coefficients at each velocity. This over prediction of
the mass transfer coefficients was also reported by Lee and Chrysikopoulos
(2002) who used the elliptical mass transfer correlation to predict Sherwood
numbers for their experimental data. They found that the correlation developed
from the numerical work always over predicted the Sh by about a factor of two.
They hypothesize that this may be due to the fact that the correlation was
developed with pools of longitudinal size ranging from 2.5 – 5 m, while the pool
in the experimental work was only 0.076 m.
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The work of Chrysikopoulos and Kim (2000) uses the same conceptual
model and numerical procedures to estimate local mass transfer coefficients for
rectangular and elliptical pools. The difference is that the local mass transfer
coefficients correspond to specific locations above the pool.

The local Sh

correlation determined for rectangular pools is:

Sh 

k * x' y '
(  )( Pe ' ) (  3 )
  1 ( Pe x' ) 2 y
De L

Pe' x 

Pe' y 

(1.86)

 x x'

(1.87)

Dx

 x y'

(1.88)

Dy

x'  x  l x 0

(1.89)

ly 

y '  y   l y 0  
2


(1.90)

where lx0 and ly0 are the Cartesian coordinates of the origin [-].

Since

Chrysikopoulos and Kim (2000) are calculating local mass transfer coefficients, β
values are dependent on pool shape and hydrodynamics and are calculated as

1  0.01l

 0.53
x

l 1y.16
2

 x0.11

(1.91)

 2  0.69l x0.13 x0.01

 3  1.35

l y0.55
2

(1.92)

 x0.01

(1.93)

where lx and ly are the lengths of the pool [L] in the x and y directions,
respectively. A similar correlation was developed for elliptical pools.
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Sh 

k * x' y ' '
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  1 ( Pe x ,e )  2 ( Pe y ,e )  3

 x x'

(1.94)

(1.95)

Dx

 x y' '

(1.96)
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(1.97)

Again, the coefficients in the Sherwood correlation are dependent on geometry
and hydrodynamics.

 1  0.10(2aˆ ) 3.26 (bˆ) 1.51 ( x ) 1.21

(1.98)

 2  5.31(2aˆ ) 0.27 (bˆ) 0.20 ( x ) 0.21

(1.99)

 2  7.65(2aˆ ) 0.10 (bˆ) 0.19 ( x ) 0.24

(1.100)

Both the rectangular and elliptical correlations are valid for pore water velocities
ranging from 0.1 – 1.0 m/d. The rectangular correlation is valid for pools with
dimensions of 0.2 x 0.2 m to 10.0 x 10.0 m and the elliptical correlation for pools
with semiaxes ranging from 0.1 x 0.1 m to 5 x 5 m. These correlations were not
tested against laboratory data.
Mass transfer correlations developed from ganglia dissolution experiments
have been used with a linear driving force model to predict solute partitioning into
and out of DNAPL ganglia (Ramsburg et al., 2011); it may be possible that
similarly developed pool dissolution correlations can be used to predict
partitioning tracer transport into and out of DNAPL pools. The previous section
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examines the available pool dissolution correlations that have been developed
through both experimental and modeling work looking at both single component
and multi-component NAPL dissolution. These correlations will be tested to
determine if pool dissolution correlations can be used in a transport model to
predict partitioning tracer transport in systems containing pooled and
heterogeneous DNAPL distributions.
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Chapter 2: OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES

Accurate characterization of DNAPL source zones remains a substantial
challenge to effective remediation (US EPA, 1993, 2004; NRC, 2005; Abriola et
al., in press). Although soil coring and direct push sampling techniques are the
most common methods for DNAPL mass delineation (Costanza and Davis, 2000;
Guilbeault et al., 2005; Kram et al., 2001; Meinardus et al., 2002; NRC, 2005),
partitioning tracer tests offer an alternative approach to characterization. In fact,
quantification of several source zone architecture metrics relies upon successful
implementation of partitioning tracer tests.

Partitioning tracer tests can be

employed to characterize large volumes of the subsurface by estimating spatially
averaged saturations (Annable et al., 1998a; 1998b; Brooks et al. 2002; Jin et al.,
1995).

In partitioning interwell tracer tests (PITTs) the average DNAPL

saturation between the injection and observation wells is related to the observed
retardation of the tracer(s) through a temporal moment analysis (e.g. Annable et
al. 1998a; Brooks et al., 2002; Jawitz et al., 2003; Jin et al., 1995; Saripalli et al.,
1997). The spatial resolution of a DNAPL saturation estimate from a PITT is
directly related to the distance between the observation points.

Thus, high

resolution estimates of DNAPL architecture are often economically prohibitive
due to the density of sampling locations and the amount of contaminated water
produced during the tests. However, the use of partitioning tracers in a “pushpull” flow scheme reduces the volume of subsurface interrogated, and hence the
volume of contaminated water produced, thereby increasing the resolution of
local estimation of saturation.
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In order for partitioning tracer tests to accurately characterize the
subsurface, the equilibrium and transport processes governing their interactions in
the source zone needs to be well understood. Tracer partitioning between a
NAPL and aqueous phase has been examined at a variety of scales, ranging from
batch experiments (Dai et al., 2001; Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998; Thal et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 1998; Wise et al 1999; Young et al., 1999), to laboratory flow
studies (Dai et al., 2001; Jin et al., 1995; Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare,
2005, 2006, 2007; Wilson and Mackay, 1995) to field-scale research and
application (Annable et al., 1998a, 1998b; Brooks et al., 2002; Jawitz et al., 1998;
Meindardus et al., 2002; Nelson and Brusseau, 1996; Ramsburg et al., 2005; Rao
et al., 1997, 2000). This body of research largely assumes that tracer partitioning
is linear. A notable exception is the work of Wise and co-workers (1999a, 1999b)
that used a Langmuir-type isotherm to represent observed partitioning
nonlinearities. Other assumptions commonly employed in tracer data analysis
include local equilibrium and complete hydraulic accessibility to the DNAPL
(Annable et al., 1998a; Wilson et al., 2000).

Spatial variability of aquifer

properties or DNAPL distributions, however, will promote non-uniform flow
fields which may lead to nonequilibrium conditions (Brooks et al., 2002; Imhoff
and Pirestani, 2004; Jalbert et al., 2003; Meinardus et al., 2002; Moreno-Barbero
and Illangasekare, 2005, 2006; Rao et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2000). Flow field
heterogeneity can also result in hydraulic isolation of DNAPL and
underestimation of contaminant mass during tracer tests (Moreo-Barbero and
Illangasekare, 2006; Rao et al., 2000). In addition, diffusive transport (within
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immobile aqueous phase and DNAPL zones) and adsorption at the DNAPLaqueous interface may influence tracer transport, and consequently decrease the
accuracy of DNAPL saturation estimates (Garcia et al., 1993; Willson et al.,
2000).
The overall objective of this work is to explore the influence of nonlinear
partitioning, non-equilibrium mass exchange and non-uniformity in DNAPL
spatial distribution when employing alcohol tracer tests to characterize local-scale
source zone architecture. Understanding each of these influences may allow for
the design of a partitioning tracer test that quantifies source zone architecture
metrics by exploiting specific influences.
Equilibrium partitioning defines the thermodynamic driving force for
tracer exchange between the aqueous phase and DNAPL. Hence, it is important
to fully understand the equilibrium phase behavior of the tracer-water-NAPL
system before examining kinetic transport processes. Complete characterization
of the liquid-liquid equilibria will establish the concentration dependence of the
tracer distribution between the aqueous phase the DNAPL. Doing so will permit:
(i) identification of the region(s) over which the partitioning is approximately
linear; and (ii) assessment of common thermodynamic models to predict the
partitioning behavior.
Though the literature related to partitioning tracer transport is extensive,
few studies have rigorously examined how surface capacity, and diffusional
resistances within each phase influence tracer mass transport within regions
comprising DNAPL ganglia and regions comprising DNAPL pools. Furthermore,
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no studies have attempted to manipulate the relative mass transfer influences with
the objective of distinguishing between ganglia dominated and pool dominated
heterogeneous source zones. The central hypothesis of this work is that the
relative importance of diffusion within each phase will be different for DNAPL
present as ganglia and DNAPL present in pools. Diffusional resistance in the
DNAPL is expected to be more important in pools because of the longer diffusion
path length, compared to those within ganglia.
To examine the overall objective and hypothesis, the following specific
objectives and hypotheses have been identified:

Objective 1: Measure the liquid-liquid-equilibrium of each 1-pentanol, 1hexanol, and 2-octanol (three representative tracers) in a TCE-water system.

Partition coefficients of tracers used within DNAPL source zones are
generally assumed to be linear. This assumption leads some to evaluate partition
coefficients using a single point measurement. Here batch experiments will be
used to characterize tracer absorption over the entire range of possible tracer
concentrations in systems comprising TCE-DNAPL, water and the alcohol tracer.
Results from this characterization will be used to: (i) show whether or not
equilibrium partitioning is linear; and (ii) if partitioning is nonlinear, elucidate
regions over which partitioning may be approximated as linear.
It is hypothesized that the partitioning of all short-chain alcohols

commonly employed as tracers between TCE-DNAPL and water is nonlinear.
The basis for this assumption is that there is greater capacity for the alcohol to
hydrogen bond with water in the aqueous phase, resulting in nonideal (i.e.,
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nonlinear) distributions.

Further, it is hypothesized that alcohol partitioning

within a dilute region may be approximated as linear. Part of this research aims to
establish the limits of the linear assumption for each of the three alcohols. Thus,
the detailed LLE characterization of the three alcohol tracers (1-pentanol, 1hexanol, and 2-octanol) in a TCE-water system allows for better tracer test design
by greatly reducing uncertainty related to the concentration dependant phase
distribution of the tracer.

Data related to this objective are presented and

interpreted in Chapter 4.

Objective 2: Compare the measured liquid-liquid-equilibrium behavior of
each alcohol to the behavior predicted using UNIFAC

Thermodynamic models based upon the calculation of the excess Gibbs
energy are useful for modeling phase equilibria. There are several types of excess
Gibbs energy models, but one that holds particular relevance here is Universal
Functional Activity Coefficient (UNIFAC) theory. These thermodynamic models
typically regress interaction parameters for compounds using existing vaporliquid equilibria. UNIFAC is potentially beneficial to the research described here
because the model employs group contributions to build each solute present in the
system. Thus, the predictive capability of UNIFAC is theoretically much greater
as one can examine untested solutes by building each solute from specific
functional groups.

This potentially useful approach, however, needs to be

rigorously examined by comparing model predictions of the phase equilibria to
observations developed in Objective 1. Particular emphasis will be placed on
evaluating the distribution of alcohol between the two phases (i.e. partitioning).
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It is hypothesized that thermodynamic models will require compound

specific calibration to capture liquid-liquid-equilibria considered herein.
Simulations related to this objective are presented and interpreted in Chapter 4 in
conjunction with the equilibrium data of Objective 1.

Objective 3: Explore the processes controlling partitioning tracer mass
transport in columns containing uniform distributions of entrapped TCEDNAPL

In order to evaluate the utility of partitioning tracer tests for differentiating
ganglia dominated source zones from pool dominated source zones, the processes
controlling mass transfer in each end member (all ganglia or all pools) must be
elucidated. Potential limitations to partitioning in a DNAPL source zone include
resistances in the aqueous phase, at the interface and within the DNAPL. A
stationary aqueous boundary layer surrounding the DNAPL may provide
diffusional resistance to transport within the boundary layer. Additionally, tracers
may accumulate at the DNAPL-water interface before partitioning into the
DNAPL.

Upon partitioning into the DNAPL, diffusional resistance to mass

transfer throughout the DNAPL may provide a kinetic limitation to tracer
transport.
It is hypothesized that mass transfer kinetics in regions of residual

saturation will be influenced by a combination of these three resistances. This
hypothesis was tested by conducting partitioning tracer tests in column systems
with residual saturation of TCE-DNAPL. The resulting breakthrough curves will
be compared to predictions from models that incorporate the three resistances to
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tracer transport. Using the models to examine each resistance separately and in
combination, will allow for the determination of the resistances that dominate
transport in systems of TCE-DNAPL ganglia. The models used in this objective
were developed through collaboration with Mr. Ali Boroumand, Dr. Linda M.
Abriola, Dr. John A. Christ, and Dr. C. Andrew Ramsburg. All codes were
written or adapted by Mr. Boroumand for use in modeling the experiments
described herein, and all assessments of experimental breakthrough curves were
made in collaboration with Mr. Boroumand. Data and simulations related to this
objective are presented and interpreted in Chapter 5.

Objective 4: Assess mass transfer kinetics in systems containing a single pool
of TCE-DNAPL.

Objective 4 complements objective 3 by examining partitioning tracer
transport at the other end of the pool fraction spectrum, a pool-dominated source
zone. It is anticipated that the characterization of transport for end-member pool
fraction will allow for a better understanding of partitioning tracer behavior in
heterogeneous source zones. DNAPL pools have both a longer diffusion path
length and a lower surface area to volume ratio than DNAPL ganglia. Therefore,
more diffusional resistance may be encountered by tracers partitioning out of
DNAPL pools, leading to long tailing in tracer BTCs. It is hypothesized that

characterization of diffusional resistance within the DNAPL will be necessary to
predict tracer mass transfer in regions containing pooled DNAPL.
This hypothesis was tested by conducting partitioning tracer tests in a 2-D
aquifer cell, containing one, large, high-saturation TCE-DNAPL pool.
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The

pooled region in this system is anticipated to have a much longer diffusion path
length than the entrapped TCE-DNAPL in Objective 3. Assessment of effluent
and port BTCs was conducted using a numerical model developed by Mr. Ali
Boroumand and Dr. Linda M. Abriola. All codes were written or adapted by Mr.
Boroumand for use in modeling the experiments described herein. Data and
simulations related to this objective are presented and interpreted in Chapter 6.

Objective 5: Examine the influence of injection and extraction flow rates
during a push-pull test conducted in heterogeneous DNAPL source zones.

This objective will employ push-pull tests within a 2-D aquifer cell
experiment to assess the influence of flow rate on mass transfer kinetics and fluxaveraged effluent concentrations in heterogeneous source zones. Examining a
range of pool fractions with tracer tests conducted at various flow rates may allow
for the determination of how to best conduct push-pull tests to distinguish
between ganglia dominated and pool dominated source zones. It is hypothesized
that push-pull tests employing a slow injection flow rate, followed by a fast

extraction flow rate will permit the discrimination of ganglia dominated zones
from pool dominated zones. The use of different flow rates for the “push” and
“pull” phases of the partitioning tracer test may take advantage of equilibrium and
nonequilibrium processes to help distinguish ganglia dominated and pool
dominated source zones. A slow “push” may allow tracer concentrations to build
up in the NAPL. The fast “pull” will then create nonequilibrium conditions,
especially for the tracer mass associated with NAPL pools. This nonequilibrium
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may cause tracer BTC tails to be longer if the region is dominated by pools than if
it is dominated by ganglia.
Experiments related to Objective 5 use TCE-DNAPL source zones
described by a low, mid and high pool fraction. For each pool fraction a series of
three partitioning tracer tests will be conducted using a combination of “fast” and
“slow” flows for each push and pull step. One tracer test employed a slow
injection, followed by a fast extraction; another employed a fast injection,
followed by a slow extraction; another employed a fast injection, followed by a
fast extraction. Effluent data from these experiments were used to construct four
breakthrough curves (three partitioning tracers and one nonpartitioning tracer) per
pool fraction per flow-rate combination (nine sets of effluent data each producing
four breakthrough curves). These effluent data are interrogated to explore
potential relationships between pool fraction and the influence of non-equilibrium
on effluent curves. Data from each of the nine experiments are modeled using a
fine scale numerical simulator developed by Mr. Ali Boroumand in collaboration
with Dr. Linda M. Abriola. All codes were written or adapted by Mr. Boroumand
for use in modeling the push-pull experiments described herein. Simulations are
compared to experimental data for model validation. Data and simulations related
to this objective are presented and interpreted in Chapter 7.

Objective 6: Explore the influence of DNAPL architectural features on
push-pull test breakthrough curves.

Objective 5 examines the influence of kinetic mass transport in
heterogeneous architectures by conducting both laboratory and modeling push76

pull experiments in three source zones of different pool fraction. These push-pull
tests may also be sensitive to source zone architecture features other than pool
fraction. Therefore, objective 6 focuses on determining whether push-pull tests
can be used to distinguish differences in vertical and horizontal DNAPL
distribution.
It is hypothesized that push-pull partitioning tracer tests are able to

distinguish differences in the vertical extent of DNAPL within the interrogated
volume, but cannot distinguish horizontal extent. The basis for this hypothesis is
that the number of tracer flow paths interacting with the DNAPL is highly
dependent on the vertical spread. As tracer flow paths are primarily horizontal,
the larger fraction of the vertical dimension containing DNAPL the more tracer
solution will contact the DNAPL. A smaller vertical spread results in less tracer
flow paths interacting with the DNAPL. Contrastingly, the horizontal extent of
DNAPL does not as strongly impact the number of tracer flow paths intersecting
the DNAPL phase. A large horizontal extent of DNAPL may cause more tracer
mass in each interacting flow path to partition into the DNAPL, but will not affect
the tracer mass whose flow paths do not contact the DNAPL. This hypothesis
was tested by running push-pull tests in the 2-D push-pull model written by Mr.
Boroumand (validated in objective 5) through source zones contrived to highlight
differences in vertical and horizontal DNAPL distribution. Simulations related to
this objective are presented and interpreted in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 3 – MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 – Materials

2-propanol (HPLC grade), 1-pentanol (99%), 1-hexanol (98%), 2-octanol
(97%), and trichloroethene (TCE) (ACS grade) were obtained from Sigma
Aldrich and used as received. 2-propanol (IPA) is miscible with water and used
as a solvent in preparing samples for analysis. Relevant properties of 1-pentanol,
1-hexanol, 2-octanol and TCE are shown in Table 3.1. All aqueous solutions
were made using water purified to have resistivity > 18.1 MΏ*cm and TOC < 10
ppb using a MilliQ A-10 system (Millipore).

Table 3.1 Physical properties of alcohol tracers and TCE
K Cpi
Density Solubility, in Solubility, aq.
Alcohol
1‐pentanol
1‐hexanol
2‐octanol
trichloroethene

(Laq/LTCE‐DNAPL) (g/mL)
3.8a,f
18.6
317
‐

a,f

a,f

0.815b,d
0.820

a,d

0.82

a,d

1.45

b,c

aq. (mg/L)

in (mg/L)

2.19%wb,d
0.706%wa,d

7.46%wb,d
7.42%wa,d
3.40%wa,d
0.032b,d

0.127

a,d

0.098

a,e

Purity
%
99
98
97
ACS grade

a

20 °C; b25 °C; ctemperature was not reported; dRiddick and Bunger (1970); eHorvath et al. (1999);
f
Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998

For transport experiments (1-D column and 2-D box) TCE-DNAPL was
dyed with 10-4 M Oil-Red-O (Alfa Aesar) for the purpose of visualization.
Previous research has shown that the addition of Oil-Red-O at this concentration
does not significantly affect the relevant physical properties of the DNAPL
(Taylor et al., 2001), nor the partitioning behavior of the tracers (Willson et al.,
2000).
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Federal Fine Ottawa sand (30-140 mesh) was obtained from U.S. Silica and used
as the background packing media for all column and aquifer cell experiments.
Federal fine is quartz sand comprised of 99.7% Silicon Dioxide (U.S. Silica) and
has an intrinsic permeability of 4.2 x 10-11 m2 (Suchomel et al., 2007). The grain
size distribution of Federal Fine is shown below in Figure 3.1 (U.S. Silica). For
the aquifer cell used to examine transport in pooled source zones (Chapter 6)
Federal Fine was used as received. Federal Fine was sieved in 200 g batches on a
shaker for 10-15 min to obtain the 45-50 sand fraction and the 40-50 sand fraction
for 1-D column experiments (Chapter 5) and heterogeneous source zone aquifer
cells (Chapter 7), respectively. F-70 sand was obtained from U.S. Silica and used
as received to create all low permeability layers. F-70 has is also a quartz sand
that is 99.7% Silicon Dioxide (U.S. Silica) and has an intrinsic permeability of 8.2
x 10-12 m2 (Suchomel et al., 2007). A grain size distribution of F-70 is shown
below in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 Sieve analysis for Ottawa Federal Fine.

Figure 3.2 Sieve analysis for F-70.
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3.2 - Analytical Methods

3.2.1 - Alcohol and TCE Concentrations - Gas Chromatography
Aqueous phase samples collected from batch experiments for alcohol and
TCE were diluted using Milli-Q water and isopropanol (IPA), respectively.
DNAPL samples collected from the batch experiments were diluted (~10x) using
IPA. Aqueous phase samples from 1-D column and 2-D box experiments were
analyzed without dilution.
Alcohol and TCE concentrations were quantified in duplicate using a
Hewlett-Packard 6890 Gas Chromatograph (GC) equipped with a DB-5 (0.32 mm
diameter, 30 m long) column and flame ionization detector at 250°C. A five-point
calibration curve was obtained each day of use and checked using a calibration
standard every 20 samples. Both the method for alcohol measurement and TCE
measurement used nitrogen and hydrogen at a total flow rate of 18.1 mL/min. The
method for alcohol quantification used a split injection with a split ratio of 0.5:1.
The oven started at 35 °C for 2 min and ramped 35 °C/ min to a temperature of
115°C. The TCE quantification used a splitless injection and a simple temperature
method of 35 °C for 5 min. The detection limit for each 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol,
and 2-octanol is 1 mg/L. The detection limit for TCE is 5 mg/L.

3.2.2 - Bromide and Chloride Concentrations - Ion Chromatography
Bromide (non-reactive tracer) and chloride concentrations were quantified
using a Dionex ICS-2000 Ion Chromatograph (IC) equipped with an AS-18
column (4 x 250 mm). The IC was calibrated with a six-point standard curve
every fifteen samples. 25 µL of aqueous sample was injected pumped through the
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IC at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Potassium hydroxide at a concentration of 23.0
mM was used as the eluent.

3.2.3 - DNAPL Water Content - Karl Fischer Titration
Water contents were quantified in duplicate using a Mettler Toledo DL38
Karl Fischer Titrator. Prior to each day of use the titrator was calibrated with an
AquaStar 1% water standard. Calibration was checked with the water standard
every ten samples.

3.2.4 - DNAPL Phase Density - Pycnometer
Density of the DNAPL phase was measured in triplicate with a 2 mL glass
pycnometer that was calibrated with water prior to each day of use.

3.2.5 - Interfacial Tension – Drop Shape Analyzer
Equilibrium interfacial tensions (IFT) between the aqueous and organic
phases were quantified via drop shape analysis (IT Concept Tracker). Depending
on which equilibrium phase (NAPL or aqueous) was more dense, either the
pendant (NAPL more dense) or the sessile up (aqueous more dense) drop
configuration was used. NAPL drop volumes of approximately 20 µL were
created in a reservoir containing the corresponding equilibrium aqueous phase.
Volumes varied slightly, dependant on interfacial tension. Interfacial tension
measurements were taken every 20 seconds for 5 min. The overall interfacial
tension was taken to be a 4 min average of steady-state measurements.
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3.3 - Experimental Methods

3.3.1 - Liquid-Liquid-Equilibrium
Liquid-liquid

equilibrium

(LLE)

experiments

permit

accurate

quantification of the partitioning over all possible alcohol concentrations while
also allowing assessment of interfacial tension between the aqueous phase and the
DNAPL. Initial overall compositions (comprising various amounts of water,
tracer and TCE) were created in triplicate within 35 mL borosilicated glass
centrifuge tubes (Corning, part number: 8422-35) with PFTE lined screw-cap
closures (Kimble Chase part number 45066C).

Tubes were subsequently

equilibrated for 72 hr on oscillating shakers (LabQuake, model T415110) located
within a controlled temperature room (Harris Environmental) operating at
22.0±0.1°C. Previous experiments suggest 72 hr is sufficient for these types of
systems to reach equilibrium (Gossett, 1987; Ramsburg and Pennell, 2002). After
equilibration, the tubes were centrifuged at 1500 rpm and 22°C for 10 min
(Beckman Coulter Avanti J-25) prior to careful separation and sampling (see
analytical methods below) of the aqueous phase and DNAPL.

3.3.2 - 1-D Column Experiments
All 1-D transport experiments were conducted in Kontes borosilicate glass
columns (4.8 cm i.d.). The 45-50 mesh Ottawa Sand (see materials section) was
selected to generate DNAPL ganglia that exist primarily as singlets (Schnaar and
Brusseau, 2005; Ramsburg et al., 2010a). The column was saturated with CO2 for
half an hour before being saturated with water at 1 mL/min for approximately 10
hours. Conservative, nonreactive tracer tests were conducted at a flow rate of
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2.2mL/min pre and post TCE-DNAPL emplacement to estimate dispersivity and
confirm the uniformity of the emplaced DNAPL distribution (Pennell et al.,
1993). Here a pulse of approximately 2.7 pore volumes (PV) of an aqueous
solution containing 0.01 M Br- was followed by 2 PV of 0.01 M Cl-.
TCE (dyed with Oil-Red-O) was pumped into the column at 0.5 mL/min
using a Hamilton Syringe Pump until no aqueous phase could be seen. Pressure
was then increased by injecting TCE into the column by hand to force out as
much aqueous phase as possible. Once no additional aqueous phase could be seen
in the effluent line, it was assumed that maximum saturation had been reached.
To establish residual saturation, water was flushed through the column at 1
mL/min (in both directions) until no more TCE-DNAPL flowed out the column.
Partitioning tracer tests were conducted using 2 PV pulses introduced at
the same flow rate. For non-equilibrium column studies, a fast flow rate (2.2
mL/min) and short packed length (5.0 cm) were selected to promote the
observation of non-equilibrium conditions so that partitioning kinetics could be
quantified. A column experiment was also run at 0.5 mL/min, attempting to
achieve equilibrium partitioning. In columns where multiple tracer pulses were
introduced to the system, they were conducted successively, ensuring that no
concentration from the previous pulse was detected in the effluent before the next
pulse began. Effluent samples were collected over short intervals through the
peak of the BTC and over increasingly longer intervals as the test continued using
a fraction collector (Retriever II, ISCO). Dissolution of the TCE-DNAPL was
prevented by using Milli-Q water saturated with TCE for all aqueous solutions
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introduced to the column. This experimental procedure ensured that each BTC
was associated with the same saturation of TCE-DNAPL.

3.3.3 2-D Box Experiments – Pooled Source Zone
Experiments examining tracer transport in a pool dominated source zone
(Chapter 6) were completed in a 2-D aquifer cell. The aquifer cell (Figure 3.3) is
constructed out of two pieces of flat polish, annealed, float glass (each piece 70 x
42 x 1.5 cm) held together with a 5 cm wide frame on the bottom and sides that
creates at 1.4 cm gap between the pieces of glass. Note the dimensions shown in
Figure 3.3 (63 x 39.5 cm) are smaller than those mentioned above because a
portion of the glass sits inside the frame so that the structure is stable and airtight.
The front piece of glass has 24 sampling ports for measuring local tracer BTCs;
exact location of these ports is shown in Table 3.2. Each end of the metal frame
has a fully screened well to encourage even flow through the box. Ottawa Federal
Fine (30-140 mesh) sand is used as the background porous media and F-70 is used
to create all low permeability layers. The box is wet packed, ensuring that 2
inches of Milli-Q water remain above the sand layer at all times during the
process. A Hamilton Syringe Pump was used to pump TCE through an injection
needle (gage 18) packed into the box. Flow through the boxes was regulated by
maintaining constant head at both the inlet and outlet. For the pooled source zone
experiments, all solutions are pumped into the screened well on the left hand side
of the box and out of the screened well on the right hand side of the box.
Additional details on the packing structure, TCE-DNAPL source zone and
partitioning tracer test parameters can be found in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.1.
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Figure 3.3 2-D box setup used to conduct partitioning tracer experiments in
Chapter 6.
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Table 3.2 Locations of the local sampling ports shown in Figure 3.1.

Port

Distance
Distance
from Well
from
(cm)
Bottom (cm)

Port

Distance
from Well
(cm)

Distance from
Bottom (cm)

1A

33.0

29.5

3A

45.0

29.5

1B

34.0

27.5

3B

46.0

27.5

1C

33.0

25.5

3C

45.0

25.5

1D

34.0

23.5

3D

46.0

23.5

1E

33.0

21.5

3E

45.0

21.5

1F

34.0

19.5

3F

46.0

19.5

2A

39.0

28.5

4A

100.0

28.5

2B

40.0

26.5

4B

102.0

26.5

2C

39.0

24.5

4C

100.0

24.5

2D

40.0

22.5

4D

102.0

22.5

2E

39.0

20.5

4E

100.0

20.5

2F

40.0

18.5

4F

102.0

18.5
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3.3.4 - 2-D Box Experiments – Heterogeneous Source Zone
Experiments examining tracer transport in heterogeneous source zones
(Chapter 7) were also completed in a 2-D aquifer cell. This aquifer cell (Figure
3.4) is slightly larger with two pieces of flat polish, annealed, float glass (each
piece 107 x 52 x 1.5 cm). It is held together with a similar frame, that also creates
at 1.4 cm gap between the pieces of glass. Again, the dimensions shown in Figure
3.4 (100 x 49.5 cm) are smaller than those mentioned above because a portion of
the glass sits inside the frame so that the structure is stable and airtight. The front
piece of glass has 25 sampling ports for measuring local tracer BTCs. Only the
first two columns of ports were used in the heterogeneous source zone
experiments. The exact locations of the ports used in these experiments are
shown in Table 3.3. Each end of the metal frame has a fully screened well to
encourage even flow through the box. Ottawa Federal Fine (30-140 mesh) sand is
used as the background porous media and F-70 is used to create all low
permeability layers. The box is wet packed, ensuring that 2 inches of Milli-Q
water remain above the sand layer at all times during the process. A Hamilton
Syringe Pump was used to pump TCE through an injection needle (gage 18)
packed into the box. Flow through the boxes was regulated by maintaining
constant head at both the inlet and outlet. These experiments were run with a
push-pull flow scheme, using the left-hand well as both the injection well and the
extraction well. Additional details on packing structure, TCE-DNAPL source
zones and partitioning tracer test parameters can be found in Chapter 7, Sections
7.3-7.5.
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Figure 3.4 2-D box setup used to conduct push-pull experiments in heterogeneous
source zones in Chapter 7.
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Table 3.3 Locations of the local sampling ports shown in Figure 3.2.

Port

Distance
Distance
from Well
from
(cm)
Bottom (cm)

Port

Distance
from Well
(cm)

Distance from
Bottom (cm)

1A

53.0

10.0

2A

63.0

6.0

1B

53.0

18.5

2B

63.0

14.5

1C

53.0

27.0

2C

63.0

23.0

1D

53.0

35.5

2D

63.0

31.5

1E

53.0

44.0

2E

63.0

40
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3.3.5 - Light Transmission Imaging
The light transmission (LT) system and methods employed in this research
are based upon that described in Suchomel and Pennell (2006). LT was used to
image the packed boxes before and after the introduction of TCE-DNAPL. In
addition, LT was used to monitor the TCE-DNAPL saturation distribution over
the course of tracer testing. For LT imaging, the aquifer cell was illuminated with
a light bank (Kino Flo Inc.) placed directly behind the system. A Sony α330
(10.2 mega pixels) digital camera was then used to take images of the entire box.
Images captured in the absence of DNAPL permit accurate quantification of the
location and shape of the low permeability lenses. For images captured with
TCE-DNAPL present, the LT data permit quantification of the local DNAPL
saturations. Quantification of DNAPL saturation is based upon image hues that
are correlated to saturation with calibration curves developed using the method of
Darnault et al. (1998). This method produces a pixel-by-pixel estimation of
thickness-averaged saturation. Saturation, however, is a REV based property of
the phase. Recent work by Christ et al. (2012) has demonstrated that the pixel-bypixel estimates of saturation must be upscaled to better represent the physical
definition of saturation. Following the guidance of Christ et al. (2012) thickness
averaged saturation distributions were estimated over a 0.98 cm x 0.98 cm
averaging window using Matlab 10.0 (Mathworks, Inc.). (This is compared to a
pixel size of 0.02 cm x 0.02 cm). Two types of averaging were applied: i)
discrete block averaging, which uses averaging windows that do not overlap; ii)
continuous averaging, which uses overlapping averaging windows. Additional
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details on these averaging methods can be found in Christ et al. (2012). The
saturation calculations were summed over the entire source zone and compared to
the known volume of injected TCE. Additionally, the Matlab 10.0 script was
used to calculate pool fraction. For these experiments, a unit volume of porous
media was defined as pooled if the TCE-DNAPL saturation is greater than 17%,
and ganglia if the saturation is less than 17%. The value of 17% was chosen as
the cutoff because this was the residual saturation determined by column
experiments in Chapter 4.

The Matlab 10.0 scripts used to estimate spatial

saturation distribution and calculate pool fraction were provided by Dr. John
Christ and Mr. Doug Walker.
3.4 - Mathematical Modeling

Mathematical modeling was used to examine data produced in all
laboratory experiments. The purpose of modeling the experiments is two-fold:
first it is of interest to determine whether mathematical models are able to predict
experimental results; second, when models have been validated with laboratory
data, they can be used to conduct additional experiments. This allows for further
data generation at a much faster rate than can be accomplished with laboratory
experiments. The models used to describe each type of experiment (LLE, 1-D
transport and 2-D transport) are discussed in detail below.

3.4.1 - Thermodynamic modeling of LLE
The phase behavior of each alcohol in the water-alcohol-TCE ternary was
predicted using an isothermal flash calculation performed in Matlab version
R2009b (The MathWorks, Inc) (e.g., Smith and Van Ness, 1987). UNIFAC
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(Fredenslund et al., 1975) was employed to estimate activity coefficients using
available structural parameters (Hansen et al., 1991). Greater detail on this model
can be found in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.1. Water was assigned as 1H20 (group 7).
1-pentanol was assigned as 1CH3 (group 1) + 4CH2 (group 1) + 1OH (group
5). 1-hexanol was assigned as 1CH3 (group 1) + 5CH2 (group 1) + 1OH
(group 5). 2-octanol was assigned as 2CH3 (group 1) + 5CH2 (group 1) +
1CH (group 1) + 1OH (group 5). TCE was assigned as 1HC=C (group 2) +
2Cl-C=C (group 37). Interaction parameters used for each of these groups are
shown in Table 3.4. Iteration convergence was established when successive
changes to molar phase fractions and component mole fractions were less than
110-10.
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Table 3.4 UNIFAC group interaction parameters (ij).
group 1
group 2
group 5
group 7
ij
C-C
C=C
-OH
H2O
group 1
74.54b
644.6b
1300b
0a
C-C
group 2
0a
724.4b
785.6d
292.3b
C=C
group 5
470.7b
0a
353.5c
328.2b
-OH
group 7
342.4b
-26.52d
-229.1c
0a
H2O
group 37
-3.167c
640.9c
1100d
41.90c
Cl-C=C
a

group 37
Cl-C=C
-0.505c
237.3c
253.9c
651.9d
0a

by definition; b Magnussen et al. (1981); c Gmehling et al. (1982); d Cooling et
al. (1992)
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3.4.2 - Partitioning Tracer Transport - Ganglia
A number of conceptual approaches for interphase partitioning behavior,
including equilibrium, linear driving force, dual diffusion and surface resistance,
were implemented in a numerical simulator to explore the mechanisms controlling
tracer transport in systems of entrapped ganglia. All models used to produce
BTCs for the column experiments were developed by Mr. Ali Boroumand and Dr.
Linda Abriola and numerically coded into Matlab by Mr. Boroumand. All models
assume that transport occurs only in the aqueous phase, with an immobile TCEDNAPL, distributed uniformly as spherical singlets.

This assumption is

supported by visualization of DNAPL distributions within similar size fractions of
sandy media (Schnaar and Brusseau, 2005). Within the model, TCE-DNAPL
dissolution is assumed negligible and the flow is uniform, consistent with the
experimental methods employed. Based upon the above assumptions, flow and
mass balance equations for the two fluid phases (aqueous and DNAPL) need not
be explicitly written.
The governing equation for 1-D tracer mass transport is a simplified
version of the multiphase advective-dispersive-reactive transport equation, where
tracer interaction occurs only with the DNAPL:

nS n

C aq
 2 C aq
C aq
C n
 nS aq
 nS aq (   Daq )

nS

aq
t
t
x
x 2

(3.1)

Here C aq is the bulk phase aqueous concentration [M·L-3], CN is average
concentration of the tracer contained within the DNAPL [M·L-3], and v is the pore
water velocity [L·T-1]. , Daq, S aq , S n , and n are the dispersivity [L], solute
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diffusivity in the aqueous phase [L2·T-1], aqueous saturation [-], DNAPL
saturation [-], and porosity [-], respectively, which are assumed to be temporally
and spatially invariant.
The alternative conceptual modeling approaches employed here for tracer
partitioning vary in the way the source/sink term nS n

C n
is represented. These
t

models differ in their assumptions pertaining to transport within the DNAPL
(completely mixed versus diffusive transport) and descriptions of solute exchange
between the DNAPL and aqueous phase (equilibrium, linear driving force
kinetics, and surface resistance).

Detailed presentations of these models are

available elsewhere (e.g., Brusseau and Rao, 1989; Liggieri et al., 1997). What
follows below are brief descriptions of how each approach was implemented for
one dimensional alcohol transport in a medium containing entrapped TCEDNAPL.

Irrespective of the alternative approaches adopted to represent the

sink/source term, all models employed third and second type boundary conditions
for the column inlet and outlet, respectively. Equations were discretized using a
Crank-Nicholson finite difference approach and solved numerically.

3.4.2.1 - Equilibrium
Here it is assumed that the flow rate is sufficiently slow such that the
DNAPL and aqueous concentrations reach equilibrium at the grid resolution scale
of the model. Defining K Cpi as the concentration-based equilibrium partitioning
coefficient (Ramsburg et al., 2010b) of the tracer between the DNAPL and
aqueous phases, yields:
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nS n

C aq
C N
 nS n K Cpi
t
t

(3.2)

3.4.2.2 - Linear Driving Force
The linear driving force approach assumes that diffusion across an
immobile aqueous phase boundary layer can be represented by a first order mass
transfer expression.

Intra-DNAPL diffusional resistance is ignored, and

distribution of components inside the DNAPL is assumed uniform. Component
concentrations at the interface of the boundary layer and the DNAPL are assumed
to be in equilibrium, while a linear concentration gradient exists within the
stagnant aqueous film surrounding each DNAPL droplet. The source/sink term
becomes:

nS n

C
C n ˆ
 k C aq  Cn i

t
Kp







(3.3)

Here k̂ is a lumped mass transfer coefficient [T-1].

For the model results

presented herein, the lumped mass transfer coefficient was evaluated using an
empirical correlation developed for NAPL dissolution (Powers et al., 1992).
Ramsburg et al. (2010a) have recently shown that the Powers et al. (1992) and
Imhoff et al. (1994) correlations are capable of, and offer similar performance
when, describing the mass transfer of chlorinated solvent degradation products
within columns containing uniform saturations of DNAPL.
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3.4.2.3 - Dual Diffusion
In this approach, as with the linear driving force model, interphase mass
transfer occurs through an immobile aqueous boundary layer surrounding
DNAPL ganglia. Thus, Equation 3.3 remains valid for the source/sink term. The
assumption that the DNAPL is well mixed is, however, relaxed. Diffusion within
the NAPL is assumed to be Fickian and the radial distribution of tracer
concentration within the NAPL droplets satisfies (Rasmuson and Neretnieks,
1980):

  2Cn,r 2 Cn,r 


 Dn 
 r 2


t
r
r



Cn,r

(3.4)

subject to the following boundary conditions:
Dn

C n , r  b
r

C n , r  0
r


C n , r b
 k f  C aq 

K Cpi







(3.5)

(3.6)

0

Here Cn,r is the component concentration within the DNAPL [M·L-3] at radial
position, r [L], Dn is solute diffusion coefficient in the DNAPL [L2·T-1], b is
radius of the DNAPL droplet [L], and kf is the mass transfer coefficient [L·T-1].
Equation 3.5 (continuity of fluxes) assumes no surface accumulation at the
DNAPL-aqueous interface.
Previous studies have measured the average singlet radius of entrapped
NAPL for various sand fractions (Powers et al. 1992; Schnaar and Brusseau,
2005). Schnaar and Brusseau (2005) and Ramsburg et al. (2010a) developed
regressions that relate an effective DNAPL drop radius to the saturation and
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textural characteristics of the granular medium. The correlation of Ramsburg et
al. (2010a) is employed herein to estimate ganglia size. To convert from k f to k̂ ,
the model assumes that all of the DNAPL surface area is accessible to the tracer,
and that this surface area can be calculated assuming a uniform distribution of
spherical droplets:

 3nS aq
kˆ  k f 
 b





(3.7)

An existing numerical model (Mendoza-Sanchez and Cunningham, 2007)
was adapted to simultaneously solve the system of Equations. Equation 3.5
serves to couple the aqueous phase and DNAPL transport equations at the
interface. The solution was validated against an existing semi-analytical solution
(Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1980). Accuracy of the dual diffusion algorithm was
verified through comparisons with linear driving force solutions for an extreme
(high) DNAPL diffusion coefficient.

3.4.2.4 - Dual Diffusion and Surface Partitioning
A key assumption in both the linear driving force and dual diffusion
conceptual models is that mass fluxes toward and away from the DNAPL/aqueous
interface are equal, such that no surface accumulation occurs. In a surface
partitioning model, tracer accumulation at the interface is permitted, adding a
third resistance to tracer mass transport. The approach employed herein is based
largely on the work of Liggieri et al. (1997), who studied adsorption kinetics of
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alkylphosphines oxides at a water/hexane interface. A mass balance equation
within the interface is expressed as:
C n , r  b

 k f C aq  C int   D n
r
t

(3.8)

where  is the accumulation of mass at the interface [M·L-2]. In this formulation,
Equation 3.8 replaces Equation 3.5.
rewritten as

 Cint
Cint t

The left hand side of Equation 3.8 is

and a local equilibrium assumption is invoked at the

interface, with  represented by a Langmuir isotherm expression. Using this
approach, the maximum capacity at the interface between the aqueous phase and
DNAPL is not reached until Cn becomes equal to the effective solubility of tracer
in the DNAPL ( K Cpi C aq ). The system of equations is solved iteratively. At the
start of each time step, the known isotherm parameters and the Cint from the

 
previous time step are used to estimate the accumulation term coefficient 
 C int


 .


The system of equations is then solved for new interface concentrations, which
are compared with the original values (Ervin et al., 2011).

Iterations are

preformed until the convergence criterion (0.001 mg/m2) is reached and all
equations are satisfied.

3.4.3 - Partitioning Tracer Transport – Pooled Source Zone
As with column experiment modeling, all models used to produce BTCs
for 2-D aquifer cell experiments were developed by Mr. Ali Boroumand and Dr.
Linda Abriola and numerically coded into Matlab by Mr. Boroumand. A 2-D
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numerical linear driving force model is used to simulate partitioning tracer
transport in the 2-D aquifer cells (Chapters 6 - 8). Flow is described using the 2D groundwater flow equation:

Ss

        

 K
  K
t x  x  y  y 

(3.9)

where,

K

k rw  aq g

(3.10)

 aq

where Ss [L-1] is the specific storage, φ is hydraulic head [L], K [L·T-1] is the
hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium (here assumed to be isotropic), krw
is the relative permeability [L2], µaq is the dynamic viscosity of the aqueous phase
[M·L-1·T-1], and g is the gravitational constant [L·T-2]. A relative permeability
function is necessary to account for the reduction in permeability due to the
presence of the TCE-DNAPL. The Kaluarachichi and Parker (1992) relative
permeability function is used to account for the reduction in permeability:





0.5
1/ m
k rw  S aq
1  1  S aq

m 1





m 2

(3.11)

1
nvg

(3.12)

where kr [L2] is the reduced permeability due to the presence of the TCE-DNAPL
and nvg [-] is the Van Genuchten parameter that represents the uniformity of the
pore size distribution. Herein, a value of 0.7 was employed because it has been
previously used to model similar sands (Rathfelder and Abriola, 1996).
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Because the model is confined, no flow boundary conditions apply to both
the top and bottom boundary:


y


y

0

(3.13)

0

(3.14)

y 0

y H

where H is the packed height of the 2-D aquifer cell [L]. Flow is controlled by
prescribing head (from experimental piezometric head readings) in the fully
screened inlet and outlet wells:



x 0

 h1

(3.15)

 x L  h2

(3.16)

box

where h1 and h2 are the heads [L] at the left and right hand side of the box,
respectively and Lbox [L] is the length of the 2-D box. The inlet and outlet wells
were modeled as very high permeability columns added to the sides of the
domain. The exact locations of the tubing used for experimental injection and
extraction were modeled inside the screened wells.
Again, tracer transport is assumed to occur only in the aqueous phase as
described by the 2-D transport equation:

nS aq


C
 kˆ C aq  Cn

t
K pi


C aq

  
C
   nS aq  ij   Daq  aq
 x 
y


C aq

  nS aq
(3.17)

x


where αij is the 2-D dispersivity [L]. The longitudinal dispersivity is determined
by fitting to the bromide data and the vertical dispersivity is assumed to be
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0.1*longitudinal dispersivity. The transport boundary conditions on the top and
bottom of the domain are:

C aq
y

0
y 0

(3.18)

C aq
y

0

(3.19)

y H

When combined with the no flow boundary conditions at the top and bottom (eqs
3.13 and 3.14), equations 3.18 and 3.19 result in no advective or dispersive flux at
these boundaries. No dispersive flux is allowed on either side of the domain:

C aq
x

0

C aq
x

(3.20)

x 0

0

(3.21)

x  Lbox

The DNAPL phase equation is the same as equation 3.2. As with the 1-D linear
driving force model, it is assumed that diffusion across an immobile aqueous
phase boundary layer can be represented using a first order mass transfer
expression.
For the model results presented herein, the lumped mass transfer
coefficient was evaluated using the Nambi and Powers (2003) empirical
correlation developed for NAPL pool dissolution.

Further detail on the

development of this correlation can be seen in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.4.2. In
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order to account for continued tracer partitioning into the TCE-DNAPL during the
flow interruption in experiments 2 and 3 (Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2) the Nambi and
Powers (2003) correlation was modified slightly according to the method of
Unger et al. (1998). Unger et al. (1998) modified the Powers et al. (1994)
dissolution correlation so that NAPL dissolution would occur during periods of no
flow due to diffusion. This was accomplished by adding 0.01 to the Reynolds
number. This term is large enough to allow for slight dissolution to occur during
no flow periods, but does not significantly impact the mass transfer coefficient as
long as the pore water velocity is greater than 0.07 cm/min (Unger et al., 1998).
The slowest pore water velocity used for experiments in Chapter 6 is 0.25
cm/min, well above 0.07 cm/min. Therefore, to account for mass transport during
the flow interruptions, the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation was modified to:

Sh 

kˆL2
 37.7( S n )1.24 (0.01  Re 0.61 )
Daq

(3.22)

The model employs a Crank-Nicholson finite difference approach to solve
the aqueous-phase transport equation and DNAPL phase component mass balance
(assumes complete mixing).

Light transmission images of the experimental

system before TCE-DNAPL injection allow for the exact geometry of the 2-D box
(i.e. the location of low and high permeability layers) to be input into the model
domain. The exact TCE-DNAPL saturation distribution is added to the domain
using light transmission results after TCE-DNAPL injection. The domain is
discretized into 5 mm x 5 mm grid blocks, which is similar to the averaging
window used to estimate pool fraction from the light transmission pictures.
Hydraulic conductivity values for each sand type are estimated from intrinsic
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permeability (Section 3.1) and then refined using known experimental velocities
and piezometric head readings.
The flow field is solved using MODFLOW, which is called from the
Matlab code written by Mr. Boroumand. A transient flow field is used any time
the influent or effluent head values are changed (e.g. start of experiment, flow
interruption, reversal of flow in push-pull tests). MODFLOW is called once at
the beginning of each simulation and all flow fields are calculated. Once the flow
fields are established, the Matlab code then computes the transport of each tracer
through the flow fields in sequential order. A time step of 20 seconds was used
for all simulations, upon determining that a smaller time step produced the same
BTCs. Flux averaged tracer concentrations are output for the effluent well (righthand side of the aquifer cell), and local tracer concentrations can be output at any
location in the domain. Here this functionality is used to output local tracer BTCs
at the locations presented in Table 3.2.

3.4.4 - Partitioning Tracer Transport - Heterogeneous DNAPL Distributions
The model used to examine tracer transport in source zones with
heterogeneous TCE-DNAPL distributions (Chapter 7) is the same as the 2-D
model described above. The only difference here is that effluent BTCs are output
for the left-hand well that is used as both the injection and extraction well.
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CHAPTER 4 – EQUILIBRIUM PARTITIONING AND INTERFACIAL ADSORPTION OF
SELECTED ALCOHOLS IN SYSTEMS COMPRISING ALCOHOL, TCE-DNAPL AND
WATER
4.1 - Introduction

Tracer partitioning between a NAPL and aqueous phase has been
examined at a variety of scales, ranging from batch experiments (Dai et al., 2001;
Dwarakanath, 1997; Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998; Thal et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
1998; Wise et al 1999; Young et al., 1999), to laboratory flow studies (Dai et al.,
2001; Jin et al., 1995; Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare, 2005, 2006, 2007;
Wilson and Mackay, 1995) to field-scale research and application (Annable et al.,
1998a, 1998b; Brooks et al., 2002; Jawitz et al., 1998; Meindardus et al., 2002;
Nelson and Brusseau, 1996; Ramsburg et al., 2005; Rao et al., 1997, 2000). This
body of research largely assumes that tracer partitioning is linear. The notable
exception is the work of Wise and co-workers (1999a, 1999b) that used a
Langmuir-type isotherm to represent observed partitioning nonlinearities.
The goal of this work is to explore the equilibrium conditions within the
aqueous phase, the DNAPL and at the interface between the two phases. This
was accomplished through a series of batch experiments using three,
representative alcohol tracers: 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol, and 2-octanol. These three
tracers were selected based: 1) upon use in previous tracer tests (e.g. Jin et al.,
1997; Wilson et al., 2000; Brooks et al., 2002; Jalbert et al., 2003; Ramsburg et
al., 2005; Moreno-Barbero et al., 2007; Hartog et al., 2010); 2) upon known
adsorption to the aqueous-DNAPL interface (Chang and Franses, 1994; Kim et
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al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2009), so that the importance of a surface resistance in mass
transport could be evaluated.
4.2 - Results and Discussion

4.2.1 – Equilibrium Partitioning
The ternary phase diagram for each alcohol is shown in Figure 4.1. Each
alcohol exhibits Type II ternary phase behavior, which results from two partially
miscible pairs (alcohol/water and TCE/water) and one fully miscible pair
(TCE/alcohol) (Sorensen et al., 1979). Also shown in Figure 4.1 is the UNIFAC
prediction (dashed line) of the binodal curves that separate the two phase region
from the DNAPL phase region (upper left curve) and the aqueous region (a small
region, not visible in Figure 4.1, located in the lower right corner of the phase
diagram).

Tie lines (solid lines) connect the two points corresponding to the

measured, equilibrium compositions of the two phases. Any initial composition
located between the binodal curves will separate into two phases each having a
composition lying on the binodal curves that is connected by a tie line.
The nonlinear partitioning of each tracer between the TCE-DNAPL and
aqueous phase is shown in Figure 4.2. The nonliearity in the partitioning behavior
means that K Cpi is a function of phase composition. (Herein partition coefficients
refer to concentration based partition coefficients ( K Cpi ) with units of [L3/L3] as
opposed to mol fraction based partition coefficients ( K pX i ) which are unitless). As
additional tracer is added to the system, the DNAPL phase composition is
increasingly

dominated

by

the

alcohol.
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Figure 4.1 Ternary phase diagrams at 22.0±0.1°C for 1-pentanol (a), 1-hexanol (b), and 2-octanol (c) developed from
liquid-liquid equilibrium batch experiments. Experimental data are shown as tie lines. UNIFAC predictions of the
binodal curves defining each two phase region are shown as dotted lines. The binodal curve defining the aqueous
phase is not visible but exists in the lower right corner of each phase diagram.
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Figure 4.2 The distribution of 1-pentanol (a), 1-hexanol (b) and 2-octanol (c)
between the DNAPL and aqueous phases 22.0±0.1°C as established by liquidliquid equilibrium data (circles). Dashed line shows UNIFAC predictions
using literature interaction parameters. Note that data span the range of
possible aqueous concentrations but that differences in solubility necessitate
change in the horizontal range for each panel. Insets show dilute range.
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tracer (and water) interactions in the DNAPL phase, and a shift away from the
deviations from Raoult’s Law that are exhibited at low alcohol concentrations.
Evident in Figure 4.2 is a region at lower concentration where the partitioning
data can be approximated as linear, above which the partition coefficient increases
with increasing concentration. The assumption of linear partitioning appears to be
applicable below approximately 3,000 mg/L, 600 mg/L and 200 mg/L for 1pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, respectively (Figure 4.2). A Linear, weighted,
least squares regression was employed in the dilute region of each alcohol tracer
to determine the linear partition model (Ramachandran et al., 1996).

The

resulting partition coefficients (at 22.0±0.1°C) for 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2octanol in a TCE-DNAPL/water system are 4.20±0.10, 17.4±0.2, and 149±8
Laq/LDNAPL, respectively (Figure 4.3).
It is noted that all three of these measured values represent a different
amount of partitioning than has been previously reported (Table 4.1).

The

discrepancy between measured and literature values for the partitioning of 2octanol (in a TCE/water system) is approximately 113%. This large discrepancy
for 2-octanol is consistent with the fact that 2-octanol exhibited the greatest
nonlinearity (Figure 4.2). In addition, both Kp values for 2-octanol appearing in
Table 4.1 (317 and 332) were estimated based upon equivalent alkane carbon
number (Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998; Thal et al., 2007). While these estimates
may hold value when screening alcohols, the data shown in Figure 4.2
demonstrate the need for careful measurement of partition coefficients prior to
application.
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Figure 4.3 Dilute regions for each 1-pentanol (a), 1-hexanol (b) and 2-octanol
(c) partitioning between the DNAPL and aqueous phases 22.0±0.1°C as
established by liquid-liquid equilibrium data (circles). Dashed line shows
UNIFAC predictions using literature interaction parameters. Solid line shows
weighted, linear, least squares regression. Note again the change in the
horizontal range for each panel.
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Table 4.1 Reported partition coefficients for 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2octanol.
Tracer

1-pentanol

1-hexanol

2-octanol

K Cpi

Initial Aqueous
Concentration

(Laq/LDNAPL)

for Measurement of K p i

3.80 a,c
3.8 b,c
3.73 a,d
3.39 a,c
18.6 a,e
18.6 a,c
18.6 b,c
18.0 a,d
18.2 a,f
12.4 a,c
317 a,g
332 a,g

1000 mg/L
1000 mg/L
range not reported d
500 mg/L
not reported e
1000 mg/L
1000 mg/L
range not reported d
not applicable f
500 mg/L
not applicable g
not applicable g

C

a

Reference

Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998
Wang et al., 1998
Willson et al., 2000
Thal et al., 2007
Jin et al., 1997
Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998
Wang et al., 1998
Willson et al., 2000
Istok et al., 2002
Thal et al., 2007
Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998
Thal et al., 2007

temperature was not reported, b 25°C, c single-point measurement, d regression of
measurements at multiple concentrations though concentration range was not reported, e
measurement method was not reported, f value estimated using method in Lyman et al. (1990),
g
estimated using an equivalent alkane carbon number for 2-octanol that was produced by
employing the known 2-octanol partition coefficient between water and PCE-DNAPL
(Ramsburg et al. 2005).
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4.2.2 – UNIFAC Modeling
The UNIFAC predictions of alcohol partitioning between the DNAPL and
aqueous phases are also shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 (dashed line). The group
contribution parameters used in the UNIFAC prediction (Chapter 3, Table 3.3) are
able to predict the general shape over the entire partitioning range for each
alcohol. The model performance is especially good for 1-pentanol and 2-octanol.
The relatively poorer performance of UNIFAC when describing the partitioning
of 1-hexanol results from an inability to accurately capture the 1-hexanol/water
mutual solubility which shifts the curve to the right in Figure 4.2. Note, however,
that the shape of the UNIFAC prediction is similar to that of the data. UNIFAC
predictions for alcohol partitioning in the dilute region are shown in Figure 4.3.
In the dilute region, the UNIFAC model over predicts the amount of alcohol
partitioning. The UNIFAC predictions of linear partition coefficients within the
dilute regions are 5.8 Laq/LDNAPL, 18.4 Laq/LDNAPL and 232.6 Laq/LDNAPL for 1pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, respectively (Figure 4.3).

The superior

UNIFAC predictions for the 1-hexanol within the dilute region are suspected to be
spurious and related to the previously described inaccuracy in the 1-hexanol/water
mutual solubilities.

4.2.3 - Fitting UNIFAC Parameters
The inability of UNIFAC to capture the 1-hexanol data was further
examined by adjusting group interaction parameters in an attempt to visually fit
the model to the 1-hexanol data. Note that only one set of interaction parameters
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was adjusted in any fitting attempt. A better prediction of the hexanol data can be
accomplished by adjusting either parameter describing the interaction between –
OH and H2O groups (groups 5 and 7 in Table 3.3). Either the –OH/H2O or the
H2O/OH interaction parameter can be adjusted to the values shown in Table 4.2 to
capture the 1-hexanol/water mutual solubility point. No other values that allow
UNIFAC to capture the 1-hexanol/water mutual solubility point were found. The
results of the adjusted UNIFAC predictions are shown in Figure 4.4. Adjustments
were also attempted with the C=C-Cl interaction parameters (group 37) which are
less well established, but this group does not help capture the 1-hexanol-water
mutual solubility point. While the adjustment of these parameters enables the
model to better predict the 1-hexanol data, the same adjustment leads to poorer
UNIFAC model predictions for both 1-pentanol and 2-octanol. On a least squares
basis the adjusted model error was 3 times and 2 times higher than the
corresponding original model error for 1-pentanol and 2-octanol, respectively. In
the linear range, the adjusted model predicts partition coefficients of 6.5
Laq/LDNAPL, 21.6 Laq/LDNAPL, 273.0 Laq/LDNAPL for 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2octanol, respectively. UNIFAC parameters are estimated from thousands of data
points stored in the Dortmund Data Bank (Gmehling et al., 1977) and both H2O
and –OH groups are well characterized interaction parameters. Therefore, even
though adjustment of these parameters allows for better prediction of the hexanol
data set, it is not recommended that these adjusted interaction parameters be
employed when making predictions of LLE.
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Table 4.2 Adjusted interaction parameters that visually allow the
UNIFAC model to capture the hexanol, water mutual solubility
point. Literature interaction parameters shown in parentheses.
group 5
group 7
ij
-OH
H2O
group 5
500 (353.5b)
0a
-OH
group 7
-200 (-229.1b)
0a
H2O
a

b

by definition; Gmehling et al. (1982)
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Figure 4.4 The distribution of 1-pentanol (a), 1-hexanol (b) and 2-octanol (c)
between the DNAPL and aqueous phases 22.0±0.1°C as established by liquidliquid equilibrium data (circles). Dashed line shows UNIFAC predictions
using literature interaction parameters, dotted line shows UNIFAC predictions
using an adjusted OH/H2O interaction parameter. Note that data span the
range of possible aqueous concentrations but that differences in solubility
necessitate change in the horizontal range for each panel. Insets show dilute
range with the regressed, linear partitioning model (solid line).
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4.2.4 - Adsorption of the Selected Tracers at the TCE-DNAPL/Water Interface
LLE experiments were also used to study interactions of the alcohol
tracers and the aqueous/organic interface. Surface accumulation for 1-pentanol,
1-hexanol and 2-octanol at the DNAPL-aqueous interface was quantified by
measuring equilibrium IFTs over a range of solute concentrations (200-1300
mg/L for 1-pentanol, 35-4600 mg/L for 1-hexanol, and 170-900 mg/L for 2octanol). The two Langmuir parameters ∞ (maximum surface accumulation,
M·L-2) and aL (half saturation concentration, M·L-3) were obtained by fitting
Equation 13 to the IFT data using a nonlinear, least squares approach (Figure 4.5):



   0   RT ln1 


C aq 

a L 

(4.1)

where Caq is the bulk tracer concentration (M·L-3), and γ0 and γ are the interfacial
tensions (M·T-2) measured in the absence of the alcohol and at alcohol
concentration C, respectively. Fitted isotherm parameters (shown in Table 4.3)
suggest that 2-octanol has a half saturation concentration (aL) that is two orders of
magnitude less than that of 1-pentanol. The low aL of 2-octanol implies that the
interface becomes saturated at relatively low concentrations. The capacity of the
interface (∞) was found to decrease with increasing alcohol carbon chain length,
though all values are on the same order of magnitude. The interfacial capacities
shown in Table 4.3 suggest that surface accumulation (at any given time during
the column experiment) will represent a small fraction of the overall mass in the
system. The importance of this mass is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5
when modeling the transport of these tracers in column experiments.
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Figure 4.5 TCE-DNAPL-water interfacial tension at 22±2°C as a function of 1pentanol (a), 1-hexanol (b), and 2-octanol (c) aqueous concentrations. Note that
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nonlinear least squares fits of Equation 9. Langmuir adsorption isotherms (d)
produced using fitted parameters (Table 4.3) for 1-pentanol (short dash), 1hexanol (long dash), and 2-octanol (solid).
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Table 4.3 Isotherm parameters for tracers at a TCE-DNAPL-water
interface.

Tracer

Γ∞
(μmol/m2)

aL
(μmol/m3)

aL
(mg/L)

R2

1-pentanol

6.6±1.5

(2.6±1.1)x107

2330±1000

0.960

1-hexanol

4.8±0.5

(3.2±0.6)x106

330±60

0.989

2-octanol

3.6±0.4

(2.7±0.8) x105

35±11

0.936

Values determined by a nonlinear least squares fit of Equation 9 to equilibrium
interfacial tensions measured at 22±2°C. Uncertainties represent standard error in
parameter estimates.
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4.3 - Conclusions

In this chapter the partitioning of three, straight-chain alcohols was found
to be nonlinear function (i.e., dependent upon phase composition).

These

findings, together with those in Wise et al. (1999), suggest a need for more
thorough characterization of alcohol partition coefficients prior to application for
source zone assessment.

When nonlinearity is neglected, interpretation of

partitioning tracer data leads to a systematic over estimations of NAPL saturation
(Wise 1999). The partitioning of many tracers, however, may be approximately
linear at low concentration. Care must be taken when designing and interpreting
the results from tests employing partitioning tracers as analysis may prove
difficult due to the convoluted effects of poor characterization of K Cpi (over
estimation of Sn) and the hydraulic accessibility of the NAPL (under estimation of

Sn). Few studies report the concentrations at which partition coefficients were
measured, and those that do report the data employed to evaluate K Cpi often
evaluate the partition coefficient at concentrations that are much lower than those
introduced to the subsurface (Jawitz et al., 1998; Brooks et al., 2002; Meinardus
et al., 2002; Jalbert et al., 2003; Ramsburg et al., 2005; Moreno-Barbero et al.,
2007; Hartog et al., 2010). The injection concentrations employed in these field
tests may be within the linear partitioning range, but without thorough
characterization of the tracer/NAPL interactions the range over which the linear
assumption is valid remains unknown.

While the use of low injection

concentrations minimizes the potential implications relating to nonlinear
partitioning, concentrations must be high enough to avoid the influence of tracer120

soil interactions and analytical detection limits. Our thermodynamically rigorous
characterization of 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol interactions with TCE
suggests that concentrations should not exceed 3,000 mg/L, 500 mg/L and 200
mg/L, respectively, if the data analysis is to be simplified by assuming linear
partitioning.
Transport models, and consequently, saturation estimates are very
sensitive to the partition coefficient. Though UNIFAC offers an effective tool for
predicting

alcohol/chlorinated

ethene/water

phase

behavior,

the

group

contribution method tends to over predict the partition coefficients in the dilute
range (where data appear linear). This over prediction of the partition coefficient
may lead to underestimation of NAPL saturation. Therefore, measurement of the
partition coefficient over the range of concentrations to be employed provides the
best foundation for accurate estimates of NAPL saturation from partition tracer
test data.
The equilibrium sorption isotherms developed in this work show that 1pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol do accumulate at the aqueous/DNAPL
interface. This surface accumulation may regulate tracer mass flux across this
interface (Ferrari et al., 1997; Liggieri et al., 1997; Ravera et al., 1997, 2000).
However, the maximum accumulation of the three tracers is small (on the order of
micrometers per square meter).

To understand the implications of surface

accumulation, the equilibrium sorption isotherms need to be incorporated into a
transport model that can quantify the affect surface accumulation has on overall
transport.
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CHAPTER 5 - PARTITIONING KINETICS OF TRACERS WITHIN TCE-DNAPL
GANGLIA

5.1 - Introduction

Partitioning tracer transport in systems of residual NAPL has been studied
both experimentally and numerically (e.g. Jin et al., 1997; Saripalli et al., 1997;
Dai et al., 2001; Hartog et al., 2010). Generally, equilibrium conditions and linear
sorption isotherms are assumed so that tracer partitioning between the NAPL and
aqueous phases can be described using the simplest modeling approach. When
this model is used, overall saturations can be estimated by simply calculating
partitioning tracer retardation coefficients. The results of Chapter 4 in addition to
the work of Wise (1999; Wise et al., 1999), show that tracer partitioning may
often be nonlinear. Kinetic limitations may necessitate more complicated models
such as a linear driving force model (e.g. Brusseau et al., 1989) to adequately
describe tracer transport. Additionally, diffusive transport (within immobile
aqueous phase and DNAPL zones) and adsorption at the DNAPL–aqueous
interface may influence tracer transport, and consequently decrease the accuracy
of DNAPL saturation estimates (Chang and Franses, 1994; Gracia et al., 1993;
Kimet al., 2007; Willson et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2009).
The goal of Chapter 5 is to explore the relative importance of the processes
that may control the extent and rate of interphase alcohol tracer partitioning in
domains containing uniformly entrapped TCE-DNAPL. In contrast to previous
investigations, independent measurement and/or estimation of system physical
and chemical properties leads to unambiguous data interpretation and eliminates
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the need for curve fitting. Focus is placed on conditions which promote
nonequilibrium mass exchange to elucidate the processes controlling the temporal
distribution of the solute within the multiphase environment. We specifically
examine the importance of aqueous, NAPL and surface resistances to tracer mass
transfer. This is done through a series of column experiments, using the
representative alcohol tracers studied in Chapter 4.
5.2 - Results and Discussion

5.2.1 – Nonequilibrium Mass Transfer Coefficients
Breakthrough curves from the column tracer experiments are presented in
Figure 5.1, with experimental parameters listed in Table 5.1. Comparison of the
curve for the non-partitioning tracer (Figure 5.1a) with that for each alcohol tracer
(Figures 5.1b-d) reveals the influence of partitioning – retardation during
transport. Also shown in Figure 5.1 are numerical predictions for the equilibrium,
linear driving force, and dual diffusion models developed using literature values
of K Cpi : 3.80 for 1-pentanol (Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998; Wang et al. 1998);
18.6 for 1-hexanol (Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998; Wang et al. 1998); and 317 for
2-octanol (Dwarakanath and Pope, 1998). Here, literature values were used in the
model to examine the predictive power of the model when partition coefficients
are not robustly quantified. These BTCs are later compared to model predictions
using the partition coefficients quantified in Chapter 4. Inspection of Figure 5.1
reveals that neither the equilibrium nor the non-equilibrium (linear driving force)
models capture the observed breakthrough of 1-hexanol and 2-octanol (Figures
5.1c and 5.1d). The inability of the linear driving
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Figure 5.1 Breakthrough curves for bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c),
and 2-octanol (d) tracer tests conducted at 22±2°C. Dispersivity was fit (dashdot) to bromide data. Predictive simulations using literature values for the
partition coefficients are also shown using equilibrium (dotted), linear driving
force (solid), and dual diffusion (dashed) models. Literature values employed for
partition coefficients were 3.80, 18.6, and 317 Laq/LNAPL for 1-pentanol, 1hexanol, and 2-octanol, respectively. Note that the pore volume scale changes for
each panel, and the normalized concentration scale changes for panel d.
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Table 5.1 Parameters related to column experiments and simulations.
sand (Ottawa, IL)
45-50 mesh
45-50 mesh
uniformity index (Ui)
1.09
1.09
median grain diameter (d50)
0.326 mm
0.326 mm
column length (L)
5.0 cm
4.9 cm
pore volume (PV)
36 mL
35 mL
porosity (n)
0.39
0.39
TCE-NAPL saturation (Sn)
16.8%
13.1%
a
ganglia diameter (dNAPL)
0.297 mm
0.297 mm
-1
flow rate (Q)
2.2 mL·min
0.56 mL·min-1

pore water velocity (v)
dispersivity ()
molecular diffusivity in water (Daq) b
1-pentanol
1-hexanol
2-octanol
molecular diffusivity in TCE (Dn) c
1-pentanol
1-hexanol
2-octanol

0.32 cm·min-1

0.091 cm·min-1

3.2 mm

1.5 mm

0.8010-5 cm2·s-1
0.7610-5 cm2·s-1
0.6510-5 cm2·s-1
2.410-5 cm2·s-1
2.210-5 cm2·s-1
1.910-5 cm2·s-1

lumped mass transfer coefficient ( k̂ ) d
1-pentanol
1-hexanol
2-octanol
pulse width – all pulses (PW)
influent concentration (C0)
1-pentanol
1-hexanol
2-octanol
effluent recovery
1-pentanol
1-hexanol
2-octanol e
a

2.3410-3 s-1
2.1910-3 s-1
1.9810-3 s-1
2.3 PV

8.4510-4 s-1
10.3 PV

1070 mg·L-1
380 mg·L-1
180 mg·L-1

195 mg·L-1

98.8%
94.6%
70.4%

89.6%

Calculated using correlation of Ramsburg et al. (2010). b Calculated using the correlation of
Hayduk and Laudie (1974) at 22°C. c Calculated with correlation of Wilke-Chang at 22°C. d
Calculated using the correlation of Powers et al. (1992) at 22°C. e Effluent recovery lower due
to incomplete quantification of BTC tail.
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force model to capture either pulse is particularly interesting, given the apparent
agreement between the model and data in the case of 1-pentanol. Breakthrough
curves simulated with the linear driving force model can be characterized as
having lower peak values and greater tailing than the data, suggesting that the
model is over predicting tracer partitioning. The relatively poor performance of
the linear driving force model could suggest that other resistances to mass transfer
are influencing tracer transport.
To explore the possibility that diffusion within the DNAPL is influencing
tracer transport, the assumption of a well-mixed DNAPL was relaxed.
Application of the dual diffusion model to these scenarios produces BTCs that are
coincident with those obtained using the linear driving force model.

The

deviations between simulated BTCs for the two models were quantified using
normalized sum of squared differences, yielding differences of 0.57%, 0.02%, and
5.9% for 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, respectively.

The similarities

between predictions of the linear-driving force and dual diffusion models suggest
that diffusion within the NAPL singlets occurs rapidly relative to transport to the
NAPL-water interface, such that it does not influence the breakthrough of 1hexanol or 2-octanol.

Sensitivity analyses (not shown) determined that

diffusional resistance in the NAPL phase does not become important until the
radius of the ganglia droplet is doubled. From this analysis, it appears that
diffusional resistance within the NAPL may be important for tracer mass transport
through regions containing pools, but is not controlling mass transfer for the
entrapped ganglia systems examined herein. Additional sensitivity analyses (not
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shown) were conducted to determine whether or not the laboratory data could be
reproduced by fitting the value of the mass transfer coefficient in either the linear
driving force or dual diffusion models. Results suggest that adjustment of the
mass transfer coefficient does not improve either model’s ability to fit the 1hexanol or 2-octanol effluent data.
The two hypotheses most likely to explain the inability of these models to
capture the 1-hexanol and 2-octanol BTCs are: (i) a resistance to tracer mass
transport exists at the interface between the aqueous and NAPL phase that
modulates the rate of the tracer flux into the NAPL droplet; of (ii) values of Kp are
inaccurate due to insufficient characterization of tracer partitioning.
The first hypothesis is supported by the fact that all three alcohols are
known to accumulate at the aqueous/organic interface (Graciaa et al., 1993;
Chang and Franses, 1994; Kim et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2009).

Surface

accumulation has been shown to regulate mass flux through the interface for some
partitioning solutes (Ferrari et al., 1997; Liggieri et al., 1997; Ravera et al., 1997;
Ravera et al., 2000). Neglecting this accumulation of the tracer at the interface
may result in the observed over prediction of tracer partitioning.

Thus we

incorporated the equilibrium isotherm parameters determined with the LLE batch
experiments (Table 4.4) into surface partitioning transport model.
Results from these transport simulations suggest that the surface resistance
model produces BTCs for all three tracers that are indistinguishable from those
produced using the linear driving force model (0.09%, 0.16% and 0.20% for 1pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, respectively). Here predicted accumulations at
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the interface are negligible compared to mass within the pulse (0.04%, 0.10%, and
0.15% for 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol, respectively).

Thus, surface

accumulation alone cannot explain the discrepancies between the laboratory data
and model predictions shown in Figures 5.1c and 5.1d.
The second hypothesis that may explain the inability of the models capture
the tracer breakthrough data relates to errors made when assessing the tracer
partition coefficients.

To test this hypothesis, we employed the rigorously

characterized partition coefficients measured in the LLE batch experiments in the
linear driving force model.

These partition coefficients are appropriate for

modeling the column system because the pulse concentrations used for each tracer
lie within the linear partition range.
Use of these measured partition coefficients greatly improved performance
of the linear driving force model (Figure 5.2). In addition, simulation of the all
three tracer tests using the dual diffusion model and measured K Cpi results in
BTCs that are within 0.1% of linear driving force model predictions. The linear
driving force model is capable of capturing the transport because the two
diffusion resistances (i.e. film resistance and intra-NAPL resistance) operate in
series and the intra-NAPL resistance is negligible. In the case of 1-pentanol, both
the measured (4.2) and literature (3.9) values for K Cpi produce simulations that are
visually similar.

The smaller partition coefficient produces a slightly better

prediction, with the two BTCs differing by 0.1%.
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Figure 5.2 Breakthrough curves for bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c),
and 2-octanol (d) tracer tests conducted at 22±2°C. Dispersivity was fit (dashdot) to bromide data. Predictive simulations using measured values for the
partition coefficients are also shown using equilibrium (dotted), linear driving
force (solid), and dual diffusion (dashed) models. Values of the partition
coefficient employed in these simulations were 4.20, 17.4, and 149 Laq/LNAPL for
1-pentanol, 1-hexanol, and 2-octanol, respectively, at 22.0±0.1°C. Note that the
pore volume scale changes for each panel, and the normalized concentration scale
changes for panel d.
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In the case of 1-hexanol, the measured partition coefficient (17.4) yields a visually
better prediction as compared to that obtained using the literature value (18.6).
Use of the measured K Cpi within the linear driving force model for 1-hexanol,
however, still slightly over predicts partitioning - lower C/C0 values and the
greater tailing in the prediction compared to that observed in the column
experiment. A duplicate 1-hexanol tracer test in a similar column (data not
shown) produced a similar result. This consistently poorer prediction for 1hexanol data cannot be explained by the phenomena examined here. Attempts to
fit the linear driving force model to the experimental data by adjusting the
partition coefficient suggest that K Cpi must be reduced to 13 Laq/LNAPL. This fitted

K Cpi value, although consistent with that reported by Thal et al. (2007) (12.4), is
75% of the measured value of 17.4, and outside of the error bounds associated
with the batch measurements. It is important to note that simultaneous fitting of
saturation and mass transfer coefficient is not a viable option, as adjustment of
these parameters also influences the 1-pentanol and 2-octanol simulations.
Model performance for 2-octanol was greatly improved when the
measured K Cpi (149 Laq/LNAPL) is employed with overall good visual agreement
between the prediction and observations. The initial rise of the predicted BTC,
however, exhibits a small perturbation where effluent concentrations increase
sharply before the pulse is turned off. It is hypothesized that the source of this
perturbation relates to the differences in the time scales of mass transfer and
advection, such that aqueous phase concentrations change more quickly from
advection than from tracer absorption. Sensitivity analyses conducted by Mr. Ali
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Boroumand (not shown) determined that the perturbation is not evident when the
mass transfer coefficient is increased by approximately 30%.

5.2.2 - Slow flow mass transfer kinetics
To further examine the relationship between this perturbation and time
scales of mass transport, an additional column experiment was run at ¼ of the
previous flow rate. The results of this experiment, along with equilibrium and
linear driving force model predictions are shown in Figure 5.3. Although the flow
rate was much slower, experimental conditions still promoted nonequilibrium
mass exchange. While the linear driving force model performs well, the predicted
BTC does not exhibit the perturbation observed at higher flow rates. The slower
flow rate reduces both the pore water velocity and the mass transfer coefficient;
however, the flow rate is reduced by 75%, while the mass transfer coefficient is
only reduced by 55%. Thus, the time scales for mass transfer and advection are
more similar and the perturbation is not apparent. The lack of an observed
perturbation in either experiment may suggest that the mass transfer correlation
employed herein does not capture the precise velocity dependence for 2-octanol
exchange. It is, however, important to recognize the surprisingly robust
performance of the mass transfer correlation across all three tracers, given that
existing correlations are based upon dissolution of a pure-component NAPL (not
absorption and dissolution of components introduced to characterize the
multiphase, multicomponent system).
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To more broadly explore the effects of uniform DNAPL saturation on the
equilibrium assumption the linear driving force model was employed to identify a
velocity at which LEA is a reasonable approximation of the partitioning process
(taken here to be 5% difference between the simulated BTCs). The 18 simulation
results shown in Figure 5.4 are for the partitioning alcohols and porous medium
examined here, with transport lengths of 5, 10 and 100 cm.
These illustrative results, presented in terms of the hydraulic residence
time within the zone

 L ,


 nS v 
 aq 

and the partitioning index (defined here as S n K Cpi ),

suggest that strong non-equilibrium conditions may be present when using tracers
with high partition coefficients, or where local saturations may be high. It is
interesting that the tracers with the higher partition coefficients are frequently
used to assess DNAPL saturation in the field due the need for tracer separation
when interrogating large volumes. Local exchange for these tracers, however,
may be occurring under conditions of non-equilibrium.
Actual source zones, characterized by low overall saturations, typically
comprise heterogeneous saturation distributions. Here, the local equilibrium
assumption may be less appropriate due to flow bypassing and less accessibility to
the DNAPL surface area (Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare, 2005, 2006). Where
DNAPL is accessible, the local length scale (characteristic length of contact
between the tracer solution and DNAPL) will govern the applicability of the LEA.
Unfortunately, confirmation of the LEA applicability or selection of an
appropriate non-equilibrium model formulation requires that contact times (or
lengths) are known a priori across the unknown DNAPL architecture.
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Figure 5.3 Breakthrough curve of 2-octanol for experiment conducted at 0.5
mL/min (22±2°C). Also shown are the linear driving force (solid) and
equilibrium (dotted) predictions using the measured 2-octanol partition coefficient
(149 Laq/LNAPL).
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Figure 5.4 Limitation of the local equilibrium assumption for partitioning
alcohols in zones of uniformly entrapped DNAPL. The hydraulic residence time
L
within the zone is
, and the partitioning index is defined to be S n K Cpi . The
nS aq v
line is shown as a visual guide for the simulation results shown as open circles.
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5.3 - Conclusions

Laboratory experiments and mathematical modeling were coupled to
examine the partitioning of the three representative tracers under non-equilibrium
conditions in systems comprised of TCE-DNAPL ganglia. Results suggest that a
linear driving force model employing a mass transfer coefficient correlation
developed from NAPL dissolution experiments is able to reproduce BTCs
generated in the 1-D column systems. Additionally, neither accumulation of
alcohol tracers at the interface between the NAPL and aqueous phase, nor
diffusion within the TCE-DNAPL droplet are important resistances to partitioning
tracer mass transfer in these ganglia systems.
Results also demonstrate that nonequilibrium effects increase with
increasing partition coefficient and increasing NAPL saturation, suggesting that
the validity of the LEA should be checked for the solute having the highest
partition coefficient. While the column experiments were designed to be in nonequilibrium, the flow rate of the 2-octanol experiment would have had to be
reduced to 0.01 mL/min (i.e., 0.5% of the initial rate) before the linear driving
force model predictions were within 5% of those produced by an equilibrium
simulation.
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CHAPTER 6 – PARTITIONING KINETICS ASSOCIATED WITH TCE-DNAPL POOLS
6.1 - Introduction

Interpretation of partitioning tracer tests is made difficult by
nonuniformity in the spatial distribution and saturation distribution of DNAPL
within a source zone (Jin et al., 1997; Rao et al., 2000; Brooks et al., 2002; Jalbert
et al., 2003; Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare, 2005, 2007). This is particularly
true when DNAPL pools are present due to flow bypass and diffusion limitations.
Jin et al. (1997) simulated partitioning tracer tests in a source zone with a large
pooled region and reported DNAPL mass estimation errors as high as 50%. Such
errors are thought to be exacerbated by employing the local equilibrium
assumption to interpret tracer signals obtained within heterogeneous sources sources in which flow bypass becomes appreciable (e.g. Annable et al., 1998a;
Brooks et al., 2002; Hartog et al., 2010).
Results presented in Chapter 5 show that partitioning tracer mass transport
in regions comprising uniformly entrapped TCE-DNAPL ganglia can be
described using a linear driving force model with a mass transfer coefficient
correlation developed for NAPL dissolution. This chapter focuses on quantifying
tracer mass transfer in a region containing a large TCE-DNAPL pool.

The

experiments and modeling described herein complement the work described in
Chapter 5 by examining mass transfer of partitioning tracers at the opposite end of
the pool fraction spectrum. It is envisioned that the characterization of both end
members of pool fraction (i.e., 0 and 1) will provide a foundation for
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understanding tracer transport in more realistic sources comprising a mixture of
pools and ganglia.
The longer diffusional path length in a DNAPL pool (relative to ganglia),
may mean that diffusion within the DNAPL is more relevant to tracer transport in
regions having pooled DNAPL. To study kinetic processes controlling tracer
transport in regions of pooled DNAPL, partitioning tracer tests are conducted in a
2-D aquifer cell with a source zone comprised of a large TCE-DNAPL pool.
Concentration data are modeled to examine the feasibility of employing mass
transfer correlations developed to describe dissolution from a NAPL pool when
describing the kinetic mass transfer for partitioning tracers.
6.2 – Experimental Design

6.2.1 Aquifer Cell Packing Structure and TCE-DNAPL Source Zone
In the aquifer cell experiments described in this Chapter, Ottawa Federal
Fine (30-140 mesh) was used for the background sand and F-70 Ottawa Sand was
used to create low permeability lenses and layers. The lens structure (Figure 6.1)
comprises a 1 cm thick F-70 lens (28.2 cm long) at the up-gradient end of the box.
Triangular mounds (3.6 cm tall) sit on each end of the lens in an effort to direct
the TCE-DNAPL to fill the area above the lens, creating a large pool. This
structure is not meant to mimic an observed structure within the subsurface.
Rather, it is an alternative to previous use of similarly contrived, course lenses
placed within a lower permeability matrix (e.g. Nambi and Powers, 2003;
Moreno-Barbero and Illangasekare, 2006). Parameters pertaining to the packing
structure are shown in Table 6.1.
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A pooled TCE-DNAPL zone was created in the box by using a Hamilton
Syringe Pump to inject TCE thorough a needle (gage 18) at 0.5 mL/min. The
needle was packed into the box so that its tip was approximately 1 cm above the
middle of the low permeability F-70 layer. 13.5 mL of TCE were pumped into
the box with no background flow and were allowed to redistribute for 24 hours
before any aqueous solution was flowed through the box.
The TCE-DNAPL distribution and corresponding light transmission
results are shown in Figure 6.2. Light transmission results determine the pool
fraction as 0.96, 0.94 and 0.93 on a pixel by pixel basis, a discrete block
averaging basis and a continuum averaging basis, respectively (Christ et al.,
2012). Details on this analysis can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5. A cutoff
saturation of 0.17 was used to discriminate between pools and ganglia.
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Figure 6.1 Packing structure used to create the pooled source zone.
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Table 6.1 Relevant 2-D box parameters
Parameter
Mass Ottawa Federal Fine
Mass F-70
Packed Height
Average Bulk Density
Average Porosity
Total Pore Volume
TCE-DNAPL Volume
Overall TCE-DNAPL Saturation
Initial Pool Fraction
Pixel x Pixel
Discrete Block Averaging
Continuum Averaging
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Value
4868 g
521 g
34 cm
1.54 g/cm3
0.42
1303 mL
13.5 mL
1.04%

0.96
0.94
0.93

Figure 6.2 2-D aquifer cell used to examine partitioning tracer transport in a
pooled TCE-DNAPL source zone. The photograph (a) sampling port labels
(columns 1- 4 and rows A-F). Light transmission results are shown as a pixel by
pixel saturation estimation (b), discrete averaging saturation estimation (c), and
continuum averaging saturation estimation (d).
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6.2.2 – Tracer Test Design
All tracer tests were conducted with a conventional, line-drive flow
pattern, using the fully screened well on the left-hand side of the box as the
influent and the fully screened well on the right-hand side as the effluent. The
three tracer experiments, conducted in series, are described in Table 6.2. Each
tracer pulse contained bromide, 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol, and 2-octanol.

The

background solution was comprised of Milli-Q water saturated with TCE. The
first test used a tracer pulse of 0.31 PV followed by flushing with the background
solution at 4.9 mL/min (without flow interruption). The second experiment used
a 0.67 PV tracer pulse, followed by a 60 hour flow interruption, followed by
flushing the background solution at 5.2 mL/min. The third experiment also used
at 0.71 PV tracer pulse, and a 60 hour flow interruption, but was followed by
flushing the background solution at 8.6 mL/min.

For all three experiments,

effluent samples were continuously collected over 4-5 minute intervals
throughout the test using a fraction collector (Retriever II, ISCO). Additionally,
250 μL samples were collected from the array of sampling ports (immediately
downstream of the pool) approximately every pore volume using a 1 mL gas tight
Hamilton syringe. Experiments were terminated when tracer concentrations were
consistently observed to be below the analytical detection limit (~1 mg/L). After
each experiment, the background solution was flushed through the box at 5
mL/min for eight hours to remove any tracer that may have remained in the
system.
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Table 6.2 Experimental Parameters for pooled TCE-NAPL in 2-D Box.
Experiment

1

2

3

Flow
PW Velocity
Pulse Width
Flow Interruption
Duration
Bromide Conc.
1-Pentanol Conc.

4.9 mL/min
0.25 cm/min
0.31 PV

5.2 mL/min
0.26 cm/min
0.67 PV

8.6 mL/min
0.43 cm/min
0.71 PV

None
10 mM
983 mg/L
381 mg/L
134 mg/L
93.3%
94.9%
91.7%
83.5%

60 hr
11 mM
1003 mg/L
371 mg/L
147 mg/L
97.2%
99.6%
99.9%
90.5%

60 hr
9 mM
896 mg/L
326 mg/L
129 mg/L
95.9%
93.1%
85.5%
79.8%

1-Hexanol Conc.
2-Octanol Conc.
Bromide Recovery
1-Pentanol Recovery
1-Hexanol Recovery
2-Octanol Recovery
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6.3 – Results

Effluent data from each of the three experiments are shown in Figures 6.3
and 6.4. Also shown in both figures are dashed lines indicating the down-gradient
edge of the pool during the flow interruption; this is the point at which
interactions occurring during the flow interruption should first be visible. In
contrast to column experiments conducted using uniform residual TCE-DNAPL
saturations, the breakthrough of each tracer in the 2-D box occurred at
approximately the same time (Figure 6.3). The lack of tracer separation in the
effluent was attributed to the larger volume of the 2-D system, relative to that of
the pool (TCE-DNAPL pool comprises 1% of the total volume); therefore, most
of the tracer flowing through the system did not contact the pool (i.e., flow
bypass).

Although the overall (effective) saturation employed for the pool

experiments (1%) is lower than that employed for the ganglia column experiments
(16.8%), local saturations in the pool experiments were much greater (~70%).
No effect of the flow interruption is seen for experiment 2 on a linear scale
(Figure 6.3 b). In experiment 3, a dip and recovery in concentration due to the
flow interruption is seen around the dashed line indicating the edge of the pool
during the flow interruption (Figure 6.3 C). The effect of the flow interruption is
visible for both experiments 2 and 3 on a log-scale (Figure 6.4). Here there is
significant tailing compared to experiment 2 where no flow interruption was
employed. This suggests that diffusion within the DNAPL pool may be relevant
when considering tracer transport, and deviations from local equilibrium. There
is little difference between BTC tails of experiments 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.3 Effluent concentrations for 2-D box experiments 1 (panel a), 2 (panel
b) and 3 (panel c). Bromide (circle), 1-pentanol (diamond), 1-hexanol (square)
and 2-octanol (triangle) concentrations are shown on all three plots. Also
included for experiments 2 and 3 is the dashed line indicating the location of the
downgradient edge of the TCE-DNAPL pool during the flow interruption.
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Figure 6.4 Effluent concentrations for 2-D box experiments 1 (panel a), 2 (panel
b) and 3 (panel c). Bromide (circle), 1-pentanol (diamond), 1-hexanol (square)
and 2-octanol (triangle) concentrations are shown on all three plots. Also
included for experiments 2 and 3 is the dashed line indicating the location of the
downgradient edge of the TCE-DNAPL pool during the flow interruption. Note
the y-axis is log scale to enable better visualization of BTC tails.
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This observation suggests that the increased flow rate of experiment 3 may not
have a large influence on the kinetics as assessed by examining the flux-averaged
effluent concentrations (i.e., both experiments 2 and 3 are non-equilibrium
transport where tailing is, perhaps, controlled by diffusion within the DNAPL).
As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1, the method of temporal
moments is commonly used to analyze partitioning tracer tests. A retardation
factor is determined for each partitioning tracer by comparing the 1st temporal
moment of the partitioning tracer to that of the conservative tracer (eq. 1.4).
Using these retardation factors, saturation is then estimated as:

Sn 

R 1
R  K PCi  1

(6.1)

Temporal moments and corresponding estimates of retardation coefficient were
calculated for each tracer in each experiment (Table 6.3) to enable a quantitative
comparison of the three effluent curves. A few trends are visible in this Table 6.3.
First, as tracer partition coefficient increases center of mass, standard deviation
and skew all increase. This is expected, due to the increased tailing of higher
partitioning tracers. Additionally, TCE-DNAPL saturation underestimated. This
underestimation is expected in source zones with high saturation pools, where
flow bypassing is common (e.g. Annable et al., 1998a; Brooks et al., 2002; Hartog
et al., 2010). Jin et al. (1997) recommend that estimated retardation coefficients
lie between 1.2 and 4.0 to obtain the best overall saturation estimates. When
estimated retardation coefficients are less than 1.2, noise in the data has a large
impact on BTC interpretation. When estimated retardation coefficients are greater
than 4.0, tracer test durations become unreasonable (Annable et al., 1998a).
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Table 6.3 Moment calculations for pooled box experiments. Reported moments
include the center of mass, standard deviation and skew. Also shown are
estimated retardation coefficients and overall TCE-NAPL saturation estimates.
Experiment

Tracer

Center of
Mass

1

Bromide
Pentanol
Hexanol
2‐Octanol

1.09
1.17
1.17
1.22

0.26
0.47
0.48
0.55

0.08
0.38
0.42
0.56

Bromide
Pentanol
Hexanol
2‐Octanol

1.33
1.35
1.40
1.44

0.46
0.51
0.61
0.70

0.26
0.39
0.68
1.04

Bromide
Pentanol
Hexanol
2‐Octanol

1.42
1.44
1.51
1.63

0.46
0.48
0.64
0.96

0.22
0.27
0.76
2.90

2

3

Fraction
Estimate of Actual
Overall Sn
Sn1

Standard
Deviation

skew

R

‐

‐

1.09
1.09
1.14
‐

2.04%
0.52%
0.09%
‐

1.03
1.08
1.11
‐

0.60%
0.44%
0.08%
‐

1.01
1.06
1.10

0.34%
0.45%
0.13%

1

‐
1.96
0.50
0.09
‐
0.58
0.42
0.08
‐
0.33
0.43
0.13

The fraction of actual saturation is calculated as the estimate of overall saturation divided by the
actual overall saturation, 1.04%
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5 Concentration measurements shown on linear (a) and log (b) scales,
taken from local the local port 2C (Figure 6.2) during experiment 2. Bromide
(circle), 1-pentanol (diamond), 1-hexanol (square) and 2-octanol (triangle)
concentrations are shown on both plots. Note the change in x-axis scale between
panels a and b.
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Therefore, when a suite of tracers is used, tracer BTCs that result in estimated
retardation coefficients between 1.2 and 4.0 should be employed in the method of
moments to provide the best estimates of overall saturation. Due to a combination
of low overall saturation and flow bypassing, retardation factors shown in Table
6.3 do not fall within this recommended range. Therefore, it is unsurprising that
overall saturation estimates are inaccurate.
Unlike the effluent data, the effect of the high saturation pool is visible in
the local port data. Shown in Figure 6.5 are data from sampling port 2C (Figure
6.2) taken during experiment 2. These data are representative of BTCs whose
flow paths interacted with the DNAPL pool. The complete set of port data is
presented later in this chapter (Section 6.3.2). Here, tracer separation is seen both
in the difference separation of the maximum C/C0 values of each tracer (Figure
6.5 a) and in the stronger tailing of the higher partitioning tracers (Figure 6.5 b).
6.3.1 Numerical Modeling of Effluent BTCs
A quantitative transport model is necessary to explain both the local and
effluent BTCs generated in the above partitioning tracer tests. In Chapter 5, it
was shown that a mass transfer coefficient correlation developed for DNAPL
dissolution can be used to predict tracer partitioning in ganglia dominated systems
(Ervin et al., 2011). It is therefore plausible that a correlation developed through
dissolution from DNAPL pools may provide adequate predictions of tracer
partitioning to/from DNAPL pools. The literature review discussed in Chapter 1,
Section 5.4.2 identifies six pool dissolution studies that provide mass transfer
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coefficients that may be applicable to tracer transport in the pooled box
experiments.
The Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation was employed in the 2-D linear
driving force model described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3 to produce effluent
BTCs for all three experiments (Figures 6.6 – 6.8). The Nambi and Powers
(2003) correlation was selected because it was developed for both local scale and
overall dissolution.

Additionally, this correlation includes as saturation term

which may be useful for predicting transport in source zones with heterogeneous
DNAPL saturations. The only adjustable parameter in the model is longitudinal
dispersivity which was fit to bromide data in each experiment (dispersivity is
0.13 cm, 0.21 cm and 0.51 cm for experiments 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Note
here that transverse dispersivity is assumed to be 10% of the longitudinal value.
In order to account for continued tracer partitioning into the DNAPL during the
flow interruption the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation was modified to
contain an additional kinetic term to account for mass exchange during periods of
no flow (see description in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3).
Overall the model appears to capture the general shape of the effluent
breakthrough curve produced in experiment 1 (Figure 6.6). When viewed on the
log-scale (panel b in Figure 6.6), it becomes apparent that the model is able to
capture the slight dip and recovery in concentrations seen between approximately
1.8 and 3 pore volumes, but over predicts the subsequent increase in
concentrations.

The remainder of the tail concentrations (> 4 PV) are well

captured by the model. Effluent breakthrough curves from Experiments 2 and 3
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have more difficult shapes to capture as seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. As seen in
the table of sum of squared errors (Table 6.4), the model error is 5-10 times
higher in experiments 2 and 3, compared to experiment 1. It is hypothesized that
model does a poorer job at capturing the effluent data from experiments 2 and 3
because it is incapable of accurately describing the transient flow field during and
after the flow interruption. The model employed for these simulations assumes
confined flow. The box, however, is unconfined. During experiments where the
flow is steady (e.g., Experiment 1) the confined model does a good job at
capturing the flow field. The flow interruptions, however, are physically created
by instantaneously stopping the influent and effluent flow to the box. This then
creates a situation where the location of the water becomes transient, as the
gradient decays to the equilibrium state (i.e., level water table at an elevation
corresponding to the volume of water within the box). A similar transient period
occurs when the flow to and from the box is instantaneously re-established at the
end of the flow interruption period. This inconsistency between the physical
experiment and numerical model is explored further when examining the port data
from each experiment.
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of experiment 1 effluent data and model simulations
using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient correlation.
Bromide (circles and solid line), pentanol (diamonds and dashed line), hexanol
(squares and dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles and dotted line) are included.
The model was fit to the bromide data by adjusting dispersivity. All partitioning
tracer breakthrough curves were subsequently predicted using this fitted
dispersivity.
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Figure 6.7 Comparison of experiment 2 effluent data and model simulations
using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient correlation.
Bromide (circles and solid line), pentanol (diamonds and dashed line), hexanol
(squares and dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles and dotted line) are included.
The dashed vertical line indicates the location of the downgradient edge of the
TCE-DNAPL pool during the flow interruption. The model was fit to the
bromide data by adjusting dispersivity. All partitioning tracer breakthrough
curves were subsequently predicted using this fitted dispersivity.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of experiment 3 effluent and model simulations using the
Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient correlation. Bromide (circles
and solid line), pentanol (diamonds and dashed line), hexanol (squares and dashdot line) and 2-octanol (triangles and dotted line) are included. The dashed
vertical line indicates the location of the downgradient edge of the TCE-DNAPL
pool during the flow interruption. The model was fit to the bromide data by
adjusting dispersivity.
All partitioning tracer breakthrough curves were
subsequently predicted using this fitted dispersivity.
.
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Table 6.4 Sum of squared error between experimental effluent data and model
predictions for each tracer in experiments 1-3. Recall that experiment 1 does not
employ a flow interruption, while experiments 2 and 3 each employ a 60 hour
flow interruption.

Experiment
1
2
3

Sum of
Squared Error
Bromide
0.02
0.10
0.20

Sum of Squared
Error
1‐Pentanol
0.03
0.08
0.43
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Sum of
Squared Error
1‐Hexanol
0.02
0.12
0.51

Sum of
Squared Error
2‐Octanol
0.06
0.11
0.75

6.3.2 Local Concentrations as Established from the Array of Sampling Ports
Samples collected from the ports shown in Figure 6.1 were used to
construct local BTCs in an effort to examine the influence of the pool on the
spatial distribution of tracer concentrations within the box. These local BTCs
were subsequently examined by interrogating local concentration predictions
produced during each of the aforementioned model simulations. Emphasis here
is placed on assessing the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer correlation for
predicting the partitioning of these tracers. Local BTCs are shown for experiment
1 in Figures 6.9 - 6.12 grouped by column (see Figure 6.2). For this experiment,
bromide was not analyzed in the port samples collected during this experiment.
Simulations for each partitioning tracer match the data well for most ports.
The dispersivity value fit to the bromide effluent curve was used to predict tracer
BTCs at each sampling port. Shown in Table 6.5 are the sum of squared errors
between the measured port data and the model predictions of local concentration.
These errors are included to aid in quantitative comparison of model performance
at each port; however, caution should be employed in direct comparison of these
values because of the low number of experimental data points available at each
port. In column 1, predictions for port 1E slightly under predict maximum C/C0
values, but still capture the general shape of the data. For port 1D, the port most
affected by the combination of the low permeability berm and the TCE-DNAPL
pool, the simulations accurately captures the data. In column 2, the data for all of
the ports, except 2D are well reproduced. However, even the predictions at port
2D are able to capture the overall shape and low C/C0 values seen in the data.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of column 1 port data from experiment 1 and model
predictionss using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1-hexanol (squares, dash-dot
line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are included. Panel labels correspond to
specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of column 2 port data from experiment 1 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), hexanol (squares, dash-dot line)
and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are included. Panel labels correspond to
specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of column 3 port data from experiment 1 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), hexanol (squares, dash-dot line)
and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are included. Panel labels correspond to
specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of column 4 port data from experiment 1 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), hexanol (squares, dash-dot line)
and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are included. Panel labels correspond to
specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.5 Sum of squared error between experimental data and model
predictions at local sampling ports for experiment 1.

Port
1B
1C
1D
1E
2B
2C
2D
2E
3B
3C
3D
3E
4B
4C
4D
4E

Sum of Squared
Error
1‐Pentanol
0.02
0.01
0.04
0.10
0.08
0.01
0.10
0.13
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.18
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.03

Sum of Squared
Error
1‐Hexanol
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.08
0.05
0.01
0.10
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.14
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.12
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Sum of Squared
Error
2‐Octanol
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.05
0.04
0.00
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.09

Results for column 3 are similar to column 1 and those for column 4 are similar to
column 2. This is because columns 1 and 3 are horizontally aligned as are
columns 2 and 4 (see Figure 6.2). Comparison between columns 1 (or 3) and 2
(or 4), however suggests a fine-scale local variation in concentration. Though
these two sets of ports (columns 1 and 3 versus columns 2 and 4) are only
vertically offset by 1 cm, the differences in the breakthrough curves are distinct
(e.g. ports C, D, and E for columns 1 and 2). This shows that the scale of vertical
heterogeneity around the low permeability berm and TCE pool is on the order of 1
cm, highlighting the importance of precise alignment of the local ports in the
model domain.
The same modeling proceedure was applied to the local port data from
experiment 2 (Table 6.2). Recall, the two principal differences in this experiment
are that the pulse volume is 0.67 PV (compared to 0.31 PV in experiment 1) and a
60 hour flow interruption was employed after pumping in the pulse.

Local

breakthrough curves established from port samples and model simulations are
shown in Figures 6.13 – 6.16. A table of sum of squared errors is provided below
in Table 6.6. Here, it is again seen that model performance is not as good as was
observed for experiment 1. In general, predictions of the B and C ports are able to
capture the bromide data, and somewhat able to capture the partitioning tracer
data. In the D ports, neither the bromide or partitioning tracer data is well
captured. In the E ports, the model captures some of the bromide behavior, but
underpredicts partitioning for all partitioning tracers.
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of column 1 port data from experiment 2 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.14 Comparison of column 2 port data from experiment 2 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of column 3 port data from experiment 2 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of column 4 port data from experiment 2 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.6 Sum of squared error between experimental data and model predictions
at local sampling ports for experiment 2.

Port
1B
1C
1D
1E
2B
2C
2D
2E
3B
3C
3D
3E
4B
4C
4D
4E

Sum of
Squared Error
Bromide
0.07
0.13
0.24
0.09
0.00
0.44
0.59
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.11

Sum of
Squared Error
1‐Pentanol
0.04
0.07
0.76
0.18
0.01
0.50
0.52
0.24
0.03
0.02
0.39
0.01
0.12
0.06
0.51
0.18

Sum of
Squared Error
1‐Hexanol
0.05
0.03
0.52
0.37
0.03
0.42
0.25
0.44
0.06
0.32
0.33
0.11
0.20
0.11
0.34
0.41
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Sum of
Squared Error
2‐Octanol
0.16
0.02
0.06
0.70
0.14
0.16
0.10
0.72
0.24
0.09
0.07
0.34
0.44
0.09
0.16
0.97

Recall that the confined flow model employed herein is a reasonable
model of the physical flow in experiment 1, but may be a poor representation of
flow in experiments 2 and 3 (due to the flow interruption). To be clear, the model
can incorporate transient flow fields, but cannot simulate a transient water table.
Specifically, it is hypothesized that it is critical to model the flowfield created
when flow is restarted after the flow interruption. Instantaneously raising head on
the lefthand side and lowering it on the righthand side, may cause the flow field to
curve down and around the pool more than it does during steady flow. This idea
is supported by the data. Consider the comparison of data and simulation in ports
D and E in column 1 (other columns show similar comparisons). Note that the
model underpredicts the data in port D and over predicts the data in port E. The
flow field for this simulation (Figue 6.17) shows that velocity is generally
horizontal from the pool to the ports. In the simulation there is more partitioning
in port D (which is more or less level with the pool) than port E (which is slightly
below the pool). The data, however, illustrate the opposite trend. There is greater
partitioning in port E data and port D data, suggesting that the flow from the pool
is migrating downward.
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Figure 6.17 Flow field generated by the confined model immediately upon
restarting flow after the flow interruption.
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Below, shown in Figures 6.18 – 6.21, are the model predictions of local
port BTCs for experiment 3. A table of sum of squared errors is also included
below in Table 6.7. Model performance for experiment 3 is similar to that of
experiment 3. Recall, the principal difference between experiments 2 and 3 is the
flow rate (5.2 mL/min in experiment 2 and 8.6 mL/min in experiment 3). Note
that measurements were not taken from the “B” ports in this experiment because
the higher flow rate was thought to have lowered the water table close to these
port locations. Experiment 3 also employed a flow interruption, which again
seems introduce descrepancies between the data and the model.

The model is

able to capture the bromide data well in all of the C ports except for column 4
where the peak concentration is over predicted. Partitioning behavior is also best
captured in the C ports.

In the D ports, the model tends to over predict

partitioning and under predict spreading. Predictions of the E ports show very
little partitioning, though partitioning is seen in the experimental data. As with
experiment 2, model predictions of local port data have sum of squared errors that
are on average 5 times those seen in experiment 1.

Here, it is again

hyphothesized that the confined model is not able to produce the flow dynamics
caused by the flow interruption.
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of column 1 port data from experiment 3 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2. Note port
samples were not taken from port 1B in this experiment.
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Figure 6.19 Comparison of column 2 port data from experiment 3 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2. Note port
samples were not taken from port 2B in this experiment.
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of column 3 port data from experiment 3 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2. Note port
samples were not taken from port 3B in this experiment.
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Figure 6.21 Comparison of column 4 port data from experiment 3 and model
predictions using the Nambi and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient
correlation. Bromide (circles, solid line), 1-pentanol (diamonds, dashed line), 1hexanol (squares, dash-dot line) and 2-octanol (triangles, dotted line) are
included. Panel labels correspond to specific ports show in Figure 6.2. Note port
samples were not taken from port 4B in this experiment.
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Table 6.7 Sum of squared error between experimental data and model predictions
at local sampling ports for experiment 3.
Port

Sum of
Squared Error
Bromide

Sum of
Squared Error
1‐Pentanol

Sum of
Squared Error
1‐Hexanol

Sum of
Squared Error
2‐Octanol

1C

0.03

0.03

0.06

0.17

1D

0.01

0.36

0.62

0.48

1E

0.19

0.03

0.05

0.28

2C

0.05

0.02

0.03

0.09

2D

0.11

0.22

0.35

0.21

2E

0.15

0.28

0.15

0.19

3C

0.01

0.04

0.11

0.15

3D

0.25

0.47

0.35

0.13

3E

0.02

0.10

0.23

0.55

4C

0.07

0.15

0.08

0.04

4D

0.22

0.38

0.42

0.19

4E

0.53

0.58

0.32

0.50
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6.3.3 - Assessment of Pool Dissolution Mass Transfer Correlations
Results from the experiments conducted in this chapter suggest that the
Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation in concert with the linear driving force
model is capable of describing tracer partitioning (absorption and dissolution)
within DNAPL pools. This section presents results from additional simulations
conducted using other correlations for the mass transfer coefficient.

Six

additional dissolution correlations were considered. Shown in Figures 6.22 – 6.26
are results using pool correlations of Pfannkuch (1984), Kim and Chrysikopoulos
(1999), Seagen et al. (1999), and Seagren and Moore (2003). These correlations
are discussed in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.5.4.2). Also displayed in these figures
are results generated using ganglia dissolution correlations developed in Powers et
al. (1992) and Powers et al. (1994) (the latter being the version reworked by
Nambi (1999). Since the Powers et al. (1992) correlation was shown capable of
describing tracer mass transport in ganglia dominated systems in Chapter 5, it was
included here to determine effectiveness in pool dominated systems. DNAPL
saturation is one of the terms used to calculate the Sherwood number in the
reworked Powers et al. (1994) correlation, which may be important for regions of
heterogeneous DNAPL saturation. Therefore, the reworked Powers et al. (1994)
correlation was also included in the analysis of sensitivity to mass transfer
coefficient correlation.
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Figure 6.22 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
the experiment 1, 2-octanol effluent data set. The 2-octanol data (open triangles),
Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue, solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black,
dot-dash), Powers et al. (1992) (green, dotted), Pfannakuch (1984) (purple, open
solid), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) (light blue, open dash), Seagren et al.
(1999) (orange, long dash), and Seagren and Moore (2003) (grey, short dash)
predctions are all displayed. Panels b and c are shown on semi-log scale to show
the tailing of each BTC. Panel c is shown without the 2-octanol data to better
enable visualization of the model predictions.
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Table 6.8 Sum of squared error between 2-octanol experimental
effluent data and model predictions shown in Figure 6.22 using
the seven mass transfer correlations discussed above.
Sum of Squared
Error 2-Octanol
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.13
0.13
0.10
0.13

Correlation
Nambi and Powers, 2003
Powers et al., 1994
Powers et al., 1992
Pfannakuch, 1984
Kim and Chrysikopoulos, 1999
Seagren et al., 1999
Seagren and Moore, 2003
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Displayed in Figure 6.22 are 2-octanol effluent curves produced by the seven
mass transfer correlations (six in addition to Nambi and Powers (2003)). Both the
data and model BTCs are displayed in panels a and b on a linear and a semi-log
scale, respectively. In panel c, the data is removed so that simulation results are
more easily distinguished. Shown in Table 6.8 are the sum of squared errors of
the 2-octanol predictions using each mass transfer correlation. In Figure 6.22 it
can be seen that each simulation matches the data reasonably well. All of the
correlations slightly under predict partitioning (panel a), but the Powers et al.
(1992), reworked Powers et al. (1994) and the Nambi and Powers (2003)
correlations come closest to capturing the maximum C/C0 value of the data.
Similarly, these three correlations better capture the tailing seen between pore
volumes 4 and 5 (panel b). Though all of the correlations are able to capture the
general behavior of the effluent BTC, the squared error of predictions generated
using the Powers et al. (1992), Powers et al. (1994) and the Nambi and Powers
(2003) correlations is approximately half the sum of squared error resulting from
the other correlations (Table 6.8). It is therefore concluded that these three mass
transfer correlations work best for describing overall tracer transport through the
pooled box system.
The local port 2-octanol BTCs produced for all seven mass transfer
coefficient correlations are shown for each column in Figures 6.23-6.26. In these
figures and the sum of squared error table (Table 6.9), it is shown that all
correlations produce essentially the same BTCs for ports 1B, 1E, 2E, 3B, 3E and
4E, suggesting that these ports are not greatly impacted by the TCE pool.
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Figure 6.23 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 1, 2-octanol port samples. The 2-octanol (open triangles),
Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue, solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black,
dot-dash), Powers et al. (1992) (green, dotted), Pfannakuch (1984) (purple, open
solid), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) (light blue, open dash), Seagren et al.
(1999) (orange, long dash), and Seagren and Moore (2003) (grey, short dash)
predictions are all displayed.
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Figure 6.24 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 2, 2-octanol port samples. The 2-octanol (open triangles),
Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue, solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black,
dot-dash), Powers et al. (1992) (green, dotted), Pfannakuch (1984) (purple, open
solid), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) (light blue, open dash), Seagren et al.
(1999) (orange, long dash), and Seagren and Moore (2003) (grey, short dash)
predictions are all displayed.
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Figure 6.25 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 3, 2-octanol port samples. The 2-octanol (open triangles),
Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue, solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black,
dot-dash), Powers et al. (1992) (green, dotted), Pfannakuch (1984) (purple, open
solid), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) (light blue, open dash), Seagren et al.
(1999) (orange, long dash), and Seagren and Moore (2003) (grey, short dash)
predictions are all displayed.
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Figure 6.26 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 3, 2-octanol port samples. The 2-octanol (open triangles),
Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue, solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black,
dot-dash), Powers et al. (1992) (green, dotted), Pfannakuch (1984) (purple, open
solid), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999) (light blue, open dash), Seagren et al.
(1999) (orange, long dash), and Seagren and Moore (2003) (grey, short dash)
predictions are all displayed.
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Table 6.9 Sum of squared error of 2-octanol port data and model predictions of
local concentration. Errors are shown for each of the seven mass transfer
coefficient correlations discussed above.
Nambi
and
Powers
Powers, et al.,
Port 2003
1994

1B
1C
1D
1E
2B
2C
2D
2E
3B
3C
3D
3E
4B
4C
4D
4E

0.04
0.01
0.00
0.05
0.04
0.00
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.09

0.05
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.10

Powers
et al.,
1992

0.05
0.03
0.00
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.10

Kim and
Seagren
Seagren
Pfannakuch, Chrysikopoulos, et al., and Moore,
1984
1999
1999
2003

0.04
0.19
0.44
0.05
0.08
0.57
0.14
0.07
0.09
0.19
0.16
0.09
0.01
0.34
0.10
0.10
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0.04
0.19
0.44
0.05
0.08
0.57
0.14
0.07
0.09
0.19
0.16
0.09
0.01
0.09
0.10
0.10

0.04
0.09
0.04
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.01
0.09
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.10

0.04
0.22
0.41
0.05
0.08
0.60
0.11
0.07
0.09
0.21
0.13
0.09
0.01
0.09
0.08
0.10

However, results in the other ports show a definite separation among the
correlations. Again, the Powers et al. (1992), reworked Powers et al. (1994) and
the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlations produce BTCs that are most consistent
with the 2-octanol data. The Pfannkuch (1984), Kim and Chrysikopoulos (1999),
and Seagen and Moore (2003) BTCs show relatively little partitioning and are, in
fact, quite close to bromide predictions (not shown).

All three of these

correlations were developed to predict overall, not local, dissolution behavior.
Therefore, it is unsurprising that they are unable to capture local partitioning
tracer transport.
Interestingly, though Seagren et al. (1999) report a single mass transfer
coefficient rather than a correlation related to system parameters, their mass
transfer coefficient allows for model predictions that generally match port data.
Seagren et al. (1999) used the same data set as Pfannkuch (1984) to develop their
overall mass transfer coefficient.

The Pfannkuch (1984) correlation always

predicts increasing mass flux from the pool with increasing water velocity, even
though the data show that eventually flux plateaus and stops increasing with
increased velocity. Seagren et al. (1999) were attempting to improve this part of
the correlation and came up with a mass transfer coefficient that allows flux
calculated from a nonequilibrium model to plateau, similar to the data. This may
be why the Seagren et al. (1999) correlation performs better, at high velocities, it
provides a better description of mass flux from a pool. Though the Seagren et al.
(1999) correlation does outperform some of the other correlations, it still under
predicts partitioning and performance is not as good as either the Powers et al.
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(1992), Powers et al. (1994) or the Nambi and Powers (2003). However, since it
is a single value and not a correlation dependent on system parameters that may
be unknown, this correlation may be useful as a first approximation of local tracer
partitioning.
Figures 6.23 – 6.26 above are redisplayed below showing only BTCs
resulting from the Powers et al. (1992), the reworked Powers et al. (1994), and the
Nambi and Powers (2003) correlations. Again, it can be seen that all three
correlations produce reasonable predictions of the 2-octanol BTCs for the port
data. Examination of the errors shown in Table 6.9 determines that the two
Powers et al. correlations (1992, 1994) result in average squared errors that are
1.5 times larger than those resulting from the Nambi and Powers (2003)
correlation. Therefore, the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation appears to be
the best overall option for describing partitioning tracer transport in domains
containing DNAPL pools.
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Figure 6.27 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 1, 2-octanol port samples. The number of BTCs is reduced
to show only 2-octanol data (open triangles), Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue,
solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black, dot-dash) and Powers et al. (1992)
(green, dotted). Note the y-axis adjustment for port 1D.
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Figure 6.28 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 2, 2-octanol port samples. The number of BTCs is reduced
to show only 2-octanol data (open triangles), Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue,
solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black, dot-dash) and Powers et al. (1992)
(green, dotted). Note the y-axis is adjustment for ports 2C and 2D.
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Figure 6.29 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 3, 2-octanol port samples. The number of BTCs is reduced
to show only 2-octanol data (open triangles), Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue,
solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black, dot-dash) and Powers et al. (1992)
(green, dotted). Note the y-axis adjustment for port 3D.
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Figure 6.30 Results of mass transfer coefficient correlation sensitivity study for
experiment 1, column 2, 2-octanol port samples. The number of BTCs is reduced
to show only 2-octanol data (open triangles), Nambi and Powers (2003) (blue,
solid), reworked Powers et al. (1994) (black, dot-dash) and Powers et al. (1992)
(green, dotted). Note the y-axis is adjustment for ports 2C and 2D.
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6.4 – Conclusions

Focus in this chapter is placed on quantifying tracer transport in a source
zone comprised of a single large TCE-DNAPL pool.

Three conventional

partitioning tracer tests were conducted in a 2-D aquifer cell with a large TCEDNAPL pool in the source zone. Results demonstrated that a 2-D linear driving
force model employing a mass transfer coefficient correlation developed from
DNAPL dissolution experiments is able to predict partitioning tracer transport for
the experiment that did not employ a flow interruption. Model predictions were
able to capture the behavior of both the effluent data and local port BTCs
downgradient of the TCE-DNAPL pool. The model does not capture the local
port behavior of the two experiments that employed a flow interruption. It is
hypothesized that the confined nature of the model does not capture the flow
dynamics of the experimental system upon restarting flow after the flow
interruption.
The linear driving force model was used to examine five mass transfer
correlations developed from NAPL pool dissolution studies as well as two
correlations developed from ganglia dissolution studies. It was determined that
the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation (developed from a DNAPL pool
dissolution study) and the Powers et al. (1992, 1994) correlations (developed from
ganglia dissolution studies) are all able of providing good predictions of
partitioning tracer transport. By comparison of the sum of squared errors, it was
determined that the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation performs slightly better
than the other two correlations.
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Results produced in Chapters 5 and 6 allow for quantitative understanding
of partitioning tracer transport at both end members of pool fraction.

It is

anticipated understanding partitioning tracer transport at both ends of the pool
fraction spectrum will provide the foundation necessary for quantifying
partitioning tracer transport in heterogeneous DNAPL source zones.
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CHAPTER 7 – ASSESSMENT
USING A PUSH-PULL TEST

OF

HETEROGENEOUS DNAPL ARCHITECTURE

7.1 - Introduction

Partitioning tracer tests are usually employed to estimate overall source
zone saturation (e.g. Annable et al., 1998a; Annable et al., 1998b; Hartog et al.,
2010) or to evaluate the change in overall saturation due to the implementation of
remedial technologies (e.g. Jin et al., 1995; Jawitz et al., 1998; Rao et al., 2000;
Brooks et al., 2002; Meinardus et al., 2002). Partitioning tracers, however, may
hold promise in aiding efforts aimed at estimating source zone architecture. This
chapter describes laboratory experiments and mathematical modeling used to
evaluate the information that can be obtained from localized push-pull
partitioning tracer tests conducted within DNAPL source zones.

These

experiments and simulations build upon the results described in Chapters 5 and 6,
where the tracer partitioning in ganglia and pooled regions were evaluated. The
goal of the research described in Chapter 7 is to evaluate if these end-member
models of DNAPL architecture can be integrated to elucidate features of the
DNAPL distribution when interpreting breakthrough curves obtained from pushpull tracer tests. Here push-pull tracer tests are conducted in three heterogeneous
source zones, each having a different pool fraction (low, mid and high), to
examine if variations in injection and extraction flow rates can aid in
distinguishing pool fraction.
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7.2 - Push-Pull Test Design

Three push-pull tests, each employing a different combination of injection
and extraction rates, were conducted in 2-D aquifer cell experiments.

A

description of the aquifer cell is provided in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4. Three
different packing structures were used to create a low, mid and high pool fraction
source zone. Combinations of fast (8.5 mL/min) and slow (0.05 mL/min) flow
rates were selected in an attempt to highlight the difference in transport time
scales between ganglia and pools. Target flow rates for each experiment are
shown below in Table 7.1. 8.5 mL/min was chosen as the fast flow rate because it
provides a similar pore water velocity to that employed in the nonequilibrium
column experiments (Chapter 5). 0.5 mL/min was selected as the slow flow rate.
This slow flow rate represents a compromise between a desire to achieve 2octanol equilibrium partitioning and the practicability of using slow flow (i.e.,
long test durations in the field).

Table 7.1 Tracer test flow rates for mixed source zone
experiments.

Condition
1
2
3

Push
Q
ν
(mL/min)
(m/hr)
8.5
0.25
0.5
0.02
8.5
0.25
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Pull
Q
(mL/min)
8.5
8.5
0.5

ν
(m/hr)
0.25
0.25
0.02

Using a fast flow rate for both phases of a test (condition 1) is most
favorable for field implementation because of the cost and organizational issues
associated with running long field tests. The increased residence time due to the
slow push in condition 2 should allow more tracer mass to partition into the
DNAPL. The fast “pull” phase would then force the system into non-equilibrium,
possibly visualizing any diffusional resistance to mass transport in the DNAPL
pools as long tailing signals. Condition 3 switches the order of flow rates used in
condition 2 to force the tracers all the way through the source zone and then allow
for partitioning during the pull phase to be close to equilibrium. By changing the
injection and extraction flow rates of each push-pull test, the three experiments
should show if differences in transport time scales between ganglia dominated
and pool dominated systems can be manipulated to estimate pool fraction.
In each of these nine, push-pull experiments, approximately 1800 mL of an
aqueous tracer solution containing bromide, 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 2-octanol
were flowed through the source zone from the left end-chamber (exact injection
volumes for each test are shown in Tables 7.3, 7.5 and 7.7). To ensure that the
tracer solution flowed completely through the source zone, the presence of each
partitioning tracer was verified in aqueous samples taken from the first two
columns of ports (see box configuration, Figure 3.2) immediately downgradient of
the source. Flow was then reversed and background solution was flowed through
the box from the right end-chamber. Effluent samples were collected from the
left end chamber with a fraction collector (Retriever II, ISCO) in 20 mL
increments during this “pull” phase until tracer tails began to flatten out. Then,
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samples were collected approximately every 900 mL until tracer concentrations
fell below the detection limit. All background solutions used after DNAPL was
released into the box were saturated with TCE to minimize TCE-DNAPL
dissolution from the source zone. All tracer concentrations were below their
detection limit (see analytical methods in section 3.2.1) before the experiment was
terminated and the next experiment initiated.
It should be noted that though TCE saturated water was used in attempt to
minimize TCE-DNAPL dissolution from the source zone, DNAPL mass was lost
from each source zone due to both dissolution and volatilization. The initial
source zone mass corresponding to each test can be seen in the box parameter
tables (7.3, 7.5 and 7.7). The greatest amount of source zone mass was lost in the
mid pool fraction box (the first box to be conducted) where the order of
experiments was slow-fast followed by fast-slow, followed by fast-fast. It was
determined that most of the TCE-DNAPL mass loss occurred during the long
duration of the fast-slow test. Therefore, the order of the tests in the low and high
pool fraction boxes was revised to be fast-fast, followed by slow-fast, followed by
fast-slow.

7.3 - Assessment of Low Pool Fraction Source Zone

The packing structure of the low pool fraction box is shown below in
Figure 7.1. Here, F-70 lenses were staggered in an attempt to allow the TCEDNAPL to pool along the lenses as well as run off the edges and form ganglia
trails. The five lenses were packed toward the bottom of the box in an attempt to
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create a large ganglia zone in the top half of the box. The location and size of
each lens is shown in Table 7.2. 32 mL of TCE was injected into the box at 1
mL/min using a Hamilton Syringe Pump.

This injection rate was used by

Suchomel and Pennell (2006) to create high GTP (low pool fraction) source
zones. After the TCE-DNAPL injection, the system was left undisturbed for 3
days to allow the TCE-DNAPL to redistribute. Shown in Figure 7.2 (Panel I) is
the resulting TCE-DNAPL distribution and corresponding light transmission
analysis. Light transmission results determine the source zone pool fraction as
0.34, 0.27 and 0.26 when calculated on a pixel by pixel basis, a discrete block
averaging basis and a continuum averaging basis, respectively (Christ et al.,
2012). Details on this analysis can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5. Also
shown in Figure 7.2 are pictures and light transmission analysis of the source
zones immediately preceding the slow-fast test (Panel II) and the fast-slow test
(Panel III). In Figure 7.2, the source zone distributions for the first two tests (fastfast and slow-fast) appear to be visually similar.

However, the effects of

dissolution and volatilization can be seen in the source zone corresponding to the
third test (fast-slow). The TCE-DNAPL source zone volumes, corresponding
pool fraction and additional box parameters are presented in Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.1 Packing structure of the low pool fraction box. Included in the figure
are the total packed height (44 cm), the height of the 40-50 sand (42 cm) and the
distance from the injection/extraction well to the TCE-DNAPL injection needle
(25.2 cm). The size and locations of all lenses are displayed in Table 7.2., below.
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Table 7.2 Size and location of the 5 lenses and F-70 block in the low pool
fraction box
Lens
Length Thickness Distance from Distance from bottom
(cm)
(cm)
Well to Front
of box to bottom edge
Edge of lens (cm)
of lens (cm)
10.0
3.4
20.1
40.7
F-70
Block
8.0
1.3
11.8
21.8
A
B

9.5

1.2

26.0

18.1

C

9.5

1.4

4.2

12.6

D

10.0

1.3

31.1

12.6

E

9.0

1.5

16.4

7.6
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Figure 7.2 Low pool fraction TCE-DNAPL spill shown as a photograph (a), pixel
by pixel saturation (b), discrete averaging saturation (c), and continuum averaging
saturation (d). Panels I, II and III show the source zone distribution before the
fast-fast test, slow-fast test, and fast-slow test, respectively.
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Table 7.3 Low pool fraction box parameters.
Fast Injection
Fast Extraction

Slow Injection
Fast Extraction

Fast Injection
Slow Extraction

Background sand
(Ottawa, IL)

Ottawa Federal Fine, 40-50 Sand Fraction

Uniformity Index (Ui)

1.2

Median Grain Diameter (d50)

0.35 mm

Box Length
Packed Height
Mass Federal Fine
Mass F-70
Bulk Density
Porosity

100 cm
44.2 cm
9415 g
783 g
1.54 g/cm3
0.42

Pore Volume (PV)

2780 mL

TCE Injected

33.0 mL
32.5 mL1

27.9 mL2

20.5 mL2

0.34
0.26
0.26

0.27
0.19
0.19

0.32
0.20
0.21

1817.0 mL

1697.8 mL

1737.4 mL

1.8%

1.6%

1.2%

Injection Flow

8.4 mL/min

0.4 mL/min

7.4 mL/min

Extraction Flow
Average Injection Pore
Water Velocity
Average Extraction Pore
Water Velocity

8.8 mL/min

8.5 mL/min

0.6 mL/min

0.33 cm/min

0.02 cm/min

0.29 cm/min

1-Pentanol Conc.

0.35 cm/min
719 mg/L
842 mg/L

0.34 cm/min
719 mg/L
943 mg/L

0.02 cm/min
779 mg/L
984 mg/L

1-Hexanol Conc.

370 mg/L

345 mg/L

385 mg/L

2-Octanol Conc.

142 mg/L

119 mg/L

152 mg/L

Bromide Recovery

98%

95%

101%

1-Pentanol Recovery

93%

88%

100%

1-Hexanol Recovery

93%

88%

99%

TCE-DNAPL in Source Zone
Pool Fraction
Pixel x Pixel
Discrete Block Avg.
Continuum Avg.
Tracer Solution Injection
Volume
Swept Volume TCE-DNAPL
Saturation3

Br- Conc.

77%
78%
92%
2-Octanol Recovery
Any difference between the volume of TCE injected and the volume of TCE-DNAPL in the
source zone is due to TCE-DNAPL flow into the end chamber and subsequent removal.
2
Dissolution and volatilization result in changes in TCE-DNAPL source zone volume and pool
fraction. Here TCE-DNAPL source zone volume is calculated using light transmission analysis.
3
Swept volume TCE-DNAPL saturation is defined as the volume of TCE-DNAPL normalized by
the injected tracer volume. Values vary slightly between each test due to the different injection
volumes used.
1
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The resulting BTCs of all three experiments are shown in Figures 7.3 –
7.5. As with previous BTCs, the x-axis is dimensionless time, but for push-pull
tests time is represented as volume extracted (Vext) normalized by the pulse
injection volume (Vinj). The bromide curves for each test are approximately
symmetrical, but as partition coefficient increases, the partitioning tracer curves
become more asymmetrical. If all tracers exhibited equilibrium behavior, the
breakthrough of each tracer (defined as C/C0 = 0.5) would occur at a Vext / Vinj of
1. The partitioning of each tracer would be expressed as excess spreading or
effective dispersion (compared to the bromide BTC).
In the fast-fast experiment, the breakthrough of each partitioning tracer
occurs early, at a Vext / Vinj of 0.8, 0.5 and 0.3 for pentanol, hexanol and 2octanol, respectively. In the following two experiments, only 2-octanol exhibits
early breakthrough (Vext / Vinj between 0.3 and 0.5), with the breakthrough of the
other tracers occurring at approximately Vext / Vinj = 1.
Additionally, in the fast-fast and slow-fast experiments, (Figures 7.3 and
7.4) the partitioning tracers BTC have an inflection point before which the C/C0
value drops quickly with Vext / Vinj , and after which the concentration signals
level out and begin to tail. Again this behavior is more pronounced with the
higher partitioning tracers. Since this inflection occurs in the bromide data, it
appears to be due to a flow field effect that is exaggerated in the partitioning
tracer curves. Less frequent sampling in the fast-slow test makes it difficult to
conclude whether this behavior also occurred during that experiment.
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Figure 7.3 Low pool fraction fast-fast breakthrough curves: bromide (circles), 1pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.4 Low pool fraction slow-fast breakthrough curves: bromide (circles),
1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.5 Low pool fraction fast-slow breakthrough curves: bromide (circles), 1pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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The data from these low pool fraction experiments are plotted in Figures
7.6 and 7.7 to facilitate comparison across experiments. The bromide and 1pentanol curves have some slight variations among the three experiments, but are
generally quite similar.

The higher partitioning tracers show more distinct

differences in the early part of the BTCs, but not necessarily in the tails. The 1hexanol curves appear to exaggerate the slight differences seen in the
corresponding bromide curves. For instance, at a Vext/Vinj of approximately 1, the
slope of the fast-fast bromide data flattens out for about 0.3 PV and then resumes
a steep decline. The 1-hexanol data have a similar feature, but with a shallower
and wider “flat” portion of the curve. A similar occurrence can be seen in the
fast-slow data at a Vext/Vinj of approximately 1.3. Contrastingly, the fast-fast and
slow-fast 2-octanol BTCs are quite similar to each other, though their bromide
signals are quite different. This suggests that partitioning interactions between 2octanol and the TCE-DNAPL are quite strong. The fast-slow 2-octanol curve is
slightly different from the other two. As mention above, the loss of TCE-DNAPL
mass in the source zone corresponding to the fast-slow is apparent in Figure 7.2.
As will be discussed in greater detail in Section 7.7.4, these BTC differences may
result more from the evolving source zone architecture than from the differences
in experimental flow rate.
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Figure 7.6 Early time BTCs of low pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs are
shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares.
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of low pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTC tails for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs
are shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares. Note the
y-axis is log scale.
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7.4 - Assessment of Mid Pool Fraction Source Zone

The packing structure of the mid pool fraction box is shown below in
Figure 7.8. The main difference in packing structure compared to the low pool
fraction is that a lens was added 3 cm below the injection needle to create more
pooling. The location and size of each lens is shown in Table 7.4. 32 mL of TCE
was injected at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. This slower flow was employed to
create a higher pool fraction (Suchomel and Pennell, 2006). After TCE-DNAPL
injection, the system was left undisturbed for 3 days to allow the TCE-DNAPL to
redistribute. Shown in Figure 7.9 are the TCE-DNAPL source zone distributions
and light transmission analysis corresponding to the three push-pull experiments.
Light transmission results of the initial source zone determine the pool fraction as
0.68, 0.51 and 0.50 when calculated on a pixel by pixel basis, a discrete block
averaging basis and a continuum averaging basis, respectively. It should be noted
here that a light transmission picture of the source zone before the second test
(fast-slow) is not available. However, the source zone at this time was visually
similar to source zone corresponding to the first test (slow-fast), so its light
transmission picture is used to estimate pool fraction and source zone volume. It
can be seen in Figure 7.9 that significant dissolution occurred during the fast-slow
test, resulting in a much different source zone upon running the fast-fast test.
Though the source zone corresponding to the fast-fast test is visually different
from the initial source zone, the pool fraction has only changed slightly (Table
7.3).

TCE-DNAPL source zone volumes, corresponding pool fractions and

additional box parameters are presented below in Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.8 Packing structure of the mid pool fraction box. Included in the figure
are the total packed height (46 cm), the height of the 40-50 sand (44.5 cm) and the
distance from the injection/extraction well to the TCE-DNAPL injection needle
(25.3 cm). The size and locations of all lenses are displayed in Table 7.4., below.
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Table 7.4 Size and location of the 5 lenses and F-70 block in the mid pool
fraction box
Lens
Length Thickness Distance from
Distance from
(cm)
(cm)
Well to Front
bottom of box to
Edge of lens
bottom edge of lens
(cm)
(cm)
9.2
4.0
21.0
42.6
F-70 Block
A

11.2

1.4

20.0

34.8

B

10.6

1.4

12.2

28.3

C

10.6

1.4

28.6

25.8

D

10.4

1.5

8.6

21.0

E

10.0

1.4

20.5

14.6

F

8.8

1.4

8.4

9.4

G

9.4

1.4

38.4

10.4

H

9.6

1.4

18.0

5.4
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Figure 7.9 Mid pool fraction TCE-DNAPL spill shown as a photograph (a), pixel
by pixel saturation (b), discrete averaging saturation (c), and continuum averaging
saturation (d). Panels I, II and III show the source zone distribution before the
slow-fast test, fast-slow test, and fast-fast test, respectively.
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Table 7.5 Mid pool fraction box and corresponding tracer test parameters.
Fast Injection
Fast Extraction

Slow Injection
Fast Extraction

Fast Injection
Slow Extraction

Background sand
(Ottawa, IL)
Uniformity Index (Ui)

Ottawa Federal Fine, 40-50 Sand Fraction
1.2

Median Grain Diameter (d50)

0.35 mm

Box Length
Packed Height
Mass Federal Fine
Mass F-70
Average Bulk Density
Average Porosity

100 cm
46 cm
9998 g
1008 g
1.56 g/cm3
0.41

Pore Volume (PV)

2891 mL

Volume TCE Injected
Volume of TCE-DNAPL in
Source Zone
Pool Fraction
Pixel x Pixel
Discrete Block Avg.
Continuum Avg.
Tracer Solution Injection
Volume
Swept Volume TCE-DNAPL
Saturation4

32.0 mL
15.1 mL3

30.8 mL1

30.8 mL2

0.74
0.50
0.54

0.72
0.51
0.50

0.72
0.51
0.50

1941 mL

2191 mL

2082 mL

1.6 %

1.4 %

1.5 %

Injection Flow

8.6 mL/min

0.5 mL/min

8.5 mL/min

Extraction Flow

8.5 mL/min

8.7 mL/min

0.6 mL/min

Injection PW Velocity

0.33 cm/min

0.02 cm/min

0.33 cm/min

Extraction PW Velocity

0.33 cm/min

0.34 cm/min

0.02 cm/min

Br- Conc.

879 mg/L

790 mg/L

879 mg/L

1-Pentanol Conc.

851 mg/L

1044 mg/L

1061 mg/L

1-Hexanol Conc.

267 mg/L

360 mg/L

293 mg/L

2-Octanol Conc.

133 mg/L

121 mg/L

146 mg/L

Bromide Recovery

97%

105%

100%

1-Pentanol Recovery

99%

99%

89%

1-Hexanol Recovery

98%

98%

88%

92%
88%
83%
2-Octanol Recovery
Any difference between the volume of TCE injected and the volume of TCE-DNAPL in the
source zone is due to TCE-DNAPL flow into the end chamber and subsequent removal.
2
No light transmission picture was taken for this test, so light transmission results from the slowfast test are used to calculate TCE-DNAPL volume and pool fraction.
3
Dissolution and volatilization result in changes in TCE-DNAPL source zone volume and pool
fraction. Here TCE-DNAPL source zone volume is calculated using light transmission analysis.
4
Swept volume TCE-DNAPL saturation is defined as the volume of TCE-DNAPL normalized by
the injected tracer volume. Values vary slightly between each test due to the different injection
volumes used.
1
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Figure 7.10 Mid pool fraction fast-fast breakthrough curves: bromide (circles), 1pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.11 Mid pool fraction slow-fast breakthrough curves: bromide
(circles),1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles).
Data is shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to
display the differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a
longer extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.12 Mid pool fraction fast-slow breakthrough curves: bromide (circles),
1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a linear y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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BTCs resulting from the three push-pull tests are shown in Figures 7.10 –
7.12. Similar to the low pool fraction box, the asymmetry of each BTC increases
with increasing tracer partition coefficient.

Here, the same inflection point

behavior is not seen except in the 2-octanol signal of the fast-fast test (Figure
7.10), at a Vext / Vinj of approximately 0.4. In this case, the “flat” portion of the
curve is not as pronounced as in the low pool fraction box. Additionally, the
inflection point behavior is not seen in any of the bromide signals, indicating a
difference in flow field between the mid and low pool fraction boxes.
The three push-pull experiments are compared on both linear and log
scales in Figures 7.13 and 7.14. Overall, the bromide, 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol
BTCs are similar, except that the slow-fast test exhibits slightly stronger tailing
than the other two experiments. Upon first analysis, it appears that the fast-fast
test provides a 2-octanol BTC distinct from the other two.

However, it is

important to remember that the fast-fast test was the last to be conducted in this
box and that significant TCE-DNAPL dissolution had occurred before starting
this test (Figure 7.9 and Table 7.5). Though the calculated pool fraction in the
box only increased slightly, a comparison of panels I and III in Figure 7.9 shows
that the TCE-DNAPL distributions are quite different. Therefore, it may be (as
discussed later in Section 7.7.4) that the different fast-fast results are due more to
the differences in DNAPL source zone than to differences in push-pull test flow
rate.
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Figure 7.13 Comparison of mid pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b),1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs are
shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares.
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Figure 7.14 Comparison of mid pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTC tails for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs
are shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares. Note the
y-axis is log scale.
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7.5 - Assessment of High Pool Fraction Source Zone

The packing structure of the high pool fraction box is shown below in
Figure 7.15. In order to create even more pooling in the high pool fraction box,
an additional injection needle was packed into the box to aid in delivery of the
TCE. The thought here was that two injection points, each over a different low
permeability lens, would cause more pooling. The exact location and size of each
lens is shown in Table 7.6. 17 mL of TCE were injected at a flow rate of 0.1
mL/min through the needle to the right (Figure 7.6).

The system was then

allowed to redistribute over night prior to introducing an additional 15.1 mL of
TCE through the needle to the left (Q=0.1 mL/min). The entire system was then
allowed to redistribute for two days. Light transmission results determine the
initial source zone pool fraction as 0.85, 0.68 and 0.68 when calculated on a pixel
by pixel basis, a discrete block averaging basis and a continuum averaging basis,
respectively (Figure 7.16). All three source zones shown in Figure 7.16 are
visually similar because (as displayed in Table 7.7) there is only 2.7 mL of TCEDNAPL dissolved and/or volatilized from the source zone. All TCE-DNAPL
source zone volumes, corresponding pool fractions and additional high pool
fraction box parameters are presented below in Table 7.7.
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Figure 7.15 Packing structure of the high pool fraction box. Included in the
figure are the total packed height (44 cm), the height of the 40-50 sand (42 cm)
and the distance from the injection/extraction well to both TCE-DNAPL injection
needles (17 cm and 29 cm). The size and locations of all lenses are displayed in
Table 7.4., below.
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Table 7.6 Size and location of the 5 lenses and F-70 block in the high pool
fraction box
Lens
Length Thickness
Distance from
Distance from
(cm)
(cm)
Well to Front
bottom of box to
Edge of lens (cm)
bottom edge of
lens (cm)
11.0
6.5
23.2
37.6
F-70
Block
15.0
1.3
21.0
29.3
A
B

12.0

1.8

11.0

23.6

C

16.0

1.3

23.6

18.6

D

15.0

1.5

9.5

14.4

E

18.0

1.5

18.2

7.7
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Figure 7.16 High pool fraction TCE-DNAPL spill shown as a photograph (a),
pixel by pixel saturation (b), discrete averaging saturation (c), and continuum
averaging saturation (d). Panels I, II and III show the source zone distribution
before the fast-fast test, slow-fast test, and fast-slow test, respectively.
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Table 7.7 High pool fraction box and corresponding tracer test parameters.
Fast Injection
Fast Extraction
Background sand
(Ottawa, IL)
Uniformity Index (Ui)
Median Grain Diameter
(d50)

0.35 mm
100 cm
44 cm
9325 g
990 g
1.54 g/cm3
0.42
2782 mL
32.1 mL

Pore Volume (PV)

Injection Flow
Extraction Flow
Injection PW Velocity
Extraction PW Velocity
Br- Conc.
1-Pentanol Conc.
1-Hexanol Conc.
2-Octanol Conc.
Bromide Recovery
1-Pentanol Recovery
1-Hexanol Recovery

Fast Injection
Slow Extraction

Ottawa Federal Fine, 40-50 Sand Fraction
1.2

Box Length
Packed Height
Mass Federal Fine
Mass F-70
Average Bulk Density
Average Porosity

Volume TCE Injected
Volume of TCE-DNAPL in
Source Zone
Pool Fraction
Pixel x Pixel
Discrete Block Avg.
Continuum Avg.
Tracer Solution Injection
Volume
Swept Volume TCE-DNAPL
Saturation3

Slow Injection
Fast Extraction

32.1 mL1

31.9 mL2

29.4 mL2

0.85
0.68
0.68

0.86
0.65
0.70

0.86
0.69
0.70

1781 mL

1610 mL

1744.6 mL

1.8 %

2.0 %

1.8 %

8.7 mL/min
8.3 mL/min
0.33 cm/min
0.32 cm/min
719 mg/L
880 mg/L
368 mg/L
104 mg/L
102%
98%
98%
95%

0.4 mL/min
8.4 mL/min
0.02 cm/min
0.32 cm/min
719 mg/L
930 mg/L
384 mg/L
96 mg/L
96%
99%
99%
93%

8.5 mL/min
0.5 mL/min
0.32 cm/min
0.02 cm/min
63 mg/L
926 mg/L
411 mg/L
99 mg/L
100%
97%
95%
92%

2-Octanol Recovery
Any difference between the volume of TCE injected and the volume of TCE-DNAPL in the
source zone is due to TCE-DNAPL flow into the end chamber and subsequent removal.
2
Dissolution and volatilization result in changes in TCE-DNAPL source zone volume and pool
fraction. Here TCE-DNAPL source zone volume is calculated using light transmission analysis.
3
Swept volume TCE-DNAPL saturation is defined as the volume of TCE-DNAPL normalized by
the injected tracer volume. Values vary slightly between each test due to the different injection
volumes used.
1
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Figure 7.17 High pool fraction fast-fast breakthrough curves: bromide (circles),
1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a normal y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.18 High pool fraction slow-fast breakthrough curves: bromide (circles),
1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a normal y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Figure 7.19 High pool fraction fast-slow breakthrough curves: bromide (circles),
1-pentanol (diamonds), 1-hexanol (squares) and 2-octanol (triangles). Data is
shown on a normal y-axis scale, and for a shorter extraction time (a) to display the
differences in the front of the BTCs and then on a log scale axis, for a longer
extraction time (b) to highlight tracer tailing.
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Resulting BTCs from the three push-pull tests are shown in Figures 7.17 –
7.19. All three figures show the same general trends seen in the low and mid pool
fraction boxes (increasing asymmetry and tailing with increasing partition
coefficient). Here, a slight inflection point is again seen in the 2-octanol signal of
the fast-fast test at a Vext/Vinj of 0.9. As with the mid pool fraction box, this
inflection point is not seen in the bromide signal, indicating that this feature of the
2-octanol signal is due more to tracer-NAPL interactions than to the flow field.
In Figures 7.20 and 7.21 the individual tracers are compared among the
three experiments on both linear and log scales.

In these experiments, the

bromide, 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol curves are all almost indistinguishable. Even
in the BTC tails, separation is slight and decreases with increasing partition
coefficient, indicating that the separation may have been due mainly to slight
differences in the flow field.

The 2-octanol signals, which showed some

differences among the three tests in the other boxes, lie almost directly on top of
one another. In the high pool fraction box, the results indicate that tracer BTCs
are not dependent on the differences in injection/extraction flow rate employed
herein. It should also be noted, that unlike the low and mid pool fraction boxes,
very little TCE-DNAPL (2.7 mL) was lost to dissolution and/or volatilization
between the first and last push-pull test.
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Figure 7.20 Comparison of high pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs are
shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares.
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Figure 7.21 Comparison of high pool fraction bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTC tails for each experiment. The fast-fast BTCs
are shown in diamonds; the slow-fast in circles; the fast-slow in squares. Note the
y-axis is log scale.
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7.6 – Pool Fraction Comparison

In Figures 7.22 – 7.27 the push-pull BTCs are plotted to show the effect of
pool fraction for each injection/extraction flow rate combination. As can be seen
in Figures 7.26 and 7.27, the fast-slow test produces almost the same BTC for
each tracer, especially 2-octanol. Even the tails of these BTCs are similar, and do
not distinguish between pool dominated and ganglia dominated source zones.
The slow-fast test shows slight differences among the three tests. In the early part
of the BTCs, the 2-octanol signals separate in order, low, mid, high pool fraction.
However, the shapes are too similar to conclusively differentiate between pool
fractions. The 2-octanol tails show no separation, indicating that tailing is not as
dependent on pool fraction as was hypothesized before conducting these tests.
The amount of TCE-DNAPL used to create these source zones (~30 mL) is
relatively small; it maybe that the approximately 10 additional milliliters of
pooled TCE in the high pool fraction box (compared to the low pool fraction box)
does not appreciably increase tailing.
Interestingly, it appears that the fast-fast test (Figures 7.22 and 7.23) is as
good as, or better, than the other push-pull tests at distinguishing between the
three boxes. The fast-fast 2-octanol data sets are the only BTCs that show a
difference between all three pool fractions. The low pool fraction 1-pentanol and
1-hexanol signals are strongly influenced by the flow field.
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Figure 7.22 Comparison of fast-fast experiments across all three pool fractions.
Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d)
BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool fraction
in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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Figure 7.23 Comparison of fast-fast experiment tails across all three pool
fractions. Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol
(d) BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool
fraction in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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Figure 7.24 Comparison of slow-fast experiments across all three pool fractions.
Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d)
BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool fraction
in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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Figure 7.25 Comparison of fast-slow experiments across all three pool fractions.
Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d)
BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool fraction
in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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Figure 7.26 Comparison of slow-fast experiment tails across all three pool
fractions. Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol
(d) BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool
fraction in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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Figure 7.27 Comparison of fast-slow experiment tails across all three pool
fractions. Figure includes bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol
(d) BTCs. The low pool fraction BTCs are shown in diamonds; the mid pool
fraction in squares; the high pool fraction in circles.
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It is therefore difficult to determine whether the 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol low
pool fraction box curves differ from those of the mid and high pool fraction boxes
solely due to the difference in flow field, or if tracer/DNAPL interactions are also
causing these differences. The 2-octanol signal will also be affected by the flow
field, but should be more strongly affected by interactions with the TCE-DNAPL
than 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol.
Interestingly, for the fast-fast tests (Figures 7.22 and 7.23), the high pool
fraction 2-octanol BTC falls between that of the low and mid pool fraction boxes.
This, along with the fact that the other flow rate combinations are unable to
distinguish between pool fractions, indicates that pool fraction may not be the
metric that should be measured with these push-pull tests. As was discussed
earlier in this chapter, the saturation distribution of the mid pool fraction box
immediately preceding the fast-fast test is quite different than those of the other
boxes (including the initial mid pool fraction source zone). The mid pool fraction
source zone prior to the fast-fast test is characteristic of a late time source zone
with the TCE-DNAPL grouped in five main locations without connection
between the areas. The other source zones are more characteristic of early time
source zones where the TCE-DNAPL high saturation areas are linked together
with highly spread DNAPL ganglia. This difference in source zone connectivity,
and not the differences in pool fraction, may be the reason for the differences seen
among the fast-fast test results.
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7.7 – Discussion

7.7.1 - Temporal Moments
In order for push-pull tests to be useful in quantifying source zone
architecture metrics, it is important to be able to interpret the BTCs using
modeling or another quantitative method. As described in Chapter 1 of this
dissertation, the method of moments is one of the traditional methods used to
analyze partitioning tracer tests.

Davis et al. (2002) describe the use of

normalized first moments of the partitioning and non-partitioning tracers are to
estimate retardation coefficients from push-pull tests:
M 1p
R  np
M1

(7.1)

(Note the similarity to equation 1.4 for PITT tests. For the push-pull test is not
necessary to correct for pulse width). As was done in Chapter 6, Section 6.3,
saturation was estimated using the measured partition coefficient and the
estimated retardation factor. Shown in tables 7.8 – 7.10 are the saturation and
TCE-DNAPL volume estimates determined for each tracer, each test and each
box using the method of moments.
Similar to the pooled box in Chapter 6, in all but one of the 27 estimates (3
boxes x 3 tests x 3 partitioning tracers) the source zone saturation was
underestimated. This underestimation is common in heterogeneous source zones
(e.g. Annable et al., 1998a; Brooks et al., 2002; Hartog et al., 2010) and is
attributed to flow bypassing of high saturation zones. Here we can see that
estimates of total TCE-DNAPL volume vary from 12 – 91% of the actual volume.
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In this system, 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol (in five cases) provide less
reliable estimates of saturation because they do not experience enough
partitioning. Jin et al. (1997) recommend that retardation coefficients lie between
1.2 and 4.0 to obtain the best overall saturation estimates. This may explain why
1-pentanol frequently gives the least accurate estimate; the difference between the
first normalized moment of 1-pentanol and that of bromide is so unsubstantial that
noise in the data can have a large effect on the saturation estimation. For each
experiment, the 2-octanol retardation coefficient lies within the recommended
range, and therefore is taken to give the best estimate of saturation.
Applying the method of moments to the 2-octanol data results in
estimations of 67 – 76% of the measured total volume for the low pool fraction
box, 39 – 64 % for the mid pool fraction box and 60 – 61% for the high pool
fraction box. Since the equilibrium assumption is incorporated into the method of
moment analysis, it is unsurprising that it performs best for the low pool fraction
box. The test on which the method of moments shows the poorest performance is
the mid pool fraction fast-fast test.

As discussed previously, this test was

conducted after approximately half of the original DNAPL mass had dissolved
from the source zone. If the results of the mid pool fraction fast-fast test are left
out of the analysis, the method of moments appears to perform similarly on the
mid and high pool fraction source zones. Though the method of moments does
perform fairly well in a few of the cases examined herein, the overall performance
does not give accurate estimations of source zone DNAPL volume.
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Table 7.8 Method of moment estimations of overall TCE-DNAPL saturation and
volume for the low pool fraction box. Also included are the measured TCEDNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Low Pool Fraction
Test

Fast‐
Fast

Tracer

Estimated
R

Estimated
DNAPL Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL Vol.
(mL)

Measured
DNAPL Sat.*

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)*

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

1.0
1.3

0.6%
1.4%

10.9
25.4

1.8%
1.8%

33.0
33.0

3.0
1.3%
23.6
1.8%
33.0
0.9
NA
NA
1.6%
27.9
1‐Pentanol
Slow‐
1.1
0.6%
10.2
1.6%
27.9
1‐Hexanol
Fast
2.6
1.1%
18.7
1.6%
27.9
2‐Octanol
1.0
0.7%
12.2
1.2%
20.5
1‐Pentanol
Fast‐
1.1
0.8%
13.9
1.2%
20.5
1‐Hexanol
Slow
2.4
0.9%
15.5
1.2%
20.5
2‐Octanol
* Measured DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to
both DNAPL dissolution between experiments and the swept volume (which is
equal to the tracer pulse volume). After the first push-pull test, measured DNAPL
volumes are calculated using light transmission.
2‐Octanol
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Table 7.9 Method of moment estimations of overall TCE-DNAPL saturation and
volume for the mid pool fraction box. Also included are the measured TCEDNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Mid Pool Fraction
Test

Fast‐
fast

Tracer

Estimated
R

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL Sat.*

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)*

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

1.0
1.0

NA
0.1%

NA
1.9

0.8%
0.8%

15.1
15.1

1.5
0.3%
5.8
0.8%
15.1
NA
NA
1.4%
30.8
1‐Pentanol 0.9
Slow‐
1.1
0.7%
15.3
1.4%
30.8
1‐Hexanol
Fast
2.4
0.9%
19.7
1.4%
30.8
2‐Octanol
NA
NA
1.2%
24.9
1‐Pentanol 1.0
Fast‐
1.1
0.5%
10.4
1.2%
24.9
1‐Hexanol
Slow
1.9
0.6%
12.5
1.2%
24.9
2‐Octanol
* Measured DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to
both DNAPL dissolution between experiments and the swept volume (which is
equal to the tracer pulse volume). After the first push-pull test, measured DNAPL
volumes are calculated using light transmission.
2‐Octanol
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Table 7.10 Method of moment estimations of overall TCE-DNAPL saturation
and volume for the high pool fraction box. Also included are the measured TCEDNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

High Pool Fraction
Test

Fast‐
Fast

Tracer

Estimated
R

Estimated
DNAPL Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL Vol.
(mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.*

Measured
DNAPL Vol.
(mL)*

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

1.0
1.2

1.0%
1.0%

17.8
17.8

1.8%
1.8%

32.1
32.1

2‐Octanol

2.7
1.1
1.3

1.1%
2.3%
1.8%

19.6
37.0
29.0

1.8%
2.0%
2.0%

32.1
31.9
31.9

2.8
1.1
1.2

1.2%
1.4%
1.1%

19.3
24.4
19.2

2.0%
1.8%
1.8%

31.9
29.4
29.4

1‐Pentanol

Slow‐
1‐Hexanol
Fast
2‐Octanol

Fast‐
Slow

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

2.5
1.0%
17.4
1.8%
29.4
* Measured DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to
both DNAPL dissolution between experiments and the swept volume (which is
equal to the tracer pulse volume). After the first push-pull test, measured DNAPL
volumes are calculated using light transmission.
2‐Octanol
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7.7.2 - Equilibrium Push-Pull Model
Another common method for analyzing push-pull tracer tests is to use an
analytical solution to examine the data (Istok et al., 2002). It is important to note
that the geometry in many push-pull studies (e.g. Schroth et al., 2001; Istok et al.,
2002) has a radial flow field. Therefore, the analytical solutions found in these
works were developed for radial or cylindrical coordinate systems. The
experiments conducted for this work were completed in rectangular 2-D aquifer
cells so that light transmission could be used to more accurately estimate pool
fraction.

Therefore an analytical push-pull model developed by Gelhar and

Collins (1971) was employed to model the BTCs in this rectangular geometry.
The analytical solution is as follows:



C 1
 erfc 

C0 2
  4
  x max






1/ 2


 
 2  1  Vext    
 V  

inj  


 
Vext
1
Vinj

(7.2)

where α is the dispersivity [L] and xmax is the maximum travel distance of each
tracer [L]. For bromide, the xmax is taken to be Vinj divided by the aquifer cell
cross sectional area and the porosity (Istok et al., 2002).

For each of the

partitioning tracers, xmax is the maximum travel distance of bromide, divided by
the partitioning tracer retardation coefficient.

Assumptions implicit in this

analytical solution include equilibrium partitioning, uniform flow field, and a
uniform distribution of DNAPL saturation.
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The analytical solution is fit to the bromide data to determine dispersivity
(). This dispersivity is used in all subsequent fits of the partitioning tracer data
to obtain the value of xmax that corresponds to each tracer. All fits are carried out
by minimizing the sum of squared error between the data and the BTC produced
by the analytical model.

Essentially, this model determines the apparent

dispersion of each partitioning tracer compared to the dispersion observed in the
breakthrough of the non-partitioning tracer (bromide). All of the excess spreading
in the partitioning tracers is assumed to result from equilibrium interactions
between the partitioning tracer and DNAPL.

Under this assumption, the

retardation coefficient for each tracer can be calculated as:


Br
xmax
R  part
xmax

(7.3)



Br
part
is the bromide xmax and xmax
is the xmax of the partitioning tracer. The
where xmax

overall average saturation can be estimated:
Sn 

R 1
K  R 1

(7.4)

Ci
p

Though tracer partitioning at the fast flow rate (and possibly 2-octanol at
the slow flow rate) is occurring under nonequilibrium conditions, it is of interest
to see how well the analytical solution is able to reproduce the BTCs since
partitioning tracer tests are often assumed to occur at equilibrium. The results of
this analysis are visually similar among the nine push-pull tests, therefore only the
best predictions (mid pool fraction fast-fast test) and the worst predictions (low
pool fraction fast-fast test) are shown, in Figures 7.28 and 7.29, respectively.
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Figure 7.28 Equilibrium modeling of mid pool fraction fast-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation (dashed).
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Figure 7.29 Equilibrium modeling of low pool fraction fast-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation (dashed).
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Table 7.11 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the low pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Low Pool Fraction

Test

Tracer

FastFast

Bromide
1-Pentanol
1-Hexanol
2-Octanol

SlowFast

Bromide
1-Pentanol
1-Hexanol
2-Octanol

FastSlow

Bromide
1-Pentanol
1-Hexanol

Fit
alpha
(cm)

Sum of
Squared
Error1

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol.
(mL)2

0.9
-

0.02
0.19
0.38
2.98

46.3%
37.5%
14.0%

841
681
254

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

32.5
32.5
32.5
32.5

1.0
-

0.25
0.39
0.50
2.29

26.1%
18.2%
15.6%

443
309
265

1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

27.9
27.9
27.9
27.9

1.1
-

0.02
0.03
0.05
1.26

9.8%
11.5%
9.5%

170
200
165

1.2%
1.2%
1.2%
1.2%

20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5

2-Octanol
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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Table 7.12 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the mid pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Mid Pool Fraction

Test

Tracer

Fast‐
Fast

Bromide

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)2

0.03
0.02
0.07
0.63

‐
10.3%
10.2%
7.4%

‐
200
198
144

0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1

1‐Hexanol

0.8
‐
‐

0.08
0.06
0.17

‐
19.9%
19.5%

436
427

1.4%
1.4%
1.4%

30.8
30.8
30.8

2‐Octanol

‐

1.87

17.2%

376

1.4%

30.8

Bromide

0.5
‐
‐

0.04
0.28
0.27

‐
51.6%
47.0%

1074
978

1.4%
1.4%
1.4%

30.8
30.8
30.8

1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol
Bromide
1‐Pentanol

Fast‐
Slow

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

0.4
‐
‐
‐

1‐Pentanol

Slow‐
Fast

Fit
Sum of Estimated
DNAPL
alpha Squared
Sat.
(cm)
Error1

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

‐
1.01
24.0%
1.4%
2‐Octanol
500
30.8
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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Table 7.13 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the high pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

High Pool Fraction

Test

Tracer

Fast‐
Fast

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Slow‐
Fast

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Fast‐
Slow

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

Fit
alpha
(cm)

Sum of
Squared
Error1

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)2

0.2
‐
‐
‐

0.02
0.05
0.09
0.92

‐
25.6%
38.2%
37.4%

‐
334
680
666

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

32.1
32.1
32.1
32.1

0.5
‐
‐
‐

0.04
0.03
0.06
0.98

‐
13.4%
19.2%
12.9%

‐
216
309
208

2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

31.9
31.9
31.9
31.9

0.4
‐
‐

0.02
0.04
0.13

‐
18.8%
23.8%

‐
328
415

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

29.4
29.4
29.4

22.2%
387
1.8%
29.4
‐
0.73
2‐Octanol
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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All results of this analysis are shown below in Tables 7.11 – 7.13. The complete
set of analytical modeling results can be viewed in Appendix 1, Figures A1.1 –
A1.9.
As demonstrated in Figures 7.28 and 7.29, the analytical solution can only
produce symmetric BTCs. Generally, predictions of 1-pentanol BTCs using the
fit dispersivity and measured source zone saturation capture the data. However,
the model is unable to capture the degree of excess spreading present in the 1hexanol BTCs using the measured saturation. In Tables 7.11 – 7.13 it is shown
that fitting the analytical solution to the 1-hexanol BTCs results in DNAPL source
zone saturation estimates that are 10-40 times larger than actual saturations. It
appears in Figure 7.28 that the analytical solution provides a good prediction of
the mid pool fraction fast-fast 1-hexanol BTC; however, the best fit saturation
corresponds to a TCE-DNAPL source zone volume of 200 mL which is
approximately 13 times the amount of TCE-DNAPL present in the actual source
zone.
Though fitting the analytical solution to the 1-hexanol data provides gross
over estimates of saturation, the model is capable of capturing the shape of the 1hexanol data sets (note the low sum of squared errors in Tables 7.11-7.13).
Model performance is worse for the 2-octanol BTCs. Here, the analytical solution
is unable to capture the shape of the asymmetric 2-octanol BTCs, no matter how
high a saturation value is used. The shape of the BTC in Figure 7.29, which is
more representative of the other 7 BTCs (Appendix 1), is especially different
from the BTCs produced by the analytical solution.
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The analytical solution

always produces curves that breakthrough at Vext/Vinj = 1. Increasing saturation
only increases the excess dispersion of the BTC, as shown in Figure 7.30.
Because of this inability capture the shape of the 2-octanol BTC, the saturation
predictions using the 2-octanol data shown in Tables 7.11 – 7.13 are relatively
meaningless.
It should be noted that the model appears to perform better for the mid
pool fraction fast-fast 2-octanol BTC (Figure 7.29) because only about half of the
vertical source zone domain contains TCE-DNAPL. Therefore, most of the tracer
mass by-passes the DNAPL, resulting in a more symmetrical BTC. Though
fitting the saturation allows the analytical solution to produce a BTC that has a
similar shape to the mid pool fraction fast-fast BTC, the fitted saturation is 9
times larger than the actual saturation.
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Figure 7.30 Effect of increasing saturation on 2-octanol BTCs generated
by the analytical solution. 2.0%, 10.0% and 20.0% saturations are shown
in the dashed line, solid line and dot dashed line, respectively. Also
included is the low pool fraction, fast-fast, 2-octanol data set (triangles).
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Over estimation of NAPL saturations when using the analytical solution to
interpret data from push-pull partitioning tracer tests has also been noted in other
studies. Davis et al. (2002) found that the analytical solution resulted in average
saturation estimations that were 3-4 times higher than the actual overall
saturation, but did not offer an explanation of the overestimation. Istok et al.
(2002) also found that applying the analytical solution to push-pull BTC resulted
in an overestimation of average saturation, but did not report the magnitude of the
overestimates. Istok et al. (2002) did, however, suggest that the overestimation is
due to kinetic processes that are not accounted for in the analytical solution.
A closer examination of the analytical solution shows that estimates of
saturation are very sensitive to the slope of the BTC.

To demonstrate this

sensitivity, the 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol BTCs from the high pool fraction, fastslow test are shown below in Figure 7.31, as a representative data set. Note here
that because the analytical solution was unable to capture the shape of the 2octanol BTCs, the analysis the sensitivity of saturation estimates to the slope of
the BTC focuses on 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol.
Three different fits are shown for each data set in Figure 7.31 (recall fits
adjust the xmax parameter in the analytical model): (i) xmax fit to the entire BTC (0
≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3); (ii) xmax fit to the early portion of the BTC (0 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 1); and
(iiii) xmax fit to the late portion of the BTC (1 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3).

Estimated

saturations for these fits are shown in Table 7.14. Because the 1-pentanol BTC is
slightly asymmetrical (Figure 7.31a) three different saturation estimates, 0.14,
0.29, and 0.02, are obtained when fitting using methods i, ii and iii, respectively.
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Table 7.14 Estimated average TCE-DNAPL saturation for the high pool fraction
fast-slow test. Estimates are conducted by fitting the analytical solution to 3
sections of each 1-pentanol and 1-hexanol BTC.
Estimates of Overall Saturation
1-pentanol BTC
1-hexanol BTC
Fitting from 0 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3
0.14
0.20
Fitting from 0 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 1
0.29
0.28
Fitting from 1 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3
0.02
0.06
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Figure 7.31 1-pentanol (panel a) and 1-hexanol (panel b) BTCs from the high
pool fraction fast-slow test. Included in this figure are BTCs produced from the
analytical solution when it is fit to the early portion of the BTC, 0 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 1,
(short dash) , late portion of the BTC, 1 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3, (long dash) and whole
BTC, 0 ≤ Vext/Vinj ≤ 3, (dotted).
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The actual overall saturation is 0.02. Visually, these three curves are quite similar,
but only the fit to the later portion of the curve correctly estimats the overall
saturation. Estimation using the early part of the BTC results in a saturation
estimate that is 14.5 times greater than estimation using the later part of the BTC.
The variability in saturation estimated using 1-pentanol is partially due to the
relatively, weaker partitioning with TCE-DNAPL (partition coefficient is 4.2).
Because the analytical solution is incapable of describing the transport of
2-octanol, the tracer that offers the strongest partitioning, the influence of
partition coefficient on the variability of the saturation estimates obtained from
the analytical solution must be examined by comparing data and simulations for
1-hexanol to those of 1-pentanol.

The influence of the partition coefficient can

be observed in the form of greater separation between the three 1-hexanol fits (as
compared to the separation between the three fits to the 1-pentaonl data).
Interestingly, the sensitivity of the model to the slope of the BTC is similar for 1hexanol (partition coefficient of 17.4). Saturation estimates are 0.20, 0.28, and
0.06 using methods i, ii and iii, respectively (Table 7.14). Note that the 1-hexanol
BTC has greater asymmetry than the 1-pentanol BTC, and that again, the fit to the
later portion of the BTC provides a reasonable estimation of the overall
saturation. Fits to the entire BTC and early portion of the BTC, however, result in
very poor estimates of the overall saturation. The asymmetry and sensitivity of
the model to the slope of the BTC seem to result in large over estimations of the
average overall saturation. Asymmetry in the BTCs obtained in the experiments
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described herein likely results from non-equilibrium mass transfer and nonuniform DNAPL saturation. These are explored further using a linear driving
force expression within a numerical model (see Section 7.7.4 and Chapter 8).

7.7.3 – Comparison of Method of Moments and Analytical Solution for
Interpretation of Push-pull Partitioning Tracer Tests
In Section 7.7.1, the method of moments (Jin et al., 1995) was applied to
each BTC to produce saturation estimates that underestimate the actual
saturations. The contrast produced when comparing the saturations estimated via
the moment analyses (underestimation) with those produced when using the
analytical solution (overestimation) is particularly curious. Underestimation of
saturations using the method of moments is commonly seen when PITTs are
conducted in heterogeneous source zones (e.g. Annable et al., 1998a; Brooks et
al., 2002; Hartog et al., 2010) and has also been seen when using the push-pull
flow scheme (Davis et al., 2002). This underestimation is attributed to flow
bypassing of high saturation areas.
Jin et al. (1995) describe the development of the method of moments.
This method is derived from calculations of mean residence time of tracers
flowing through a packed bed. A retardation coefficient can be calculated from
the first moments of the partitioning and non-partitioning tracer BTCs.
average overall saturation is then calculated using Equation 7.4.

An

Here, the

simplifying assumptions are linear, equilibrium partitioning of the tracers between
the aqueous and NAPL phases. Unlike the analytical solution, the assumption of
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a uniform NAPL distribution is not implicit in the method of moments, though the
technique is only capable of estimating an overall saturation. Additionally, the
method of moments is less sensitive than the analytical solution to the slope of the
BTCs. For example, the bromide curves with the steepest slope (α = 0.2 cm, high
PF, fast-fast test) and the flattest slope (α = 1.1 cm, low PF, fast-slow test) are
displayed in Figure 7.32. Note that the low PF fast-slow test has an alpha value
that is 5.5 times that of the high PF, fast-fast test. However, the ratio of first
moments for these bromide BTCs is approximately 1.1 (moments are 0.54 and
0.51 for the low PF fast-slow test and high PF, fast-fast test, respectively). This
result should be expected because it is the second moment that considers the
influence of dispersion, with a direct relationship readily attainable when the BTC
is characteristic of normally distributed exit ages (Weber and DiGiano, 1996).
Essentially the fact that the method of moments relies upon ratios of mean
residence times, and not ratios of apparent dispersion, produces the superior
performance in comparison to the analytical solution.

Moreover, it is

hypothesized that the reliance of the analytical solution on a uniform distribution
of DNAPL saturation is a critical reason the analytical solution performs so
poorly in compassion to the method of moments for these experiments. Nonuniformities in the DNAPL distribution serve to increase the asymmetry of the
partitioning tracer breakthrough curve (see chapter 8), and thus, only exacerbate
the inaccuracy of the estimating overall saturation based upon apparent
dispersion. The method of moments, while superior to the analytical solution,
still offers a poor prediction of DNAPL saturation for the experiments described
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Figure 7.32 Bromide BTCs for the low pool fraction, fast-slow test (circles) and
the high pool fraction, fast-fast test (triangles). Also shown are the fits of the
analytical solution to each BTC.
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herein. The poor performance of the method of moments is thought to relate to
the assumption of equilibrium partitioning, when mass transfer is kinetic in these
experiments. Most field tests will be conducted using velocities similar to those
employed here because it is impractical to use slow flow if multiple, small scale
tests are to be conducted as part of a source zone characterization protocol.
Therefore, it is recommended that the analytical model be avoided, and any use of
the method of moments recognize that DNAPL saturation may be underestimated.

7.7.4 - Linear Driving Force Model
The numerical linear driving force model employed to examine the pooled
box source zone in Chapter 6 was used to examine the push-pull BTCs generated
in herein. To model these experiments, the model was modified to account for the
push-pull flow field. Based upon the results of Chapter 6, the Nambi and Powers
(2003) correlation was employed to estimate partitioning tracer mass transfer
coefficients. For all nine push-pull tests, the model domain was constructed from
light transmission results that measured the exact packing structure and TCEDNAPL distribution. Dispersivity was fit (Table 7.15) to each bromide data set
using a nonlinear least-squares curve fitting technique, the lsqcurvefit function, in
Matlab 2010.

Alcohol tracer BTCs were predicted based on these fitted

dispersivity values and the measured partition coefficients (Chapter 4).
Linear driving force model predictions are shown in Figures 7.33 – 7.41
for all nine tracer tests on both linear and log scales. The sum of squared error of
the model predictions are shown for each test in Table 7.16. Unlike the analytical
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solution, the linear driving force model is able to predict the excess spreading of
the 1-hexanol BTCs (Figures 7.33 – 7.41). Additionally, the simulations capture
the nonsymmetrical shape of each 2-octanol BTC, including the mid pool
fraction, fast-fast 2-octanol BTC (Figure 7.36), which has a different shape than
all the other 2-octanol BTCs. The model is not only able to predict the general
shape of the 2-octanol BTC; in most cases, simulations accurately capture the
subtle inflection points seen in the data (most easily seen in Figures 7.36, 7.39,
7.41).
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Figure 7.33 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-fast test in the low pool fraction box for bromide (a
and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.34 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the slow-fast test in the low pool fraction box for bromide (a
and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.35 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-slow test in the low pool fraction box for bromide (a
and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.36 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-fast test in the mid pool fraction box for bromide (a
and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.37 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the slow-fast test in the mid pool fraction box for bromide
(a and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.38 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-slow test in the mid pool fraction box for bromide
(a and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.39 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-fast test in the high pool fraction box for bromide (a
and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.40 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the slow-fast test in the high pool fraction box for bromide
(a and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Figure 7.41 Comparison of linear driving force push-pull simulations to
experimental data for the fast-slow test in the high pool fraction box for bromide
(a and e), 1-pentanol (b and f), 1-hexanol (c and g) and 2-octanol (d and h).
Bromide simulation is fit to the data to obtain dispersivity, all partitioning
simulations are predictive. Note the use of the extended x-axis and log-scale yaxis in panels e-h.
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Table 7.15 Fitted dispersivities and squared residual from the least squares fitting
of all nine push-pull bromide data sets.
Box
Test
Fitted
Squared
Dispersivity
Residual
(cm)
Low PF
Fast-Fast
3.20
0.086
Slow-Fast
0.10
0.008
Fast-Slow
0.73
0.031
Mid PF
Fast-Fast
0.10
0.027
Slow-Fast
0.83
0.002
Fast-Slow
0.10
0.021
High PF
Fast-Fast
0.21
0.049
Slow-Fast
0.16
0.006
Fast-Slow
0.12
0.027
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Table 7.16 Sum of squared error between laboratory BTCs and 2-D linear driving
force model predictions for each partitioning tracer in all nine push-pull tests.
Low Pool Fraction

Mid Pool Fraction

High Pool Fraction

FastFast

SlowFast

FastSlow

FastFast

SlowFast

FastSlow

FastFast

SlowFast

FastSlow

1-pentanol 0.35

0.59

0.56

0.03

0.04

0.23

0.10

0.02

0.01

1-hexanol

0.50

0.60

0.48

0.03

0.07

0.19

0.13

0.01

0.02

2-octanol

0.73

0.50

0.28

0.16

0.12

0.28

0.03

0.02

0.02
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The linear driving force model has the most difficulty predicting the low
pool fraction fast-fast and the slow-fast tests (Table 7.16 and Figures 7.33 – 7.34).
As discussed previously, these two tests have a slightly different flow fields
resulting in a bromide BTCs that are not smooth like the other bromide curves,
but have inflection points around Vext/Vinj =1.

This inflection point is then

accentuated in each of the partitioning tracer BTCs. Since the bromide curves in
these two tests are not adequately captured, it is unsurprising that predictions of
the corresponding partitioning tracer data have more error than the other tests.
One possibility here is that the use of a confined flow model does not allow for
any changes in flow field that may have produced the inflection in the bromide
signal. The model is, however, able to capture the overall shape of each BTC.
The numerical modeling results show that the linear driving force model,
employing the Nambi and Powers (2003) correlation, outperforms analytical
solution. It is of interest to determine which of the simplifying assumptions in the
analytical solution causes its poor performance relative to the linear driving force
model. Again, these assumptions include: uniform packing distribution, uniform
DNAPL distribution, equilibrium partitioning, and no permeability reduction due
to the presence of the DNAPL. The influence of each assumption was examined
individually, and in all combinations to determine which assumption(s) causes the
poor performance of the analytical solution. The packing distribution can be
changed from the exact distribution determined by light transmission analysis to a
simple uniform distribution comprising the background 40-50 mesh sand.
Similarly, the complex TCE-DNAPL architecture can be replaced with a
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uniformly saturated domain having the same total mass as that measured in the
heterogeneous saturation distribution.

The model can be run with assuming

equilibrium interactions between the partitioning tracers and the DNAPL, instead
of the linear driving force kinetics employed above. Lastly the reduction in
relative permeability calculated the correlation developed by Kaluarachichi and
Parker (1992) can be replaced with krw = 1.
The parameters corresponding to two tests, the high pool fraction, fast-fast
test and the mid pool fraction fast-fast test used for each simulation. The analysis
was conducted for 2-octanol because the strong partitioning of 2-octanol can best
illustrate the influence of each assumption.

The high pool fraction fast-fast

parameters were chosen because this test resulted in a 2-octanol BTC most like
the other push-pull tests.

Contrastingly, the mid pool fraction fast-fast test

resulted in a 2-octanol BTC least like the other 2-octanol BTCs.
Results of this analysis, with the 2-octanol data included for reference, are
shown in Figure 7.42 and 7.43.

Simulations examining the effects of relative

permeability reductions are not included in either because this parameter has no
visual influence on results.

Additionally, including the actual permeability

distribution (as opposed to a uniform distribution) does not appreciably change
the BTC; therefore, only one BTC produced using a uniform permeability
distribution is shown.
The analytical solution (using the actual average saturation) is included in
Figures 7.42 and 7.43 so that deviations from the analytical model can be easily
seen. It is important to note here that the analytical solution is 1-D while the
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numerical model is 2-D.

For each test, a 2-D simulation that included the

principal simplifying assumptions inherent in the analytical model (uniform
permeability, uniform DNAPL distribution, equilibrium partitioning) was
conducted. The results are very close to the analytical solution (Figures 7.42 and
7.43).

The slight deviations between this 2-D simulation and the analytical

solution are most likely due to the inclusion of vertical dispersivity in the 2-D
model. Since the 2-D simulation that includes each simplifying assumption is
almost identical to the analytical solution, the differences seen when simplifying
assumptions are removed can be attributed to the assumptions themselves, and not
to differences in dimensionality of the model.
As mentioned previously, including the actual permeability distribution
has little effect on the BTC, as this can be seen by comparing the two BTCs
generated using a uniform saturation distribution and equilibrium partitioning
(Figures 7.42 and 7.43).

Caution should be employed, however, when

extrapolating this result to field sites where the geometry is likely to be more
heterogeneous and more influential than in these aquifer cells. Interestingly, the
simulation that includes the actual saturation distribution, but assumes equilibrium
partitioning produces a BTC that can capture the general shape and asymmetric
nature characteristic of both 2-octanol curves. In contrast, the simulation that
includes kinetic partitioning, but assumes a uniform DNAPL distribution is able
to capture the general shape of the high pool fraction fast-fast BTC, but not the
BTC from the mid pool fraction fast-fast test. These results suggest that these
BTCs are strongly linked to source zone DNAPL distribution. The source zone
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corresponding to the high pool fraction fast-fast test (Figure 7.16 I) has much
more spreading of TCE-DNAPL in the source zone than that of the mid pool
fraction fast-fast test (Figure 7.9 III). The uniform saturation distribution also has
a lot of spreading, which may explain the better performance of the uniform
saturation assumption in describing the high pool 2-octanol data. The best results
occur when both the actual saturation distribution and kinetic transport are
included in the model. As discussed above, this allows the model to capture even
the slight perturbations seen in the data.
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Figure 7.42 Influence of simplifying assumptions inherent in the push-pull
analytical solution. 2-octanol data from the high pool fraction fast-fast test are
shown in open triangles as a representative data set. The analytical solution is
shown as a solid red line. Five numerical simulation results are shown: uniform
permeability, uniform saturation, equilibrium (dotted, green); actual permeability,
uniform saturation, equilibrium (short-dash, black); actual permeability, uniform
saturation, kinetic (dot-dash, blue); actual permeability, actual saturation,
equilibrium (long-dash, orange); actual permeability, actual saturation, kinetic
(solid, black).
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Figure 7.43 Influence of simplifying assumptions inherent in the push-pull
analytical solution. 2-octanol data from the mid pool fraction fast-fast test are
shown in open triangles as a representative data set. The analytical solution is
shown as a solid red line. Five numerical simulation results are shown: uniform
permeability, uniform saturation, equilibrium (dotted, green); actual permeability,
uniform saturation, equilibrium (short-dash, black); actual permeability, uniform
saturation, kinetic (dot-dash, blue); actual permeability, actual saturation,
equilibrium (long-dash, orange); actual permeability, actual saturation, kinetic
(solid, black).
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7.8 – Conclusions

Focus in this chapter is placed on quantifying tracer transport in source
zones of heterogeneous saturation distribution. Push-pull tests were conducted in
three source zones of low, mid and high pool fraction. Three combinations of fast
and slow flow rates were employed to determine if the difference in transport time
scales between ganglia and pools can be manipulated to differentiate pool
dominated source zones from ganglia dominated source zones. Results indicate
that all three flow rate combinations (fast injection, fast extraction; slow injection,
fast extraction; fast injection, slow extraction) provide similar BTCs. As slow
flow rates are costly (in both time and money) to run in the field, it is beneficial
that the fast push, fast pull test provides the same results as the other two flow rate
combinations.
Results also showed that the push-pull tracer tests do not appear to be
sensitive to pool fraction. However, the resulting BTCs are influenced by source
architecture. This is most easily seen in the 2-octanol signal from the mid pool
fraction fast-fast test, which is quite different from the other 2-octanol BTCs. The
source zone corresponding to the mid pool fraction fast-fast test is also the most
visually different source zone.
Two techniques commonly employed to estimate overall saturation from
partitioning tracer tests (method of temporal moments and the analytical solution
to the transport equation) were shown to have large errors in saturation
estimation. The method of temporal moments underestimates total source zone
volume by 9 – 88%. This is similar to what has been seen when temporal
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moments is employed in other heterogeneous source zones (e.g. Annable et al.,
1998a; Brooks et al., 2002; Hartog et al., 2010) and is attributed to flow bypassing
of high saturation zones. On the other hand, to capture the excess spreading seen
in the 1-hexanol signals, the analytical model estimates overall saturations that
10-40 times larger than the actual saturation. Additionally, the analytical solution
is completely unable to capture the early breakthrough and asymmetrical shapes
characteristic of all 2-octanol BTCs.
BTCs resulting from the nine push-pull tests were used to show that a 2-D
numerical linear driving force model employing the Nambi and Powers (2003)
mass transfer correlation, developed from NAPL pool dissolution studies, is able
to accurately reproduce partitioning tracer BTCs in these systems. This model
was used to show that the assumptions of equilibrium partitioning and uniform
saturation distribution are the two assumptions that prevent the analytical solution
from being able to capture the behavior of the higher partitioning tracers. Here it
was shown that a model assuming equilibrium partitioning, but including the
precise distribution of TCE-DNAPL was able to produce good predictions of 2octanol BTCs, again highlighting the relationship between push-pull BTCs and
source zone architecture. In the following chapter, focus is placed on identifying
the specific aspects of source zone architecture to which these BTCs are most
sensitive.
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CHAPTER 8 – 2-D MODELING ASSESSMENT OF PUSH-PULL CAPABILITIES
8.1 - Introduction

Results presented in Chapter 7 suggest that push-pull partitioning tracer
test BTCs are not particularly sensitive to pool fraction. These tests, however,
may be able to determine source zone characteristics in addition to overall
saturation. Therefore, Chapter 8 focuses on employing the numerical model used
to make accurate predictions of the experiments in Chapter 7 to determine what
information may be obtained from localized push pull partitioning tracer tests.
8.2 - Simulation Design

Forty simple source zones (Figure 8.1) were created to produce domains
with TCE-DNAPL source zones that vary in vertical and horizontal distribution,
distance of DNAPL to the injection/extraction well, total DNAPL mass, and local
TCE-DNAPL saturation. The model domain for the source zone is the same as
the aquifer cells used in Chapter 7 (44 cm x 100 cm). A dispersivity of 0.5 cm
was selected for use in all simulations as this value is representative of the
dispersivities fit to conservative tracer data in Chapter 7.
distribution was comprised of 40-50 mesh sand.

The permeability

The source zones were

artificially generated (as opposed to simulating the DNAPL spill) so that
comparisons between very specific source zone features can be made. Also
shown in Figure 8.1 are realization numbers (1 through 40) and the saturation
values of all grid cells that contain TCE-DNAPL. In each realization (except for
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Figure 8.1 Representations of the 40 source zones examined with the 2-D pushpull model.
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realization 12) all cells in the domain containing DNAPL have the same
saturation value. This saturation value varies from realization to realization, but is
consistent within each realization. Realization 12 has an area of high saturation
within a region of low saturation, and therefore has two saturation values as
depicted in Figure 8.1. Based upon results described in Chapter 7, simulations
using these artificial DNAPL architectures focused on 2-octanol using a fast-fast
flow condition.
8.3 - Results

8.3.1 – Effect of Vertical Distribution on Push-Pull BTCs
The source zones presented in Figure 8.1 were first examined to determine
if push-pull tests are capable of distinguishing vertical differences in DNAPL
source zone architecture. Shown below, in Figure 8.2, are five BTCs resulting
from tests conducted in domains with 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the
vertical distribution containing TCE-DNAPL saturation (realizations 24 and 2932). These five source zones produce five distinct curves, suggesting the shape of
the BTC depends on the vertical distribution of DNAPL.

There are a few

important characteristics of these curves. First, there is in an inflection point early
in each BTC where the slope of the concentration signal levels out. The C/C0
value of this inflection point appears to decrease as more of the vertical domain is
occupied with DNAPL. Also, on some of the curves, there is a second inflection
point (around Vext/Vinj = 1.5) where concentrations level out and start to tail.
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Figure 8.2 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 24 (solid), 29 (short dash), 30 (dot dash), 31 (short dash) and 32
(dotted). Also included are the diagrams of the corresponding source zones.
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This inflection point is most obvious in domains where less of the vertical
dimension contains DNAPL, and is not present in domains where the vertical
dimension is completely filled with DNAPL. The BTCs shown in Figure 8.2
suggest that for the same horizontal distribution and distance from the
injection/extraction well, these push-pull tests respond to variations in the percent
of the vertical domain containing DNAPL saturation (%Z).
To further explore the concept of the vertical extent of DNAPL saturation,
%Z was examined in simulations when other aspects of the distribution, such as
variation in the horizontal distribution or DNAPL saturation are included. 2octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests in realizations 9, 10, 27 and 28 are
shown in Figure 8.3. The purpose of this figure is twofold: (i) to show the
influence of saturation on the BTCs (by comparing realizations 9, 27 and 28); and
(ii) to determine if a difference in horizontal distribution affects the initial
interpretations regarding %Z (by comparing realizations 9 and 10). When viewed
using a linear scale (panel a) there are no apparent differences in the realizations
produced with the same vertical and horizontal distribution, but different DNAPL
saturations (realizations 8, 27, 28). On a log-scale (panel b) separation within the
tails can be seen for simulations conducted with source zones having higher local
saturations. Overall however, it is difficult to distinguish between source zones
with the same vertical and horizontal distribution.
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Figure 8.3 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 9 (dotted), 10 (solid), 27 (long dash), and 28 (dot dash). Note that
BTCs for realization 27 and 28 are coincident and that panel b uses a larger x-axis
and a log-scale y-axis to show BTC tails. Also included are the diagrams of the
corresponding source zones.
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The BTC resulting from realization 10 is distinct from the other three at the initial
part of the BTC. Interestingly, this BTC meets the other curves right at the first
inflection point and all curves are very similar from that point on. Additionally,
each of these realizations has a %Z of 57; the resulting BTC shapes are similar to
realization 30 (Figure 8.2) where %Z=60, providing further evidence of %Z on
BTC shape.
In Figure 8.4 the effects of both slight changes in %Z and larger changes
in saturation are shown using the BTCs resulting from realizations 3-6.
Realizations 3 and 5 have the same saturation and overall TCE-DNAPL mass, but
differ slightly in shape. The same is true for realizations 4 and 6. Realizations 3
and 4 have the same rectangular shape, while realizations 5 and 6 have a square
shape that occupies an additional 9% of the vertical distribution. In Figure 8.4a it
can be seen that realizations with the same shape result in BTCs with similarities
in early time (around the first inflection point) and BTCs with the same saturation
are similar later in the BTC (around the second inflection point). The separation
due to differences in saturation is more prominent in the log-scale (Figure 8.4b) in
both the second inflection point and the strong tailing in the BTCs corresponding
to the higher saturation realizations.

Again, here it is seen that even slight

differences in %Z influence the BTCs, most visibly in the initial part of the BTC.
It should be noted here that the separation between the BTCs from realizations
with different vertical distributions shown in Figure 8.4 is likely too small to be
distinguished in a field test; however, the larger separations seen in Figure 8.2
could be detected in a field test.
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Figure 8.4 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 3 (solid), 4 (dashed), 5 (double solid), and 6 (double dash). Note that
panel b uses a larger x-axis and a log-scale y-axis to show BTC tails. Also
included are the diagrams of the corresponding source zones.
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8.3.2 – Effect of Horizontal Distribution on Push-Pull BTCs
Results from section 8.3.1 show that variations in vertical extent of the
TCE-DNAPL distribution may be detected in the BTCs from the push pull tests.
Moreover, results are shown in Figure 8.3 in which realization 10 has a different
horizontal distribution than the other three realizations suggests there is potential
for BTCs to elucidate the horizontal extent of DNAPL. To further examine the
influence of horizontal distribution, a series of simulations were conducted using
realizations 7, 8, and 21 (Figure 8.5).

These realizations all cover the entire

vertical domain (%Z =100), have the same TCE-DNAPL mass, have the same
distance from the injection/extraction well to the back edge of the DNAPL mass,
but differ in distance between the injection/extraction well and the front edge of
the DNAPL mass. These three realizations result in separated curves in the early
portion of the BTC, that all come together to form the same BTC at Vext/Vinj =
0.6.

These results show that the closer the DNAPL front to the

injection/extraction well, the earlier C/C0 concentrations drop from 1. Here it has
been established that push-pull tests can distinguish variations in horizontal
distribution when the location of the source zone front (relative to the
injection/extraction well) changes, but the location of the back of the source zone
remains constant. This leads to the next question: can the push-pull test detect
differences in horizontal distribution when the distance between the
injection/extraction well remains constant?
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Figure 8.5 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 7 (dashed), 8 (dotted), and 21 (solid). Also included are the diagrams
of the corresponding source zones.
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Shown in Figure 8.6 are push-pull BTCs resulting from realizations 38-40.
These distributions all have the same vertical distribution (%Z=40), and distance
between the injection/extraction well and DNAPL front. They differ in location
of the back end of the source zone and total TCE-DNAPL mass in the source
zone. In contrast to Figure 8.5, there is no visual difference among the three
BTCs. These results indicate that the distinct BTC fronts seen in Figure 8.5 are
only due to distance from the DNAPL front to the injection/extraction well and
not due to differences in horizontal distribution. The same results are seen in
Figure 8.7, where BTCs result from realizations with different vertical
distributions than those used to create BTCs in Figure 8.6. Again in Figure 8.7, it
can be seen that if the distance between the injection/extraction well remains
constant, the push-pull test cannot distinguish between different horizontal
distributions.
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Figure 8.6 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 38 (solid), 39 (dashed), and 40 (dotted). Also included are the
diagrams of the corresponding source zones.
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Figure 8.7 2-octanol BTCs resulting from push-pull tests conducted in
realizations 10 (dotted) and 39 (solid). Also included are the diagrams of the
corresponding source zones.
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8.4 - Discussion

8.4.1- Development of Simplified Regressions
Analysis of the results presented above, as well as BTCs produced by the
other 20 realizations not shown, indicates that three key aspects of the BTCs may
provide information on source zone architecture: i) the point at which C/C0
concentrations fall from a nominal value of 1.0; ii) the C/C0 value corresponding
to the first inflection point; iii) the C/C0 value corresponding to the second
inflection point. The following discussion attempts to pin point what information
on source zone architecture distribution can be gained from each of these aspects
of the BTC.
While exploring the ability of the push-pull test to distinguish variations in
horizontal distribution, it was observed that the closer the DNAPL front to the
injection/extraction well, the earlier in the BTC concentrations drop from a C/C0
of 1.0. 2-octanol should behave like a conservative tracer in the area between the
well and the DNAPL front (assuming no tracer/porous media interaction). The
reason for the C/C0 value to drop below 1.0 is either because enough tracer mass
has been pumped out of the system or because tracer interactions with the TCEDNAPL are causing retardation. The bromide signals of each of these curves (not
shown) drop from 1.0 much later than the 2-octanol curves; therefore, the early
drop in the 2-octanol must be related to tracer partitioning.
It may therefore be possible to estimate the distance from the
injection/extraction well to the TCE-DNAPL front using the Vext/Vinj value at
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which normalized concentration drops from 1. In this system the distance to the
DNAPL front would be calculated as:

D front

V




/ Vinj   Vinj
*

ext

(8.1)

An

where Dfront is the distance between the injection/extraction well and the DNAPL
front [L], (Vext/Vinj)* is the Vext/Vinj value at which normalized concentration
drops from 1.0 [-], and A is the cross sectional area of the 2-D system [L2].
This calculation was completed for all 40 realizations, using C/C0 = 0.980
to define the point at which normalized concentrations drop from 1.0.

The

relationship between Dfront and (Vext/Vinj)* is shown in Figure 8.8. A linear
regression of the data results in an R2 value of 0.88. However, the vertical lines
of data at distances of 15.0 and 18.5 cm indicate that (Vext/Vinj)* may also be
dependent on another variable.
Analysis of the 40 simulations indicated that saturation also has some
influence the drop from a normalized concentration of 1.0. Therefore a nonlinear
regression was performed to see if both saturation and Dfront can be used to better
describe the drop in normalized concentration. Predictions of (Vext/Vinj)* using
this nonlinear regression are shown in Figure 8.9. Here it can be seen that
including saturation improves the overall regression and removes the vertical
pattern in the data seen in Figure 8.8. The resulting regression equation (R2 =
0.94) is:

V

/ Vinj   (0.015  0.003)( D front ) ( 0.922 0.06 ) ( S n ) ( 0.174 0.04 )
*

ext
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(8.2)

Figure 8.8 Relationship between the (Vext/Vinj)* and Dfront. The data (diamonds),
regression line (solid) and 95% confidence intervals (dashed) are all displayed.
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Figure 8.9 Estimated vs. actual (Vext/Vinj)*. The predicted (Vext/Vinj)* was
calculated using the nonlinear regression employing both saturation and Dfront
(Eq 8.2). Shown in the solid line is the 1:1 slope, indicating where estimated
values equal actual values.
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where regressed values are shown as (value ± standard deviation). Results of this
regression indicate that the drop in normalized concentration is related to both
saturation and distance between the injection/extraction well and the DNAPL
source zone. It must be remembered that these regression results are only strictly
valid for the simplified systems used to develop the regression. Extrapolation of
results to field test BTC may be difficult due to increased heterogeneity,
analytical error in tracer analysis and less sharply defined DNAPL fronts.
The next feature which may hold information on the DNAPL architecture
is the inflection point that occurs in early time on all of the BTCs. Analysis of
each BTC suggested that the C/C0 value of the inflection point may depend on
%Z. This is most clearly demonstrated in Figure 8.2, where increasing %Z results
in decreased C/C0 value of the inflection point. In Figure 8.10, the relationship
between %Z and the C/C0 value of the inflection point is shown. A linear fit to
these data results in an R2 value of 0.95, showing that there is a relationship
between the amount of vertical space occupied by DNAPL and the location of the
inflection point. In Figure 8.10, it can be seen that a range of inflection point
C/C0 values (0.51 – 0.60) occurs when the entire vertical saturation is filled with
DNAPL. The realizations where %Z=100 were examined more closely to see if
the variation in inflection point was caused by either local saturation or total
DNAPL volume.

Results of these regressions indicated that no relationship

existed for either predictor. However, it appears that in these systems the C/C0
value of the inflection point allows for the estimation of the percent of the vertical
domain containing TCE-DNAPL.
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Figure 8.10 Relationship between %Z and the C/C0 value of the first inflection
point. The data (diamonds), regression line (solid) and 95% confidence intervals
(dashed) are all displayed.
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The final distinct feature in these BTC that may provide information on
source zone architecture is the inflection point that occurs further along the x-axis,
generally around a Vext/Vinj value of 1.3. The C/C0 value of this inflection point
appears to be dependent on both local saturation and %Z. In Figure 8.2, it can be
seen that as %Z increases, the C/C0 value of the inflection point increases and the
inflection point becomes less distinct until it is no longer visible in curves derived
from source zones where %Z = 100. Also, the inflection point C/C0 value tends
to be lower when the BTC is generated from a higher saturation source zone, as
demonstrated in Figure 8.4.

Three regressions are used to determine the

dependence of the C/C0 value of the second inflection point on saturation and %Z.
The first two are single variable regressions to determine how strongly saturation
and %Z individually relate to the inflection point. The third regression is a
nonlinear regression that includes both saturation and %Z as independent
variables. The resulting regression equations and squared correlation coefficients
are displayed in Table 8.1. Predictions of inflection point C/C0 value from each
regression are shown in Figure 8.11. It should be noted here that since all
realizations with DNAPL in the entire vertical domain do not have a second
inflection point, these three regressions were completed only on the BTCs from
the 24 realizations that have a second inflection point.
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Table 8.1 Regression equations and corresponding R2 values representing the
dependence of the C/C0 value of the second inflection point on saturation and %Z.
2
Independent
Regression Equation
R
Regression
Variables
Saturation
Y = (-0.17±0.03)(Sn) + (0.16±0.01)
0.63

%Z

Y = (0.23±0.03)(Z) + (0.03±0.01)

Saturation and %Z

Y = (0.09±0.02)(Sn

(-0.28±0.05)

0.78

(0.39±0.08)

)(Z

)

0.87

* Here “Y” is used to represent the C/C0 value of the second inflection point and Z = %Z/100.
**

All regressed values are shown as (value ± standard deviation)
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Figure 8.11 Predicted vs. actual C/C0 value of second inflection point. Results of
three regressions are shown: linear regression depending on saturation (triangles);
linear regression depending on %Z (square); nonlinear regression depending on
both saturation and %Z (circles). Shown in the solid line is the 1:1 slope,
indicating where estimated values equal actual values
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As can be seen in both Table 8.1 and Figure 8.11, the C/C0 value of the
second inflection point seems to have some dependence on both saturation and
%Z. The R2 values derived from regressing the inflection point against either
saturation or %Z are only 0.63 and 0.78, respectively. However, when combined
in the multivariate regression, the squared correlation coefficient is 0.93. This
shows that there is a strong relationship between this inflection point and both
saturation and %Z.
There are many significant caveats to this analysis, the most important of
which is that these results are only strictly valid for the system in which they were
developed. A field push-pull test will be complicated by radial flow and the
potential for DNAPL to be localized within one sector of the well circumference.
Also, heterogeneous geology may necessitate the use of the bromide curve to
determine what features of the partitioning BTC are due to flow field and what are
due to interactions with the DNAPL; as was seen with the low pool fraction, fastfast test (Chapter 7) this distinction is difficult to make. Heterogeneities in the
DNAPL saturation will also make distinctions between regions with and without
DNAPL less sharp (i.e. how high does the local DNAPL saturation need to be for
the results of these tests to apply). Additionally with a field test, the BTC will not
be as smooth as a simulation and may be data limited, causing inflection point
locations to be miscalculated or missed completely.
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8.4.2 – Application of Simplified Regressions
Some of the caveats mentioned above can be examined in greater detail
using the data and simulations from the experimental source zones presented in
Chapter 7. As discussed previously, these source zones were created by injecting
TCE-DNAPL into sandy porous media.

Though the media is relatively

homogeneous (compared to geologies at many field sites), it allows for the
creation of three, distinct, heterogeneous DNAPL architectures. The simulated
BTCs from these source zones are used to assess the effect of heterogeneous
DNAPL saturation on the analysis techniques described above. The experimental
data from these source zones may add more error to the analysis due to both noise
in the data and data gaps. Applying the analysis techniques to the laboratory data
will shed light on the added complications of using experimentally measured data.
Shown in Figures 8.12, 8.13, and 8.14 are the estimated locations of the
TCE-DNAPL front for the each test in the low, mid and high pool fraction source
zones, respectively. Each panel in Figures 8.12 – 8.13 has two estimated front
locations, one from analysis of the simulated BTC (line a) and the other from a
similar analysis of the analytical effluent data (line b). Though the multivariate
regression (equation 8.2) provides a better prediction of Dfront, it requires
knowledge of local saturation; therefore, estimations of DNAPL front were
completed as using equation 8.1. When simulated BTCs are analyzed, it is
possible to use C/C0 = 0.980 to represent the point at which normalized
concentrations fall from 1.0. However, with the lab data, the choice of the C/C0
value that indicates a drop from 1 is more subjective because of scatter in the
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analytical data and small data gaps. The curves were visually examined to discern
the Vext/Vinj value at which concentrations appeared to drop due to interactions
with the TCE-DNAPL. For the mid pool fraction fast-slow test the drop off from
normalized concentrations could not be determined because early BTC data are
too noisy. Results for the low pool fraction source zone (Figure 8.12) show that
the simulated data estimates the DNAPL front to coincide with the pooled TCEDNAPL at the bottom of the box. Estimates using the measured data determine a
DNAPL front that is 3 - 6 cm further from the injection/extraction well. This
difference in estimation seems to be primarily due to incomplete information in
the BTC, making it difficult to find the exact point at which normalized
concentrations drop from 1.0. For the mid pool fraction source zone (Figure 8.13)
DNAPL front estimations for the first two tests are closer to the
injection/extraction well than those corresponding to the last test. This may be
due to the visible loss of TCE-DNAPL mass in the pool along the bottom low
permeability layer (Figure 9.13 III). Estimations of DNAPL front in the high pool
fraction box (Figure 8.14) occur closer to the bulk of the DNAPL front and appear
to be less effected by the TCE-DNAPL pool on the bottom low permeability
layer.
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Figure 8.12 Estimations of TCE-DNAPL front using simulated (a) and measured
(b) 2-octanol BTCs in the low pool fraction box. Results from the fast-fast test
are shown in panel I, the slow-fast test in panel II and the fast-slow test in panel
III.
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Figure 8.13 Estimations of TCE-DNAPL front using simulated (a) and measured
(b) 2-octanol BTCs in the mid pool fraction box. Results from the slow-fast test
are shown in panel I, the fast-slow test in panel II and the fast-fast test in panel III.
Note that there is no estimation using the fast-slow test effluent data.
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Figure 8.14 Estimations of TCE-DNAPL front using simulated (a) and measured
(b) 2-octanol BTCs in the high pool fraction box. Results from the fast-fast test
are shown in panel I, the slow-fast test in panel II and the fast-slow test in panel
III. Note, in panel II, the simulated and analytical BTCs provide the same
estimate of Dfront.
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These examples demonstrate that equation 8.1 provides reasonable
estimates of the distance between the DNAPL front and the injection/extraction
well in heterogeneous source zones. The use of laboratory effluent data does
complicate the analysis because of incomplete and slightly scattered data sets, but
overall still provides good estimates of Dfront. Additionally, the close proximity of
the TCE-DNAPL source zone to the injection/extraction well in these
experimental systems complicates analysis because the concentration drop often
occurs within the first few data points, making it the drop difficult to identify.
The percent of the vertical domain containing TCE-DNAPL was also
estimated for each of the push-pull tests (Table 8.2). Again, estimations were
completed using both simulated and measured BTCs. The 1st inflection point on
each curve was used as the independent variable in the linear regression shown in
Figure 8.10 to calculate %Z. This regression equation estimates values over
100% for most of the tests (Table 8.2); since %Z cannot physically be higher than
100%, anything calculated to be over 100% is assumed to be equal to 100%. The
actual %Z of each source zone was determined from the saturation input files
used in the 2-D model. Recall that these saturation files were generated using the
light transmission data. The cell size in this domain is 5 mm x 5 mm (similar to
the scale used for averaging the light transmission data). Any cell that had a local
TCE-DNAPL saturation greater than 1% was determined to contain TCEDNAPL. The %Z was then calculated as the number of rows in the domain
containing any DNAPL normalized by the total number of rows in the domain
(e.g. 88 rows for the 44 cm tall low pool fraction box).
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Table 8.2 Estimated percent of the vertical domain containing TCE-DNAPL.
Actual values are compared to those estimated using both simulated and measured
2-octanol BTCs.
Estimations using
Estimations using
Simulated BTC
Box

1

Low PF
Fast-Fast
Slow-Fast
Fast-Slow
Mid PF
Fast-Fast
Slow-Fast
Fast-Slow
High PF
Fast-Fast
Slow-Fast
Fast-Slow

Measured BTC

Actual
%Z

1st Inflection
Point C/C0
Value

Estimated
%Z

1st Inflection
Point C/C0
Value

Estimated
%Z

86.4
86.4
86.2

0.46
0.48
0.54

121
116
103

0.26
0.29
0.55

167
160
100

50.0
82.6
82.6

0.73
0.57
0.41

58
95
132

0.72
0.41
NA1

60
132
NA1

77.0
76.1
69.3

0.47
0.55
0.62

118
98
84

0.47
0.43
0.51

118
127
109

No inflection point was seen in the experimental data for the mid pool fraction fast-slow test.
This appears to be due to data gaps in the BTC.
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It is difficult to determine the performance of this analysis for these source
zones since all but two have %Z>75. Both the simulated and effluent data
provide %Z estimates that are close to 100 for all but the mid pool fraction fastfast test. This may suggest that the analysis has difficulty distinguishing %Z in
heterogeneous source zones with high %Z values. However, the analysis gives a
good estimate of %Z for the mid pool fraction box, and is able to distinguish it
from the other two boxes. As mentioned above, predictions using simulated and
measured BTCs are close, suggesting that the additional complications using
measured data may not strongly affect this analysis.
Analysis of the second inflection point is more complicated for these
heterogeneous source zones. Of the nine push-pull tests conducted in the aquifer
cells, only the mid pool fraction fast-fast test has an obvious second inflection
point. Therefore, analysis will be performed on this data set to illustrate how the
second inflection point holds information on source zone architecture. Recall,
this second inflection point appears to be related to both %Z and local saturation
(Table 8.1).

As demonstrated above, %Z can be estimated using the first

inflection point. The local saturation can then be estimated from %Z and the C/C0
value of the second inflection point. Applying this process to both the simulated
and measured BTCs results in local saturation estimations of Sn = 0.18 and Sn =
0.19, respectively. Two steps were necessary to calculate the actual saturation
value to which these estimates correspond. First, an average saturation (Sn1, Sn2,
Sn3, Sn4 and Sn5) was calculated for each of the 5 TCE-DNAPL regions
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highlighted below in Figure 8.15. Then, these 5 averages were weighted by the
corresponding %Z and averaged together as:
(Sn1*%Z1) + (Sn2*%Z2) + (Sn3*%Z3) + (Sn4*%Z4) + (Sn5*%Z5)

(8.3)

The result of equation 8.3 is an average local saturation of 0.14, which is slightly
lower than the estimations obtained using the second inflection point.
The above illustrations using 2-octanol BTCs generated from the
heterogeneous source zones, demonstrate how push-pull BTCs might be useful
for estimating DNAPL source zone features. If a BTC has both inflection points
discussed in this analysis, it may be able to provide three pieces of information: i)
the distance between the injection/extraction well and the DNAPL front; ii) the
percent of the vertical domain that contains DNAPL; iii) the average local
saturation of the DNAPL. This analysis cannot determine the vertical location of
the DNAPL. For example, if it is determined that %Z=60, this analysis cannot
indicate whether the DNAPL is in the bottom 60% percent of the domain, the top
60% of the domain or spaced throughout the vertical domain. Additionally, the
analysis does not give information on the horizontal extent of the domain.
However, it appears that these curves can be used to estimate more than just the
overall average saturation of a source zone.
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Figure 8.15 Source zone corresponding to the mid pool fraction fast-fast test.
The five boxes highlight the regions used to estimate local saturation of the source
zone.
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8.4.3 – Estimation of Average Saturation
As shown in Chapter 7, Section 7.7.4, when detailed knowledge of the
saturation distribution is available, a linear driving force model using the Nambi
and Powers (2003) mass transfer coefficient correlation is able to describe
partitioning tracer transport. Thus, incorporating partitioning kinetics into current
analytical models may greatly improve predictions of DNAPL saturation. The
problem with this approach is that detailed saturation distributions are not known
a priori when push-pull tests are conducted in the field. Interestingly for most of
the experiments conducted herein (eight of the nine), the kinetic model performs
well when the DNAPL distribution is assumed to be uniform throughout the
domain (see Figure 7.42). This observation has an important implication for
analytical modeling tools which rely upon assumptions of uniform saturation –
replacing the equilibrium assumption with linear driving force partitioning
kinetics may greatly increase the ability of these tools to estimate overall
saturation from push-pull test BTCs.
The exception to the general trend was the BTC produced in the mid pool
fraction, fast-fast test (Figure 7.43).

Here the DNAPL distribution was

appreciably different than in the other eight experiments. The principal difference
is that only about 50% of the vertical extent of the domain contains DNAPL,
where as the other eight experiments had DNAPL that extended throughout
greater than 70% of the vertical dimension. The BTC from this one experiment
does not exhibit the early breakthrough and concavity seen in the other eight
BTCs; instead it is characterized by an inflection in the slope early in the BTC
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that is similar in character to the type of curves examined in Chapter 8, Section
8.3.1. Thus, the predictive power of the kinetic model employed with uniform
saturations is less for this experiment (solid line and versus dotted line in Figure
8.16). However, if both linear driving force kinetics and %Z are incorporated into
the modeling, the prediction of the mid pool fraction fast-fast curve is greatly
improved (dashed line in Figure 8.16). The simulation noted by the dashed line in
Figure 8.16 includes the linear driving force kinetics, and assumes that the
DNAPL saturation is uniform but only within 60% of the vertical extent of the
domain. The other 40% of the vertical dimension contains no DNAPL. In the
simulation, the uniform saturation distribution was assumed to occupy 60% of the
vertical domain because this is the %Z value estimated from the BTC following
the procedure described in Chapter 8, Section 8.4 (Table 8.2). This demonstrates
that incorporating both linear driving force kinetics and %Z into solution
modeling approach results in an ability to capture the shape of the data. This is an
important result because it suggests that BTCs can be interrogated by first
estimating %Z from the data and then fitting the overall saturation.
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Figure 8.16 2-octanol BTC (triangles) from the mid pool fraction, fast-fast test.
The plot includes a simulation using the linear driving force model and actual
saturation distribution (solid), a simulation including linear driving force kinetics
and a uniform saturation distribution (dotted) and a simulation including linear
driving force kinetics and a uniform saturation distribution in 60% of the vertical
domain (dashed).
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8.5 Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter was to determine what features of the DNAPL
architecture are discernible from push-pull partitioning tracer tests conducted in
localized regions within the source zone. Push-pull tests were simulated in 40
artificial source zones to explore the extent of saturation in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Results indicate that the test does distinguish differences in
vertical DNAPL distribution.

Additionally, the test appears to be able to

distinguish differences in the distance between the injection/extraction well and
the front of the DNAPL source zone.
BTC data generated by the 40 push-pull simulations suggest three
locations on the BTC may hold information pertaining to features of the DNAPL
architecture. The point at which normalized concentrations drop below a nominal
value of 1.0 holds information on the distance between the injection/extraction
well and the front of the DNAPL source zone. Additionally, an inflection point
located in early time on the BTC appears to be correlated to the amount of the
vertical domain containing DNAPL. Lastly, a second inflection point occurring
further along the BTC can be correlated to both the percent of the vertical domain
containing DNAPL and the local saturation of this DNAPL.
To expand the scope of these analyses, the observed relationships were
tested using the laboratory and simulated push-pull tests conducted in Chapter 7.
The intent here was to examine the influence of both more realistic saturation
distributions and error inherent in real measurements on the features seen in BTCs
generated from the contrived source zones. Results here showed that the drop in
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normalized concentrations provides a reasonable estimate of distance between the
injection/extraction well and DNAPL front. The analysis did not seem to be
dependent on the use of simulated or real data, indicating that as long as the
sampling density is high, the use of measured data may not strongly impact
estimations. It is difficult to differentiate distributions where over 70% of the
vertical domain contained DNAPL. However analysis using this first inflection
point was able to distinguish the mid pool fraction source zone, with a %Z closer
to 50. It may be that the strength of this analysis is differentiating between source
zones characterized by greater vertical spreading (characteristic of younger source
zones) from source zones with more localized hot spots (characteristic of aged
source zones). The ability of these BTC features to predict aspects of the DNAPL
source zone needs to be examined in much greater depth for more realistic source
zones. However, the preliminary analysis conducted herein indicates that because
of these features, push-pull tests may be useful for estimating more than just
overall DNAPL saturation.
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CHAPTER 9 – CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 - Conclusions
The current state of DNAPL source zone characterization focuses on
quantifying dissolved concentrations (or perhaps mass flux) emanating from a
source zone and on estimating an overall DNAPL saturation if necessary for
remediation design. Given the established linkage between DNAPL architecture
and mass discharge, it may be advantage to develop tools to estimate metrics that
more specifically describe DNAPL architecture. Partitioning interwell tracer tests
are one method that can be used to estimate architecture metrics; however, the
high density of sampling points required to obtain estimates or architecture is
economically prohibitive. The use of partitioning tracers in a push-pull flow
scheme in localized settings may provide such a tool. To date the push-pull test
has been used to estimate overall DNAPL saturation, but has not been used to
estimate source zone architecture metrics. Therefore, the overall objective of this
work was to determine if alcohol tracer push-pull tests can be used to characterize
local-scale source zone architecture metrics.

The work in this dissertation

primarily focused on quantifying pool fraction, defined as the amount of pooled
source zone mass normalized by the total source zone mass.

This overall

investigation was carried out by considering the influence of nonlinear
partitioning, non-equilibrium mass exchange and non-uniformity in DNAPL
distribution on resulting tracer breakthrough curves.
Equilibrium partitioning of the tracer between the DNAPL and aqueous
phase defines the thermodynamic driving force for tracer transport.
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Hence,

Chapter 4 of this dissertation focused on complete characterization of the
equilibrium phase behavior for three representative alcohol tracers (1-pentanol, 1hexanol and 2-octanol) in a TCE-DNAPL/water system. Findings show that
though linear partitioning is often assumed for these tracers, partitioning is nonlinear for each tracer. However, each tracer does have a dilute concentration
range in which linear partitioning can be safely assumed. This concentration
range is now well-defined for each of the selected tracers, along with the
corresponding linear partition coefficient, determined by a linear regression of the
partitioning data in the dilute range. The UNIFAC model, a thermodynamic
equilibrium model commonly employed to estimate equilibrium phase behavior,
provides good estimations of overall phase behavior, but was found to over
predict partition coefficients in the linear range. Overall, Chapter 4 demonstrates
the importance of careful laboratory measurements to characterize the exact
partition coefficient as well as the concentration range in which linear partitioning
can be safely assumed.
Once thorough characterization of the equilibrium behavior of each tracer
was complete, focus shifted to studying the processes influencing partitioning
tracer transport. Chapter 5 examined the importance of surface capacity, and
diffusional resistances in both the aqueous and DNAPL phases in a 1-D column
system comprised of TCE-DNAPL ganglia. Application of a 1-D numerical
model to the column tracer BTCs shows that neither diffusion in the TCEDNAPL nor tracer accumulation at the DNAPL/water interface are important
transport processes in these column systems. A linear driving force model, using
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the Powers et al. (1992) mass transfer coefficient (derived from NAPL dissolution
experiments) is able to adequately capture partitioning tracer BTCs.

This

suggests that diffusion through an aqueous boundary layer surrounding the TCEDNAPL droplets is the controlling mechanism in partitioning tracer transport in
these column systems.

Additionally, it was demonstrated that equilibrium

partitioning, another common assumption in partitioning tracer tests, is not a safe
assumption at flow rates often employed in field tracer tests.
Upon characterizing transport at one end member of pool fraction (a
region comprising TCE-DNAPL ganglia), Chapter 6 examined partitioning tracer
transport at the other end member of pool fraction (a region comprising one large
TCE-DNAPL pool). Here, it was hypothesized that diffusional resistance in the
DNAPL phase is more important because of the longer diffusion path length,
relative to that of TCE-DNAPL ganglia. Three tracer tests were conducted in a 2D box system containing a source zone comprised of a single, large, TCEDNAPL pool.

The tests employed different flow rates and the use of flow

interruptions to examine their influence on both overall and local-scale tracer
transport.

Modeling of BTCs resulting from the no flow interruption test

demonstrate that partitioning tracer transport through a pooled source zone can be
described with a linear driving force model employing the Nambi and Powers
(2003) mass transfer correlation (developed from NAPL pool dissolution
experiments). This model is able to describe local BTCs as well as overall
effluent BTCs.

A sensitivity analysis to available mass transfer coefficient

correlations indicates that the Powers et al. (1992, 1994) correlations (developed
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from NAPL ganglia dissolution) are also able to describe partitioning tracer
transport in pool dominated systems.
Once flow was characterized at the two end members of pool fraction,
tracer transport in heterogeneous source zones was examined (Chapter 7).
Specifically, three source zones, one of each low, mid and high pool fraction,
were created in three 2-D aquifer cells. The focus here was to examine the
influence of push-pull injection and extraction flow rates on resulting BTCs for
each pool fraction. It was hypothesized that a slow injection flow rate followed
by a fast extraction flow rate would take advantage of the differences in diffusion
path length between ganglia and pools, enabling the differentiation of high and
low pool fraction source zones.

Results indicate that all three flow rate

combinations (fast injection, fast extraction; slow injection, fast extraction; fast
injection, fast extraction) result in similar BTCs. This suggests that the mass
transfer limitation between the ganglia and pools are not distinct enough to be
interrogated with the selected flow rate. The implications of these results are that
information is not lost when using a fast-fast test, which is advantageous in the
field where faster flows on the push and pull phase may reduce costs and increase
practicability (i.e., ability to interrogate more locations in a fixed amount of time).
Additionally, results of the push-pull tests indicate that though different source
zones can result in distinct BTCs, pool fraction does not seem to be the metric to
which these differences are related.
Modeling of the push-pull BTCs show that the commonly employed
analytical solution, which assumes a uniform geology, uniform saturation
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distribution and equilibrium partitioning, cannot capture the partitioning behavior
of the higher partitioning tracers. Since it is these higher partitioning tracers that
contain most of the information on DNAPL saturation, the analytical solution
does not provide good estimates of overall DNAPL saturation. However, when
the flow field is well understood, a linear driving force model, using the Nambi
and Powers (2003) mass transfer correlation, can adequately describe partitioning
BTCs. Use of the linear driving force model to examine the importance of
assumptions implicit in the analytical solution indicates that assuming equilibrium
partitioning and/or a uniform saturation distribution lead to the poor performance
of the analytical solution. A model that incorporates either kinetic transport or the
actual saturation distribution is able to capture the general shape of higher
partitioning tracers. Best results occur when models include both kinetic mass
transfer and the actual saturation distribution.
The linear driving force model validated in Chapter 7 was used to conduct
2-octanol push-pull experiments in 40 artificial source zones to examine the
ability of the test to differentiate between source zones of different vertical and
horizontal distributions. Results demonstrate that three different features of the 2octanol BTC may provide information on DNAPL architecture.

First, an

inflection point occurring early in the BTC may be useful for estimating the
amount of the vertical test domain containing DNAPL. Second, the point at
which the normalized tracer concentration drops from 1.0, may help estimate the
distance between the injection/extraction well and the front of the DNAPL source
zone. Third, a second inflection point in the BTC appears to be related to both the
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percent of the vertical domain containing DNAPL and the saturation of the
DNAPL in the source zone.

However, the information held in this second

inflection point may be difficult to obtain in real source zones with heterogeneous
DNAPL saturations. The simplified nature of the source zones from which these
results are derived necessitates further study to validate the relationships
discussed here.
9.2 –Scientific and Engineering Contributions


Rigorous liquid-liquid-equilibrium characterization of each 1-pentanol, 1hexanol and 2-octanol in a ternary system comprised of the alcohol, water
and trichloroethene. Characterization includes thermodynamic modeling
using UNIFAC and establishment of dilute regions for which partitioning
may be approximated as linear.



Identification that tracer transport in a system of residual DNAPL
saturation can be well approximated using a linear driving force model
and a mass transfer coefficient derived from DNAPL dissolution
experiments (i.e., diffusion and surface partitioning do not appreciably
influence partitioning in ganglia dominated systems).



Assessment that partitioning tracer transport in heterogeneous DNAPL
source zones can be well predicted using a linear driving force model and
a mass transfer coefficient derived from DNAPL pool dissolution
experiments.



Quantitative assessment of mass transfer correlations available for
domains containing pooled DNAPL.
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Elucidation that push-pull partitioning tracer tests provide information on
three characteristics of simplified DNAPL source zones: i) the distance
between the injection/extraction well and the front of the DNAPL source
zone; ii) the amount of the vertical domain containing DNAPL; iii) the
average local saturation of the source zone.

9.3 – Recommendations
The findings of this dissertation result in the following recommendations
related to the use of push-pull tests to estimate overall DNAPL saturation.
Quantification of the partition coefficient for each tracer at multiple
concentrations is critical.

Where possible, the partitioning should be

characterized using DNAPL and groundwater collected from the site.

This

quantification will aid in selecting applied concentrations from within the range of
concentrations where the partitioning can be reasonably approximated as linear,
thereby increasing the accuracy when interpreting partitioning tracer test results.
Results of this work, and of others (e.g. Davis et al., 2002; Istok et al., 2002),
suggest caution should be exercised when considering use of current analytical
solutions to interpret push-pull test BTCs. The assumptions underlying these
solutions are rarely met in the field, where it is difficult to ensure there is
equilibrium partitioning within a zone of uniform DNAPL saturation. Where
these assumptions are violated, use of the analytical solution will result overestimation, possibly extreme over-estimation, of the overall DNAPL saturation.
Presently the main alternative to the analytical solution is to analyze
breakthrough data using the method of moments. This type of analysis is superior
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to existing analytical solutions, but the method tends to underestimate DNAPL
saturations, especially when the retardation factors are not between 1.2 and 4.0 as
suggested by Jin et al. (1997) and Annable et al. (1998a). Thus, great care should
be taken when basing remedial action decisions on mass estimates obtained using
the methods of moments. The method may be better suited to differentiating
zones of high and low saturation within a given source zone.
Future research should consider that the current analytical solutions can be
enhanced or reworked to include rate-limited partitioning and some degree of
nonuniformity in the DNAPL saturation.

The research described in this

dissertation suggests existing mass transfer correlations - those developed for
dissolution - hold promise for application. While these correlations are often a
function of spatially-dependent DNAPL saturation, the research herein illustrates
the benefits of using these correlations even when the DNAPL distribution is
assumed to be uniform. The result suggests inclusion of the kinetics may be the
most important next step in the evolution of analytical models employed to
interpret push-pull tests. One example of work in this area is that of Huang et al.
(2010).
Research in this dissertation shows how asymmetric breakthrough curves
obtained within localized regions of a source zone may be interpreted using the
inflection points of the BTC (Chapter 8). While the correlations for %Z and
saturation developed therein are currently restricted to 2-D rectangular domains,
there approach developed here holds substantial promise for increasing the utility
of analytical solutions that incorporate mass transfer kinetics. The approach of
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using the BTC characteristics (location of inflection points) to characterize the
%Z should enable models that include kinetic mass transfer to estimate the overall
saturation within the vertical portion of the domain containing DNAPL, even
when the saturation is assumed to be uniform within the vertical portion of the
domain containing DNAPL. The observation that kinetics and vertical extent of
DNAPL are the two most important parameters controlling the shape of the pushpull BTC also establishes a foundation for future research aimed at upscaling the
kinetics for use in simplified modeling tools.
It should be noted that the aforementioned recommendations focus on
interpreting partitioning BTCs in cases where the non-partitioning BTC is smooth
and well behaved. If the non-partitioning BTC has inflections in slope, similar to
those seen in the low pool fraction fast-fast and slow-fast tests (Figures 7.3 and
7.4), there is likely a large degree of non-uniformity in the flow field that cannot
be captured by existing tools. Thus it is recommended that tests in which the
bromide BTC contains multiple inflection points be re-run or excluded, as there is
not currently a robust way of analyzing the partitioning data associated with the
test.
Additional recommendations for future work on this research focus on the
2-D box experiments, both pooled source zone and heterogeneous source zone. It
would be beneficial to develop an unconfined model to examine tracer transport
in these systems, as this would be more realistic to the experimental systems in
which these tests were conducted. This modification may enable the model to
better capture the local port data from experiments 2 and 3 in Chapter 6. It is
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hypothesized that the flow field generated near the TCE-DNAPL pool upon
restarting flow (after the flow interruption) cannot be fully captured with an
unconfined model. Additionally, it is hypothesized that the unusual flow field
seen in the low pool fraction fast-fast test may be better captured using an
unconfined model.

Therefore, an unconfined model could be useful for

interpreting tests conducted in both Chapters 6 and 7.
Results from the push-pull tests conducted in the 40 simplified source
zones discussed in Chapter 8 indicate that these tests may be able to provide
information on source zone DNAPL distribution.

However, work in more

complicated 2-D source zones is necessary for the relationships developed in
Chapter 8 to prove useful for interpreting field partitioning tracer push-pull tests.
First, push-pull tests should be conducted in heterogeneous source zones where
the actual DNAPL spill is simulated, resulting in more realistic source zones that
those used herein. Three more realistic source zones were examined using light
transmission data from the low, mid and high pool fraction boxes in Chapter 7.
However, two of these source zones have very similar source zones in terms of
horizontal distribution, vertical distribution and overall DNAPL mass. Push-pull
tests should be simulated in heterogeneous source zones that vary in the same
aspects as the contrived source zones (i.e. vertical distribution, horizontal
distribution, distance between the front of the source zone and the
injection/extraction well and total DNAPL mass). If results of these simulations
indicate similar relationships to those found in Chapter 8, two or three of the
simulated heterogeneous source zones should be examined experimentally.
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If additional 2-D simulations and experiments in heterogeneous source
zones also indicate that push-pull BTCs do provide information on DNAPL
source zone distribution, push-pull tests should be conducted in 3-D push-pull
model. This would allow for the examination of the influence of radial flow
around the well and the added complication of DNAPL contamination on multiple
sides of the well. Here the best design for use in the field could be further refined.
For example, the injection/extraction well screen could be packed to confine flow
to one side of the well. Results from that packing could be compared to results
generated by allowing flow through the entire circumference of the well. Results
may indicate if the test can be used to estimate architecture all around the well, or
if performance is greatly improved by localizing the test to one side of the well.
Additionally, the use of a 3-D model can be used to up-scaling results, which is
necessary before applying them to field push-pull tests.

The qualitative

relationships seen in Chapter 8 may still hold in field tests, but differences in
vertical and horizontal correlation lengths will likely necessitate different
quantitative correlations between source zone architecture and the key BTC
features identified in Chapter 8.
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APPENDIX I

Figure A1.1 Equilibrium modeling of low pool fraction fast-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.2 Equilibrium modeling of low pool fraction slow-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.3 Equilibrium modeling of low pool fraction fast-slow experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.4 Equilibrium modeling of mid pool fraction fast-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.5 Equilibrium modeling of mid pool fraction slow-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.6 Equilibrium modeling of mid pool fraction fast-slow experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.7 Equilibrium modeling of high pool fraction fast-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.8 Equilibrium modeling of high pool fraction slow-fast experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Figure A1.9 Equilibrium modeling of high pool fraction fast-slow experiment.
Displayed are bromide (a), 1-pentanol (b), 1-hexanol (c) and 2-octanol (d) BTCs.
Each panel includes a best fit BTC (solid line) and panels b-d include equilibrium
predictions using the measured saturation.
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Table A1.1 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the low pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Low Pool Fraction
Test

Tracer

Fast‐
Fast

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Slow‐
Fast
Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Fast‐
Slow

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

Fit
alpha
(cm)

Sum of
Squared
Error1

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)2

0.9
‐
‐
‐

0.02
0.19
0.38
2.98

‐
46.3%
37.5%
14.0%

‐
841
681
254

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

32.5
32.5
32.5
32.5

1.0
‐
‐
‐

0.25
0.39
0.50
2.29

‐
26.1%
18.2%
15.6%

‐
443
309
265

1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

27.9
27.9
27.9
27.9

1.1
‐
‐
‐

0.02
0.03
0.05
1.26

‐
9.8%
11.5%
9.5%

‐
170
200
165

1.2%
1.2%
1.2%
1.2%

20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5

2‐Octanol
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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Table A1.2 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the mid pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

Mid Pool Fraction
Fit
alpha
(cm)

Sum of
Squared
Error1

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)2

0.4
‐
‐
‐

0.03
0.02
0.07
0.63

‐
10.3%
10.2%
7.4%

‐
200
198
144

0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1

1‐Hexanol

0.8
‐
‐

0.08
0.06
0.17

‐
19.9%
19.5%

436
427

1.4%
1.4%
1.4%

30.8
30.8
30.8

2‐Octanol

‐

1.87

17.2%

376

1.4%

30.8

Bromide

0.5
‐
‐

0.04
0.28
0.27

‐
51.6%
47.0%

1074
978

1.4%
1.4%
1.4%

30.8
30.8
30.8

Test

Tracer

Fast‐
Fast

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Slow‐
Fast
Bromide
1‐Pentanol

Fast‐
Slow

1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

‐
1.01
24.0%
1.4%
500
2‐Octanol
30.8
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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Table A1.3 Analytical solution estimations of dispersivity, overall TCE-DNAPL
saturation and volume for the high pool fraction box. Also included are the
measured TCE-DNAPL source zone saturations and volumes.

High Pool Fraction
Test

Tracer

Fast‐
Fast

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Slow‐
Fast
Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol
2‐Octanol

Fast‐
Slow

Bromide
1‐Pentanol
1‐Hexanol

Fit
alpha
(cm)

Sum of
Squared
Error1

Estimated
DNAPL
Sat.

Estimated
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)

Measured
DNAPL
Sat.2

Measured
DNAPL
Vol. (mL)2

0.20
‐
‐
‐

0.02
0.05
0.09
0.92

‐
25.6%
38.2%
37.4%

‐
334
680
666

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

32.1
32.1
32.1
32.1

0.5
‐
‐
‐

0.04
0.03
0.06
0.98

‐
13.4%
19.2%
12.9%

‐
216
309
208

2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

31.9
31.9
31.9
31.9

0.4
‐
‐

0.02
0.04
0.13

‐
18.8%
23.8%

‐
328
415

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

29.4
29.4
29.4

‐
0.73
22.2%
387
1.8%
29.4
2‐Octanol
The sum of squared error for bromide corresponds to fitting alpha in equation 7.2 to the bromide
data. For the partitioning tracers, sum of squared error corresponds to fitting xmax in equation 7.2
to each partitioning BTC. xmax is then used to calculate DNAPL saturation.
2
Measured TCE-DNAPL saturations and volumes vary between experiments due to both TCEDNAPL dissolution/volatilization between experiments and the swept volume (which is equal to
the tracer pulse volume).
1
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